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notice to mariners
Interesting Changes

EMERGENCY MEN

THE FIRE FUND

Being

Made Among the Guardi

ans of Our Coast

Whitehead Light Station—Inten
sity of light Increased to 24,000
candlepower June 21.
Narraguagus Light Station—Light
—
—> and fog signal discontinued; lighted
*•
Take time for deliberation.
bell buoy established June 21.
haste spoils everything.—8tatlus. ♦
Pond Island Lighted Bell Buoy 1
established in 69 feet, 575 yards 72’
from Narraguagus Lighthouse. Buoy
ls black, and shows a flashing white

OCEAN VIEW

light every 3 seconds, flash 0.3 sec
ond, eclipse 2.7 seconds, of 130
candlepower, 12 feet above water,
visible seven miles. Pond Island
CAMDEN, ME.
Shoal Buoy 1 discontinued. Narra
guagus Light and fog bell permanent
WILL OPEN
ly discontinued.
Hendricks Head Light changed;
fog signal discontinued; bell buoy
(TOMORROW)
established June 20. 1933. The light
shows flashing white every 6 seconds
flash 1 second, eclipse 5 seconds, of
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
TONSILS
1300 candlepower. Hendricks Head
No risk to patient; no hospitalization Bell Buoy 2 established about 200
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
yards 248’ from Hendricks Head
Saturdays
Lighthouse, in 84 feet. Buoy is red.
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Osteopathic Physician
The bell at Hendricks Head Light'
Ofllce Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston house has been discontinued.
157S78

TEA ROOM

Sunday, June 25

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

MONDAY, JUNE 26

Chairman

IN

“NANCY'S PRIVATE AFFAIR

HUDSON

A SMART COMEDY

By a Company of Well Known Players
MISS ISABEL KIRKPATRICK of Thomaston
will make her professional debut in this play
I'

Prices 25c, 40c—8.30 P. M.
75’lt

SATURDAY SPECIAL
LAST CALL FOR

GERANIUMS, CANNAS, IVY (large), 15c each
VINCAS, 25c each
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,
371 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.

74-75

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION, Est. 1907
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE with car wanted for Rockland and
vicinity. A. L. A. Service represents the Exceptional Value so lar
as automobile protection is concerned In that it starts where auto
insurance stops. Our legal service in itself is well worth the re
quired investment. Leads furnished, negligible competition; excep
tional opportunity to establish a permanent business of your own
Liberal commission and bonus basis with renewal commission credit
References required For Interview, write Automobile Legal Associ
ation, 619 Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor, Maine.
75-77

SUMMER SCHOOL
OPENS JULY 10
SIX WEEKS’ COURSE

OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JULY 5-10

LENA K. SARGENT, Crescent Beach, Me.
74-81

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And thm let as show you the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, Ice Cream Cablneta,
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
492 MAIN STREET

WHITE LINE

TEL. 260-W
75-90

ROCKLAND

“SPECIAL EXTRA” DANCE
Auspices BATTERY E at the ARMORY

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE JUNE 21
Leave For Augusta and Points West

7.50 A.M. 3.00 P.M.
73-75

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO

Monday Night, June 26
KIRK’S FULL ORCHESTRA
This Dance Is for the raising of a new Mess Fund—Battery E
never begs and never reneges. You'will get your money’s worth
at this dance. And How!
74-75

SOMETHING NEW!
FOR SATURDAY ONLY

OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

Any Boy or Girl Buying an Orcjer of 50 Cent Value

or more can get a ride home in

A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
loe-s-tf

Our New Austin Car

KNIGHT BROTHERS
65 Park Street,

Rockland, Me..

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
AUTHORIZED

PHILCO,

MAJESTIC, CROSLEY
WE RENT RADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE VISIT OF “FRANKLIN D.”

Volume 88.................... Number 75

STOCK HAS BEEN SOLD

Griffin , Names

Hiese additional contributions to
World War Vets To Act
the Red Cross Ellsworth- Auburn
In Possible Disaster
relief fund are noted;
• • • •
Milton M. Griffin, chairman of the
Two Glencove Friends ......... ..$ 2.00
Red
Cross "Organ ization For Disaster"
Rockland Friends ................
7.35
1.00 has mobilized the American Legion
A Friend ................................
Erminie Smith .....................
1.00 forces in this order:
Mrs O. A. Palmer ................
1.00
Supplies and Welfare (Commander
Hope ..................................... .. 1.50
Lawrence Leach)—T. Shannon, Har
American Legion Aux. Rock. .. 10.00
old Dunbar, Charles Schofield, M.
Previously reported:
Graves,
E. Newhall, H. Kalloch, R.
Strand Theatre .................... . ..$100.30
Brown,
K.
V. White, Charles G. Hew
Union Red Cross ................. ... 3.00
Eda O. Copelar.d, Thomaston .. 10.00 ett, Thomas Fleming. John Chisholm.
Thomaston Red Cross.......... ... 40.50 A. Bird, F. French, Albert 8. Peterson,
Union ............................. ...... ... 13.00 E. Crockett, E. Edwards, C. M. Hav
Strand Theatre (Auburn flre) .. 71.45 ener, R. Nutt and G. Wood.
G. Carl Cassens .................... ... 2.00
Rescue (Vice Commander Charles
Eleanor Griffith .................. .... 1.00 Morton)—Leonard, Theodore Perry,
Comrades of the Way.......... ... llX) L. Kallooh, O. E. Wishman, Carl Bor
Cora F. Ames, North Haven .. ... too gerson, A. Bowley, Dr. F. F. Brown,
Mary Wiggin Spear ............. .... 1.00 Dr. Nell A Fogg, Dr. H. W. Frohock,
A Friend .......................... — .... 200 G. Seabury, G. French, Fred Cates,
Mrs. Fred R. Spear ............... .... 500 WiUiam Coid, Dr. Perley Damon, Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K Leighton .... 10.00 Lloyd Richardson, Ernest House,, C.
American Legion, Rockland .. 11.00 Austin Sherman, Dr. Emery B How
A Friend ............................ ... 15.00 ard and E. Smith.
■
Two Ladles ........................... ... 3.00
Transportation (Vice Commander
Brown Class, lst Baptist Ch. .. 3.00 Milton French)—Donald P. Kelsey.
2.00
M. A Murphy, Friendship ..
| Austin Brewer, Francis Havener, Carl
North Haven Br. Red Cross .... 25.00
Davis, Irving Curtis, W. Connon, E.
Mrs Bills, Camden ............. ... 1.00
Lamb, C. McMann, H. Staples, W.
Cong Church, Warren ........ ... 6.00
Oxton, B Wlddecombe, E. Oney, F.
Mr. & Mrs. M. R. Snow &
Sistaire, M. Rlstanio, H. Robishaw
Richard ........................... ... 1.00
and R. Philbrick.
Traffic Police (Adjutant Levi E.
Total to date ......................$438.10
Flint)—Louis Cates. G. Jackson, Carl
j Nelson, A. B Huntley, Earle McIn
tosh, Herbert R. Mullen, Murray
TWO MORE BARGAINS Whalen, Basil H. Stinson, Austin Day.
1932
COUPE
John Gulstin and E. Jones.
All other Legionnaires are subject
to call for duty on any of these com
Has just turned 10,000 miles. This mittees.
ear ls LIKE NEW in every respect.
Its condition will be guaranteed.
BOUND FOR LABRADOR
There isn’t a cleaner used car in
Rockland.
_________________
Maine Air Trasnport has charter
'
1929
SEDAN
ed two planes to International News,
Acme News and Paramount Sound
In excellent condition throughout. i pictures to go from New York city
to Cartwright Labrador to photo
Has four nearly new Goodrich
Sllvertown Cord Tires; two spares graph the fleet of 24 Italian sea
in fender wells, trunk, new hot planes which have left Italy for
water heater; has just had carbon
and valve job and Is ready for the the Chicago fair via Iceland. Green
land. Labrador and then Chicago.
road.
The
pilots arc Harold Crowley and
SPECIAL PRICES ON THESE
Steven Parkinson, who have worked
CARS
SEE THEM TODAY
under Capt. W. H. Wincapaw when
A small deposit wlll hold either ear with the Curtiss-Wright flying serv
If yon do not wish immediate
ice at Rockland. This trip involves
delivery
better than 3000 miles of flying per
THOMAS-NASH CO.
ship. The planes, left 9 a. m. today
118 PARK ST,
ROCKLAND I from New York.

PONTIAC

PENOBSCOT PLAYERS

•

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 24, 1933

Knox County’s Shores Were Expectant, But It Was North And Knox County Trust Company Will Soon Be Ready
Haven Which Drew the Prize
To Elect Its Temporary Officers
Thc campaign waged ln behalf of Gregory, John G. Snow, A. S. Peter
Tenant's Harbor only to put to sea
again and follow the Amberjack II the proposed Knox County Trust son,
Clarence Joy, L. E_ Jones, E. L.
! into Cabot's Cove, Pulpit Harbor.
Company came to a successful con
Brown, Benjamin Phllbrook, R. E.
And so far as Rockland and Camclusion Thursday when it became
Thurston, F. C. Black, L. E. McRae,
den were concerned the distinguished
known that the institution will have W. H. Glendenning Jr., A. F. McAlary,
1062 stockholders, with holdings ma Charles A. Rose, V. A. Leach, A E.
terially above the amount named as Brunberg, E. E. Stoddard, Basil H.
Stinson, William A. Glover, frank
the goal of the campaign.
Of this impressive total 1033 of the W Fuller, B. B. Smith, F. A. Carter,
stockholders come from practically Dr R W. Bickford, K C Rankin,
every town, village and hamlet ln Lawrence Miller, John I. Snow, Wal
Knox County, the othcr 29 being ter Spear, Freeman Young, V. F.
scattered in various parts of the Studley, Everett A. Munsey, Dr. New
State. Rockland furnishes 230 stock man, H. B. Burgess. A. C. Jones. Jack
holders, and was given a close rub Black, Ray Duff, R. S. Sherman,
by loyal Vinalhaven which has 205, Kennedy Crane, John H. McLoon,
while Union, a much smaller com Louis B. Cook.
Expressing hls gratitude to these
munity, came across with 126. Ter
ritory contiguous to Knox County workers, Chairman McLoon Is like
was also generously represented. wise very appreciative of the fine
Practically every town ln Knox work done by the town chairmen,
j who were:
County oversold its quota.
Union, Appleton, Washington and
The chief difficulty which the
canvassers encountered was an ap- Hope—John C. Creighton.
Warren—Willis Vinal.
! parent belief that certain persons
Cushing and Friendship—E. S.
stood ready to take the balance even
if the general campaign failed of Its i Vosc
purpose.
Thomaston—Charles Morse.
Owls Head and South Thomas
Much credit is due thc executive
committee, which planned the drive ton-Grover Young.
Rockport—A. K. Walker.
ate with lt and slept with lt. State
Camden—Elmer E. Joyce.
Senator Albert C. McLoon was chairVinalhaven—C. E. Boman
' man and had for assistants Charles
North Haven—Leon D. Stone.
1 H. Berry, M. F Lovejoy, Louis A
Waldoboro—H. R. Oldis.
j Walker, John Burns, William SanStonington—J. I. 8tlnson.
;om and C. Earle Ludwick. The
Swan's Island—H. A. Johnson.
I othcr members of the local commltSt. Oeorge—W. T. Hocking.
| tee were:
The next step toward the organi
G. A. Lawrence, Rhama E. Phil
zation
of the new bank will be a
Looks a bit stern for “F. D.” but that's who it Ls. The picture shows brick, R E. Estes, Henry Bird, Carl
meeting of the incorporators and
Duff,
John
M.
Richardson.
W.
I
him at his desk, not as the happy ski pper of the Amberjack II. sailing into
Ayer, P. P. Bicknell, Walter C. Ladd. sales committee to prepare a slate
North Haven.
Sumner Perry. Everett L. Spear, Ray of directors for recommendation to
E. Eaton, Elmer B. Crockett, F. L. the stockholders. AU possible speed
stubs are preserved to excite the awe party vanished from the picture
Linekin, E. R Veazie, P. E. Demmons, will be exercised in order that the
Not so far as the Western Union
of future generations.
Charles C. Wotton, John Chisholm bank may soon bc ready to throw
The schooner Amberjack H, bear telegraph office was concerned, how H P Blodgett, Cleo Hopkins, A. W. open its doors.
ing the nation’s Chief Executive—his ever for that establishment was
crew augmented by the arrival of hls flooded writh press matter from the
FOURTH AT BELFAST tluent orators, will deliver the Fourth
two youngest sons. Franklin. Jr., and war correspondents desirous of let
____
j of July oration.
ting
the
Metropolitan
newspapers
Jchn, with thclr pal, A. Y. Paul of
Gov.
Brann
and
Gene
TunOov B™n will deliver a message
Philadelphia — left Portland soon know that the President was sale,
.
A
.___ Ito this section of Maine.
alter 8 oclock yesterday forenoon. I even if somewhat elusive. Manager
ney Among Attractions—
Qenp
and olher mwn_
and was known to be proceeding to Smalley was well prepared for thq
Rockland To See Them
| bers of the Governor's stall will
ward Rockland. This was a sufficient deluge, and the gentlemen of the
------! favor the occasion with a few words.
press
received
as
good
service
as
they
basis for all kinds of rumors, one of
Belfast Is to have a regular old , There will bc a program of instru which was that President Roosevelt could possibly have obtained from a I fashioned Fourth of July celebra- [ mental and vocal music and three
would attend thc Rotary meeting at much larger offlcc.
Through his secretary, Stephen T tion, under thc auspices of thc Bel- j regular horse races will be enjoyed
the Samoset Hotel last night.
But this rumor wasn't a circum- 1 Early V^'^ay President Roosevelt fast Lions Club.
STRAND THEATRE
The celebration is to be larger
stance to the excitement which was 1 expressed hls keen satisfaction over
started when word came from Rock- the Pro?reafi of
London Confer- than flrst contemplated. for the
Sylvia Sidney is starred in the
land Breakwater at 1.15 p. m. that ence'
* I Lions Clubs of Lincoln. Knox. Han- film version of Theodore Dreiser's
1 the Amberjack II had parsed ther? 1 elose tou<5h durln« his crulse' now „ .
.
r„llnttp, havp
half rnmnlrtprf tzi Cflmnohpllo TqIaitH CCCk and P< IlOD.COt Counties have “Jennie Gerhardt," which comes
and was bound into Camden. A cor- na" comPlelea'
Campobello Island
icction of the report soon rame from .Early s Anient, thrown aboard expressed their desire and willing Monday and Tuesday
“Jennie Oerhardt's first contact
the Breakwater, but the word liad tile new#P*Per craft from the de ness to cooperate, so Instead of being
a local affair the celebration has with life comes when an elderly
already spread like a prairie fire, stroyer Ellis, follows:
"Recurring and widely published
and when Hannibal Hamlin's little
Senator , deeply impressed by her
assumed much larger proportions.
schooner yacht put In under thc repcrls that the President will board
Gov. Brann set aside tne dates of naivete and charm, pays court to her.
shadow of Camden Mountains the the cruiser Indianapolis for rush trip
When he saves her brother from an
skipper little reckoned that hls craft It0 London are ’’dthout foundation in July third and fourth last winter,
impending jail sentence, she tries to
had been the Innocent cause of a fact Hie President plans to com that he and his staff, consisting of
plete
hls
vacation
cruise
and
return
Col. Gene Tunney, Lieut Sullivan, repay hls kindness. The Senator
■ ightseeing mobilization. From a
isdius of 50 miles they came -excited to ash ington as scheduled.
Adjutant-General James Hanson, promises marriage on hls return
"At no time has the President con
motorists, all bent upon seeing a na
Col. Dexter, Col. Benoit and possibly from a trip to Washington. But he
tion’s President who has Just been sidered going to London and hc seer | Lieutenant - Commander Rudy Val is killed in a railroad wreck. Thelr
vested with dictatorial powers un . no reason whatsoever to do so now. lee might be present on this occa child ls bom. Jennie gets work as
dreamed. The "let-down” was a Reports from London, received in the sion, and of course this included
personal maid to a wealthy woman,
very disappointing one. but the last 24 hours, has been altogether
their wives.
and
the latter's brother ls attracted
satisfactory
to
the
President."
strangers had the satisfaction of
The Belfast Lions Club ln the first to her. This time Jennie knows real
Nobody went ashore from the,
having seen Carnden-by-the-Sca, and
love, and thelr next few years are
those who remained long enough had President's yacht last night, and the' place appolnted thelr '>ntlre mem“
bership as a committee of the whole. blissfully happy. But when he dis
only
visitor
to
thc
Amberjack
II
from
the satisfaction of seeing the Presi
Charles R. Coombs, Ralph I. Morse covers that she has a child, hls whole
dential flotilla pass up the bay to the North Haven was Herman Crockett,
and H. C. Buzzell were appointed attitude undergoes a change. In the
proprietor
of
Haven's
Inn,
who
se

destination already described.
executive committee.
events that follow, Jennie Is helpless.
Early in the afternoon The Cou cured Mr. Roosevelt's signature to
The merchants of Belfast are co The picture reaches a poignant
the
register
which
also
carries
Presi

rier-Gazette had received a friendly
. operating to make this a regular climax in her attempts to right her
tip to watch Tenant's Harbor, and dent Grant's name.
celebration and are conducting sales self.—adv.
Access
to
the
Amberjack
II
might
the belief that this was to be the
on July first and third. Some of
scene of hls overnight stop found not have been possible but a friend
Belfast's stores will be open on July YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of
Franklin
Roosevelt
Jr.,
by
name
of
confirmation in the afternoon radio
fourth, but this is entirely optional
Northrop
arranged
to
have
a
note
broadcast. And so, evidently, hi
If I had to live my life again I would
with the merchant.
from
Proprietor
Crockett
delivered
have made a rule to read some poetry
convoys thought, for they put into
•
•
•
•
and
lleten to some music at least once
on the yacht, and this was followed
The lose of theee tastes ls a
July 3 will bc devoted to enter alossweek
by a speedy Invitation to "come
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
aboard." Mr. Crockett was cordially taining Gov. Brann and hls Staff.
WHO MAKES A GARDEN
greeted and the signature was Trips will be made to Rockland and
Camden. Belfast and Parker's Lob Who rears four walls around a little
promptly forthcoming.
plot,
The Amberjack II left Pulpit Har ster Pound ln Waldo County, up Some still, secluded spot.
And
digs
and sows therein, has done a
bor at 9 a. m. and it was expected to I over the Brooklyn Bridge of Maine
Grade children or First and Sec
thing
reach
Tit
Manan
by
nightfall.
Beyond
hls reckoning.
at
Prospect
and
Bucksport,
on
to
ond Year High Pupils who wish to
In one small fended space
Cadillac
Mountain,
from
there
to
Beauty and deep untenable content
better prepare themselves for the
Make thelr abiding-place.
I had gone out one afternoon and Bar Harbor and thence to Belfast
And measureless peace Is pent
class they are entering in the fall, when I returned i could hear Doro
where a theatre party for the eve There time takes note of tender hap
penings:
may receive experienced instruc thy scolding at thc top of her voice. ning will be enjoyed at Colonial
The shimmer of a butterfly's blue wings
I toent Into the room where she and Theatre, One of the special attrac
tion in all subjects except French
Abfeve the clustered phlox;
spider’s will to work a miracle
her brother were, and there was tions at the theatre will be the ex A Between
and Latin, from—
two hollyhocks;
Jimmy, sitting still. I said. "Why hibition of the Schmelllng-Baer pic A hidden cricket's humble prophecies.
bird by a pool, and all that
MRS. A. F. SLEEPER
can't you be like Jimmy? He Isn’t tures for the first time ln this sec A brown
goes
Into
the
lovely
lifetime of a rose:
saying
a
word
tion of the State.
SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.
A pansy's lore, and little questing bees'
“Of course not. He's papa coming
On the morning of the Fourth at Strange, sweet biographies.
AT REASONABLE RATES
home late, and I'm youx"—Parents' 9.30 a parade will be formed at Mc- Who makes a garden plans beyond hla
knowing.
Magazine.
| Lellan School Orounds, and. while
Call 354-14 for Appointments
Old roads are lost, old dwellings have
I all organizations, groups and fra75S78
thelr day.
Uncle and niece stood watching the ,
himself, far summoned, passes
ternal bodies are invited to Join ln And he
hence
young people dancing about them.
An unfamiliar way;—
1 this parade, and while many towns
But lo. he has not perished with hls
"I'll bet you never saw any danc
in the several southern counties of
going!
ing like this back in the nineties, eh,
by year, as April's heart ls
our State will be represented, all the For. year
stirred.
uncle?”
Spring after punctual spring.
4-H Clubs of Waldo County, num
"Once," he replied, "then the place
Across the little acres' wintry gray
bering some 900 strong, have received Comes, slowly traced, an old authentic
was raided."—Montreal Star.
word
I a special invitation to take part in
In radiant lettering:
the parade and the day's celebration A shining scrip of tendril, vine, and
Specialize en Chimes and French
whorl—
The afternoon program will be put Now green,
Clocks
pale gold, clear lavender, and
VALUABLE PRIZE
All Work Guaranteed
Given Away Every Night Now to on at the Belfast fair grounds, Petal pearl.
by
delicate
petal, leaf by leaf.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
which will be equipped with electrical As though hls own hand Irom the
July 1 at the
Jeweler
mystery
OVERLAND GREATER SHOWS
transmission loud speakers.
Wrote, for all earth to see.
Now Located at
Pleasant Street, Comer Broadwav
Hon. Henry Dunnack, State Li Upon a beauteous, living scroll hla brief
IIUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
75*77
404 Main Street
Roekland
brarian, one of Maine’s most, elo- For Immortality.-Nancy Byrd Turner.

Another President sailed into Pulpit Hafbor, North Haven, last night,
although unlike Gen. Ulysses S.
Grant, President Roosevelt did not
go ashore, and no half-smoked cigar

TUTORING

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

t

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Faith Is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen—Heb. 11:1.

PRESIDENTIAL VISITORS

If ln this brief vacation trip to
the Maine coast adverse weather
and wave conditions, or any other
reason, had compelled President
Roosevelt to find harbor in Rock
land, instead of seeking anchorage
in those more favored waters of the
Fox Islands, our people would have
been proud of the distinction. We
are somewhat off the easier routes
that meet with Presidential visita
tion. Thrice only, if memory
serves, have we been thus honored.
President Orant was here briefly,
changing from railroad train to the
steamer which took him to North
Haven for over-night. President
Taft on visit saw more of our city
and delivered here a speech. And
then Theodore Roosevelt, though
by that time ex-President, was
with us long enough to shake hands
from the car platform and express
the opinion that this country would
"make Germany look like thirty
cents.” If following the visit of the
British cruiser, the yacht of The
President of the United States,
with him on board, had also lain
in the harbor, our cup would have
been full.
A HANDSOME DOG

What has become of the coachdog, in former times greatly favored
among the dog fanciers of our com
munity?
A handsome animal,
neither large nor small, as we
remember, of a neat shape, the
whiteness of his skin emphasized
by dots of black that much con
tributed to an attractive person
ality. We had always supposed the
name grew out of his habit of
running beneath the master's
vehicle, a mark of attention, we
believe, peculiar to that breed
alone. Out of those days of thc
stage-coach and the livery busi
ness, of w’hich the Berry family
were chief promoters, the picture of
the coach-dog. in connection with
the private carriage of the pro
prietors, sticks pleasantly in mem
ory. There were then, as now,
dogs of many breeds — "Tray,
Blanch and Sweetheart, they bark
at me”—but the coach-dog as we
recall trotted in a class by himself.
Perhaps the reader may be able
to give some further account of
him.
THEY ARE ARRIVING

Nothing more definitely testifies
to the arrival of the summer vaca
tion season than the daily increas
ing number of motor cars display
ing out-of-state registration. In
the list of them nearly every region
is advertised, even so far off as
California and Florida, those neigh
borhoods of the winter visitor, but
whose people well know that when
summer comes it is the coast of
Maine that yields the only real
satisfaction. And some of these
are doubly glad to get here, ow’ing
to the fact that last season, by rea
son of ill highways, they found
themselves routed over interior
roads through parts of the State
which, though in their way beauti
ful, could not replace these ocean
regions which so greatly rejoice
the heart of man. We shall be
greatly surprised if in this quarter
of Maine the season does not
register one of the most active in
recent years.
THE BEAUTY OF WORDS

There have recently appeared in
this paper some allusions to the
writing of poetry and the technique
associated with that difficult art.
It should interest all readers who
were attracted by the subject to
know that Harold Vinal. himself a
poet whose writings have gained
a wide circle of admirers, has
lately contributed to the Christian
Science Monitor an article dealing
with some of the features vitally
associated with poetry. His article,
bearing the title "A Word For
Beauty," brings to the ambitious
writer of verse soije suggestions ln
the employment of words which it
should be worth their while con
sidering. Mr. Vinal is a Vinal
haven boy whose earliest poetical
writings appeared in The CourierGazette. His article is reprinted
upon another page. This paper
numbers among its friends a con
siderable group whose ambitions
lead them into the alluring regions
of verse writing, and to them in
particular the article will appeal.
BEATING THE TRAIN

Maines ypsterday automobile,
death toll numbered three—an
other of those railroad crossing
fatalities that, in spite of caution
ary roadside signals and the siren
blasts of the engine, appear im
possible of elimination. Why in
this instance the driver of the car
took the chance of beating the
train will never be known. With
some drivers there appears to be a

5
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shall we have beer?

IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Hearken To This Doctor's j
Entertaining Views Upon

Misunderstood Subject

Camden Gives St. George a Scare -Rockland’s
Attracts, But New Pitcher Needed

Every-Other-Day

'"CULLY'S” BROADCAST

WARREN

A special meeting of Mystic ReSomething About the Man
bekah Lodge ls called for Monday
Infield
Who Gives Us the News

■

THE GIRAFFE-NECK WOMAN

evening, June 26. It is important that
all officers and members be present
if possible.
The New England radio magazine
Nathala McKinley recently re
"Microphone" recently published an
turned from North Union where she
interview with Howell Culllnan, who
had been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Merle
gives us those informative news Robbins.
broadcasts each morning and noon,
Mr. and Mrs. Mart Franklin re
an<j who for seven years has never
turned
Thursday to Glastonbury ac
been absent or late on a working day.
companied by Miss Evelyn Sawyer
"How do I manage to sound so
whose guest they had been for a
cheerful so early in the morning?”
few days. Miss Sawyer will visit her
Mr. Cullinan repeated the reporter's
sister Mrs. Clarence Adams in Hart
ford.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby,' Mrs.
Mary Libby and Mrs. Ada Spear were
callers Wednesday on Mrs. Amanda
Winslow and Misses Winnie find Liz
zie Winslow.
Services as usual at the Congrega
tional Church Sunday morning,
Mrs. Elmer Rowe of Ellsworth is
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe.
Parker Spear, connected with the
Traveler’s Insurance at New York
city, is spending a vacation of two
weeks with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Spear in East Warren.
Mrs. Virgil Hills and Mrs. Effie
Hysler spent Wednesday at the Bick
ford cottage in Camden where
Charles Hysler is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sawyer. Miss
Hilda Aspey. Miss Evelyn Sawyer and
her house guests Mr. and Mrs. Mark
query and grinned. "That's always I Franklin of Glastonbury, Conn., moteen a secret between the man who tored Tuesday to Bar Harbor,
empties my wastepaper basket and
Mrs. Flora Peabody and Mrs. Clarmyself. I don't always feel cheerful, ence Peabody were hostesses to a
particularly the morning after a New party Wednesday at the former's
Year's party And so what I do when cottage ut Crescent Beach. The j
They call it beauty in Burma.
rings superimposed from infancy.
I come in to the office is to sit at a guest list included Mrs. Edward'
.
,
..
..
. 1 ~ . ,.
.
.
I Princess Mu Kaun, giraffe-neck Mu Kaun's neck has stretched to a
typewriter and write sarcastic notes1 Creighton of Union who was honor
.
, „
.. „
r
,
.. . . .
...
.
.
...
__ ....
i woman from the Karen Hills, 700 length of 14 inches and the combined
that I tear up and throw in the bas- guest, Mrs. Ernest Moody, Mrs. Ed-1
.
. „
.
,
°
i .
.v, .v
..
. . T , .
.. ,
_ . „__ . . .
, miles north of Rangoon, traveled weight of the 21 rings approximates
ket. With those off my chest, I feel | gar Moody. Mrs. Prank Creighton,
,
„
...
.
. ’
„ , .
,,
..
: many thousands of miles to become 50 pounds. They never are removed
fine and can go on with the broad-' Mrs. Ralph Wallace, Mrs. Florence
,
. ,
I the Hagenback-Wallace Circus edu- except at secret tribal ceremonies to
cast."
Thurston, Mrs. William Thomas,
caticnal feature for 1933. She and which no white person is admitted.
The early news broadcasts are no Mrs Ralph Starrett all of Union,
her husband, Maung Da, will appear , The “giraffe" necks of the Padaung
cinch, Mr. Culllnan assured his in- Mrs. P. D. Starrett and Mrs. Arnold
.
,
, ,
~
. ,,,___
, in the main performances of the cir- wemen mark them as the most come
terviewer. He arrives at the newspa- Teague of Warren.
I
cus in Rockland July Fourth,
ly ladies of the community- accordper office before anyone else and goes ! Services as usual Sunday morning
The necks of thc Royal Padaung ing to Burmese standards 6f beauty.
ever some typewritten copy on which ; at the Baptist Church, Bible School
»cm»n are encircled with solid brass '—adv.
the writer may have omitted a man's at noon, and the evening service at 7
first name or hit several wrong keys) o'clock.
"TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT"
NORTH WALDOBORO
cn his machine.
! Mrs. Laura Daniels of East Union

By Radio

j
Next Week's Games
and was unable to score, and in the i
Monday—Thomaston at St. George. eighth inning with the bases loaded
We have no place inside the body
and none down, was able to make but
Tuesday—Camden at Rockland.
for alcohol in any form, whether we
Wednesday—St. George at Waldo- one run. That St. George escaped
call it beer or wine or the gin-fizz boro,
defeat on each of those occasions
was due to sharp fielding—so sharp
cocktail of Tijuana.
Thursday—Rockland at Camden.
Shoot all the statistics you like— Friday—Waldoboro vs. Thomaston, that the leaders certainly cannot be
accused ot slipping.
the beer-drinking habits of Germany at Rockland
Camden touched up Lowell for
Saturday
—
St.
George
at
Camden.
or the wine-guzzlers of Italy.
i
Sunday (3 p. m.)—Thomaston at three singles in the first inning and
I wonder how many of you staunch j
Wadsworth
Rockland and Camden at Waldo scored once. When
Americans have ever been there?
grounded out tho bases were full.
boro.
I have.
This afternoon, at 3 o'clock, Thom-' but two men had been retired.
If you like tire semi-floridness of aston is playing at Camden.
St. George tied the score next inning when a wild pitch sent "Simmy'
the average beer-drinking German
• • • •
home after he had slammed the ball
or the partial near-jag of so many
The League Standing
Frenchmen and Italians, then perst. George is getting away to aiinto the outer landscape for a triple
haps you would like to see the same good start, but is expected to have A single by Lowell, a sacrifice by
thing here. They get used to it and stiff opposition in Waldoboro Wed- Hopkins an infield error and Archtake it day in and day out.
nesday night, when it faces Mana- er's double gave St. George two mo:
But what of that? I can get any of ger Brown's team, which has also won in the third, and they added an
other in the eighth when Arther
you used to arsenic or even to the a couple. The standing:
deadly prussic acid, a drop of which
Won Lost
PC. condescended to limit his hitting to a
1 (MX)! single and scored on another infield
will kill. We get used to squalor, to st. George ... . .... 2
poverty, to sickness and stupidity. Waldoboro ____ 2
1 000 error.
But is that any reason why wc should Rockland .......... 1
500 J Opportunity knocked for Camden
.000 in the seventh with all sacks oc:uwant it?
Camden _______ 0
We get figures and facts showing Thomaston ........ 0
.000 pied and nobody down. Sharp plays
blood diseases increasing, more and
by Davidson and White retired TalI,
mere dying of nephritis, diabetes,
Rockland 9, Thomaston 6
j bot and Greenlaw at the plate and
cancer and stomach ailments.
There was more walking than! Monaghan made an easy meal on
A fine lot of help beer is going to running in this game, due to the j Boynton's fly to left. There were
be!
fact that the flve pitchers gave 22 similar makings in the eighth, bu:
Perhaps it doesn't mean much to bases on balls—the record for Com- i Talbot hit the ball in front of thc
you Perhaps you cannot visualize munity Park and possibly the United plate, so that Mayhew was easily
the countless men and women ailing, States and its territories. It was a retired. Greenlaw was out on an
suffering, tempted by social custom nice night, with a high rate of vlsi- infield fly. which caused considerab.
into the drinking of liquor because bility and just why this quintet of discussion, but Umpire Black's ruling
it is part of the hospitality routine. hurlers should elect to be so gener was later endorsed by the Camden
We are such weaklings!
manager. Plaisted hit to Westberg
ous is beyond the writer’s pen.
But when one has been at the bed
Rockland found itself well within and only one run had been netted
side and has seen them in their
It was a well played game and had
the precincts of Easy Street in the
anguish, perhaps one’s views become
third inning when Upham gave everybody on edge to the last
prejudiced. Perhaps mine are. Per
three passes and patched a batter. minute.
haps I have seen too much of sick
Back of him were made three errors
The score:
ness, pains and aches, of the cries of
and this combination, along with i
distress, of the hopeless look of those
St. George
Jeff Mealey's home run nettedj
ab r bh tb po a
doomed to pass on prematurely—un
Rockland the jitney combination of I
1 2 j q
necessarily.
Hopkins, ss ...... 3
0 10
A man's eyes do become clouded by five runs. Thomaston cancelled two Davidson lb
4
of them in her half of the third, but
his occupation!
5 7
4
Archer, c
Maybe I see human beings in there was another spasm in the Simmons, cf. 2b 3
When he actually goes on the air, spent Wednesday with Miss Mabie
terms of kidneys and blood streams sixth, when Matson passed three Westberg. 2b. p 1
Mrs Maurice Lenfest and Mrs. R< hearsals Begin For Masiral Com
a messenger hands Cullinan further I Crawford.
and stomachs and spleens. Maybe i men and Seavey sandwiched in a White, 3b
edy To Be Presented In ( unden
4
Ethel
Collins of Wakefield, Mass.,
copy during the broadcast. This ! The Rebekah picnic and children's
I am prejudiced when I see one more very nice double to account for Monaghan, if
Opera House
4
day
observance
will
take
place
June
|
wfre
quests
last
week
of
Mr
and
i presents problems, too, according to
vicious substance in the vast chain of three more runs.
I. Simmons, rf 3
Mr, Cullinan, because sometimes the | 29, at Sandy Shores, South Pond. If Mrs- M wThey left Mon
Four snappy double plays enliv
Rehearsals for the musical comedy
cur foolish living.
Lowell, p. cf — 3
stories are not ones that he would ! stormy on that date the picnic will 1 t*a>r to continuc their vacation at
ened
a
contest
which
kept
the
spec

Within a short time after I write
"Take
It Or Leave It" to be presented
Mcc head Lake and Ripogenus.
choose to broadcast or because the 1 be held at I.O.OF. hall,
this, many a stein filled with the tators well interested.
29 4 8 12 *26 10 0
Frank
Cunningham
of
Bangor
and
*
n
Camden
Opera House July 14 have
important fact of the story may have ; Miss Hazel Hart of Appleton is
One matter which impressed it
golden brew will be raised with the
sisters
Delma
and
Thelma
of
Sears-1
begun.
Dialogue
written by D.
Camden
been
left
out.
'
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Gordon.
self upon the crowd and that was
toast, "Long live beer!”
ab r bh tb po a
He
tells
the
story
of
a
hurried
Postmaster
Harry
M.
Robinson
mont
were
callers
on
their
uncle
F.
Joseph
Doyle
—
music
and lyrics by
that
Rockland
has
a
very
sweit
in,
But somehow or other, I can't get
financial editor who handed him a died about 6 30 last night, from an- W. Cunningham last week.
arindel
muslcal acOre< by
cut of my mind the looks of anguish. field. Seavey makes a very good' Plaisted, 2b ..... 5 0
piece of copy on which was written, gina pectoris, being suddenly strickRcbert Cunningham is suffering Ftancii McPherson
the hopelessness of fatal diagnoses, substitute for Wotton, who is un-, Dailey, cf ........ 5 1
"U. S. Steel preferred went----- ," J tn while on his way to Rockland in from a severe attack of enlarged tonf
mcmbcrs Qf
nr- inn,
,
the border-line cases that might fortunately out of the game this sea- Thomas, c ..... 5 0
leaving the significant fact to Culli- company with Dr. Fred O. Camp- uls and Is told by his physician that
Camden showing
have become well if they had not son; Walter Gay, seasoned by hls Boynton, rf..... 5 0
nan's imagination.
bell. Mr. Robinson had been in ill he should undergo a hospital opera- ;reiudlns Mary Ke
Kathleen
been so weak and had not been so experience with Bates, accepted his Mayhew, if ..... 1 0
With his sympathetic voice, his in- health a long‘time, but lately hls tion as soon as his condition permits. L’onard
pjeld
Harold
foolish.
ten chances at second very nicely; Lord, 3b .... -..... 4 1
Mrs.
Isaac
Meservey
and
child
0
dividual
way
of
announcing
deaths
j
condition
had
afforded
his
family
Long may we have beer! Good Buck Ogier in surprisingly good, Wadsworth, lb 3 0
Cutting. Mr. Doyle, the co-author
2 and the progress of the seasons by and friends with grounds for hope have returned home from Augusta will be seen in the role which he
business for the doctor, the hospitals, form for his lack of practice handled : Talbot, ss ....... 3 0
Oeneral Hospital. and both are re
0 the first appearance of flowers in ( Obituary in Tuesday issue.
the surgeons, the druggists and the his nine chances to perfection, while Greenlaw, p
4 0
played in the original production
-------------------------- gardens around Boston, Mr. CulliThc piano pupils of Mrs. Nettie ported to be in fine condition.
undertakers!
Everett Oney has not forgotten
whil e Stephen Gushee well known
F. W. Cunningham and family were
35 2 7 9 24 10 2 nan is probably the most popular vinal gave a musicale for their parJust a mere concoction of malt, what is expected of a third baseman,
professional thespian will be a mem
news announcer ln Boston. He re- ents and friends last Friday after- in Belfast Thursday ar.d Augusta ber of the cast.
•Greenlaw out on infield fly.
cane sugar, water and brewers' yeast!
Thomaston has some excellent
The world is sicker than it ever has men in its lineup, and the team ts St. George .... 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 x-f celves no less than five letters a day j noon at the Congregational vestry Friday.
Music will be furnished by the
Mrs. Gladys, Lenfest, Mrs. Carrie
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—2 and a thousand cards and messages Tho.se taking part were Kathryn
been before.
going to be on the winning end of Camden
Royal Arcadians under the direction
Lenfest
and
Mrs.
Ethel
Collins
were
Peabody, Winona Robinson, Verna
Two-base hits. Archer 2. Plaisted., at Christmas time
Nero fiddled while Rome burned. many games. Stone was high man
of Francis McPherson, prominent
Mayhew. Three-base hit, Simmons.
Curing his seven years of radio Robinson, Marian Wallace, Mary on a pleasure trip Friday visitinf Bel- pianist aud harpist. Mr. McPherson
We shall guzzle our beer while our in batting Thursday night.
(Bases
on
balls,
off
Lowell
3.
off
announcing
<
a
total
of
over
six
thou
Trone, Margaret Nutter and Richard fast, Northport and Temple Heights.
own house of cards is tottering!
The score:
and Mr. Field will be remembered by
Maurice Lenfest and brother
, Westberg 1, off Greenlaw 3. Struck ' sand broadcasts!, Cullinan has “cov- Eutler. Violin selections were given
those of the Rubinstein Club who
RockUnd
ROTARY LADY'S NIGHT
' out, by Lowell 4. by Greenlaw 7. ered" such events as the Lindbergh I by Christine Starrett. Marguerite 1 George Lenfest of Wakefield and ,itness,d the presentatlon _Wen bv
ab r bh tb po a n j Hit by pitcher Mayhew. Sacrifice flight <his favorite subject., the j simmons, Kathryn Peabody. Avard ' Scmervllle, Mass , were weekend | „Le“ Musjcaux camarades" early in
Scored a Huge Success At The Samo Oay. 2b ........... 3 2
' hit, Hopkins. Double play Thomas Florida hurricane, the Vermont flood Robinson and David White, Winona ; guests at their old home here,
the spring.
Ogier, ss ...... — 4 1
Set Gathering Last Evening
W. A. Palmer and a party of
u and Wadsworth. Umpires. Black and and “bitter , very bitter" election Rcbinson, Verna Robinson and Mary
____
Stewart, rf ___ 2 2
campaigns.
j Trone accompanying them on the friends were visitors in Northport
n Carter. Scorer, Winslow.
If cutting uown your automobile in
Rotary's annual recognition of Mealey, cf ....... 5 1
u1
Mr. Cullinan graduated from Cor- pjano. A delightful time was en- Sunday.
surance is of interest to you, phone
2 15
0i
lady's night, staged last evening at Seavey, lb ....... 3 1
nell in 1916, attended the Harvard joyed by the 25 fortunate to have in1060-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic
CAMDEN
The Samoset, was so overwhelming Oney, 3b ........... 2 1
Law School, and during the war vitatlons to attend. Refreshments
PORT CLYDE
Temple. Rockland.
27-S-tf
0
a success that the Rockland Club will McCarty, lf ...... 4
Charles Seavern and family of served some time as an officer at sea. were served. The chapel was very
, .
Flanagan, c ...... 5 0
Mrs. John Field, wno spent the
Hartford have arrived for their an He has been around the world once prettily decorated for the occasion.
note it in the archives as one of its Qlsen
2 1
1933
and has travelled through Europe
past winter in Port Clyde, attended 1835
nual summer sojourn.
greatest occasions. It was the cour- j preeman p .... 3 •
five
times.
A
bachelor,
he
lives
at
Patient
—
"My
wife
tells
me
I
talk
in
Wednesday
in
Portland
the
graduaE.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
Mrs. Sherman Cram and two chil
tesy of Manager Scott that made the
---------------------Waldoboro, Me.
dren of Liberty are guests of Mr. and the Harvard Club in the winter and my sleep, doctor. What should I do?" tion of her sdn, John Field. Jr., from
foundation of it, through his gener33 9 610 27 21
spends his summers at Winthrop
Doctor—“Nothing
that
you the Emerson School. He will enter Artistic Memorials in Stone
Mrs. S. N. Butler, Sea street.
ous placing at the full service of the
Thomaston
W. 8. Dyer has bcen confined to Highlands. Hls vacations he spends shouldn't."—Tit-Bits.
'Portland High at the fall term.
-1SW--W
celebrants, the splendid facilities of
ab r bh tb po a
the house with a sprained ankle.
with his mother ln the Adirondacks.
his hotel. One hundred and two sat E. Grafton, If .... 3 0 2 2 0 0
William H. Broadhead has returned He thoroughly enjoys his radio work.
down to dinner, a characteristic F. Grafton, rf.... 3 2
Irom a business trip to Boston.
although he appreciates its difflcuiSamoset dinner, the men and women Stone, cf ........ 5 3
Capt. Edward Leeman of Harps- tie'
It w’ould be interesting to know
equal in number. The hour here was Felt, 3b 2b....... 4 1
0 well and Murray Johnson of New
followed by adjournment to the bail- Stevens, 3b ........ 0 0
0 I York city have been guests at The Just how many hundreds of Knox
Ccunty radio fans listen religiously to
room, where there was singing by the L. Sawyer, ss .... 4 0
Wilbur.
full strength of the company, Jimmy Condon, 2b p
5 0
Mrs. Howard Anderson will enter "Cully's" broadcasts. They like him
O'Hara at the piano, assisted by his M. Sawyer, c ...... 2 0
tain the Methodist ladies' society ior the human interest touch which
he always gives to his news flashes,
0 12
orchestra which later furnished music starr. lb ........... 4 0
next week.
for dancing. There was harmonica Upham, p .......... 1 0
Seaside Chapter, OES, meets and they iully appreciate tha fact
that happenings around Rockland,
playing by Ernest Johnson and Matson, p......... 1 0
Monday evening.
Richard Marsh and singing by the Helin. 3b
1 ■
0 [• Postmaster and Mrs. Leslie D. Ames and Penobscot Bay get a full share
two Havener sisters. This was fol
-------------------------- i have been in Keene, N. H., where Mr. of publicity The. fact that he is so
lowed by the speaker of the evening,
33 6 9 9 27 13 3 Ames attended the annual conven- widely traveled is another valuable
asset to his broadcasts. Hc treats
Dr. Paul Wakefield, of Fairfield Sani- Rockland ...... 00500300 1—9 tion of New England Postmasters.
torium, lately returned from long Thomaston .... 00201200 1—6
Eugene Checci has arrived from remote news items with personal
missionary service in China, who told
Two-base hit, Seavey. Home run, Chicago and will spend the summer knowledge of the subject.
a vivid story of his experience there Mealey. Bases on balls, off Olsen 8. in Camden.
and dwelt also upon his present work off Freeman 3. off Upham 5. off MatMrs. Wolcott Henry of Philadelphia
SOUTH WALDOBORO
in the regions of health—a story of son 4. off Condon 2. Struck out, by , has opened her house here for the
Tl.ire will be services at the Bap’
striking interest which his hearers Olsen 1, bv Freeman 2, by Upham 1. I summer.
Mrs. Chauncey Keep of Chicago is j tist Church Sunday at 7.30 standard,
would gladly have had lengthened by Condon 2, by Matson 2. Hit by
and to which they gave long-sus pitcher. Stewart 2. Doub'.e plays, spending the summer at her resi- Brainerd Thurston of Rockville will
tained applause.
Ogier and Gay; Ogier, Gay and dence, Timbercliffe, on the Belfast , be the speaker.
Dancing continued till midnight, Seavey (2); L. Sawyer. Felt and roadAt the Littlefield Memorial Church
the younger set of Rockland, Camden Starr. Umpires, Black and Williams.
John McGrath has returned to thire is a Drayer meeting at 10 o'clock
and Thomaston being in great force. Scorer, Marsh.
< Eoston- having been called here by ' and morning worship at 10 30 when
. • • •
the critical illness of his brother, the pastor, Rev. L. O. Perry, will give
It was a marvelous evening.
Abbie—I don’t understand baseball Peter McGrath.
' a report of the State convention,
Thursday was the longest day in at all, do you?
Kelvinator s
I Miss Dorothy Dunbar is visiting, The choir will sing an anthem.
the year. By tomorrow they will
Joie Lou—You don't have to under-1 friends in Boston.
, Junior church will convene at 10.30
In stock will be sold at the old, low prices!
begin to shorten at the rate of a stand it. Everything is decided by a
At thc recent meeting of the W. C. and Sunday school at 1145 with
You can wve tke difference by placing your order
minute each day. Let’s see, how man they call the vampire.—Path T. U. at the home ot Mrs. Lizzie classes for all ages. The B.Y.P.U.
Hurry—before some onc gets the model YOU
NOW-before June 28th. Only a few days left.
many days to Christmas?
WANT! Only a few models on hand.
finder.
Burgess, these vice presidents were under the direction of Miss Arlene
appointed by thc president, Mrs. Bes-: Chaples will have a service at the
St. George 4, Camden 2
mental obsession, impossible to
sie Luce: Mrs. Etta Fernaid, Mrs. Ingraham's Hill chapel at 2.30. Everesist, that the railroad train is far
The champions Look another game Lizzie Burge-ss and Mr.s. Nellie Oreen- ning service 1s at 7.15. the pastor’s
V
enough away to warrant the bold last night, but twice before it wa-s law. A report of the convention in I subject being, "Salvation made
experiment which will gain for him over they were scared out of a year's Union was given by delegates. The plain.” Albert Furlong will present
492 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
a tew seconds of time and yards of growth. In the seventh inning | monthly meetings are discontinued | violin solos. Prayer meeting on
distance.
Camden had three on with none out, until Sept. 8.
t Tuesday evening at 7.30.

IPhilip M. Lovell, M. D., in Los
Angeles Times]

I

BUY NOW! . While they last-all

G. A. LAWRENCE CO., INC.

i
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Every-Othsr-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 24—St. John's Day exercises at
Oakland Park
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 24—Maine Dental Society meets
ln Augusta.
June 24—Knox-Lincoln 4-H Club field
dav at Union fair grounds.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
lta world convention In Boston.
June 27 — Lincoln County Pomona
meets with Meenahga Orange. Waldo
boro.
July 1—Outboard regatta at Chlckawaukee Lake.

WEATHER
We are glad that President Roosevelt
at the helm of the Amberjack II. has
encountered fair skies and friendly
winds in this two-day visit to Maine
waters. May the sun continue to
shine and friendly breezes visit his
sails while he takes these days of
relaxatoin -“in our midst-” Presi
dents of the United States are not
Irequent visitors here and when one
does appear we are glad to make the
most of him. The present day has an
early temperature of 62, the heavens
clear of clouds, winds Just touching
north of west and everything nicely
set for another of those rare June
days along the coast. Morning radio
says it will be faintly cloudy today,
not quite so warm as yesterday, and
that Sunday will start clear, but de
veloping into cloudiness and occa1
sional rains.
Ocean View Tea Room, Camden,
will open tomorrow.

The Salvation Army will hold a
service at the Ingraham Hill chapel
Sunday at 2.30.
Funeral services for Mrs. Nellie M
Nash will be held at 2 p. m. to
morrow at her late home, 16 Granite
street.

R. E. Philbrick and his Chevro
STEPHEN THACHER
let sales force were in Portland
Thursday to attend a sales meeting. Native of Rockland Who Died Last
Week In His 87th Year
Manager Dondis announces with
Stephen Thacher, whose death
regret the closing tomorrow night
of Park Theatre for the summer, due took place in Cambridge, Mass.,
to poor business.
June 17, in his eighty-seventh year,
was born ln Rockland, one of a family
The newest local wrinkle in de
livery equipment is the diminutive prominent in the public, church and
Austin truck put in service by social life of the city three-quarters
Knight Brothers Market.
of a century ago. The English ances-'
tor of the family was a minister in
The Overland Greater Shows have
Saulisbury,
whose son came to New
pitched their tents at the corner of
Pleasant street and Broadway and England early ln the 17th Century,
will remain until July 1.
was pastor of the Old Soutn Church
in Boston and was followed oy other
Charles H. Berry's power boat took
ministers in the family, in the third
the water yesterday, and promises
generation of whom Peter was born.
seme good sport during the summer
He graduated from Bowdoin College
—to say nothing of competition in
in 1831, married Margaret Louisa,
the outboard regattas.
daughter of Judge Barrett Potter of
The Commandery Masons were Portland, and later came to practice
taking to the woods when this paper law In Rockland. Children to the
went to press—said woods being at number of seven were born in the
Oakland Park, where there was to be lamily, of whom there are several
survivors, living in various parts of
a shore dinner and athletics.
the country and prominent in many
Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary, V.F.W. walks in life. Among these is the
holds its last supper tonight, with daughter Mary, who married that
Mrs. Ruth Humphrey as chairman distinguished Massachusetts citizen,
The Auxiliary will hold its first the late Thomas Wentworth Higgin
birthday party Monday evening. The son. It was with this sister that the
deceased passed the final years of
Pest is invited.
his life and in whose home he died
Pleasant Valley Grange at its meet The burial was at Mount Auburn.
ing Tuesday evening will have an
The Rockland home of the
open session, to which all former Thachers was on Park street, the,
members are Invited. This is not a place now owned by Mrs. E. W. Berry !
drive for membership, but a social There are among the older people of
gathering.
tne city those who recall the famil)
and have warmly welcomed members
Stanley Nickerson of the Con of it who on widely separated occa
solidated Lobster Co. was in the city sions have visited their childhood
yesterday on his way eastward. scenes.
While here he had a shop talk with
Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Webster
The Thomaston Garden Club an
who was formerly employed by that nounces its annual flower show
concern.
for Saturday, July 1.

E. S. Vose wore a broad smile yes
terday. Cause why? Cushing had > Kosti Ruohamaa, R H S., '32 has
gone over the top in the Knox Coun been notified that he has received a
scholarship entitling him to one
ty Trust Company drive.
year's study at the School of Prac
Roy Williams, the blind chair tical Arts ln Boston. Edw. Witham
caner, has moved from 19 Orange also of this city, has received a post
street to 121 South Main street, graduate scholarship, but has to
where he will continue his business. share this with another boy.

Attractions at Strand Theatre
next week: Monday and Tuesday.
“Jennie Gerhardt" with Sylvia Sid
ney: Wednesday and Thursday,
“Private Detective No. 62." with Wil
liam Powell: and Friday and Satur
All members of Edwin Libby Relief day "Below the Sea,” with Ralph
Corps who can possibly do so, are Bellamy and Fay Wray.
asked to attend the funeral services
for Mrs. Myrick Nash at her late Miss Nancy Elizabeth Roberts,
home Sunday, meeting at Grand daughtcr of Mr. and Mrs. Percy L.
Army hall at 1.30 to attend in a body. Roberts is one of the graduates in
class of 1-33, Sea Cliff, N. Y„ High
Miss Ruth Lawrence, daughter of School. Mlss Roberts has been an
Mr and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, and a honor pupil, prominent in athletics,
recent graduate of the Eastman member of the Glee Club and assist
School of Music. Rochester, N. Y., ant editor of The Cliffonian, the
has been elected as music super class year book.

Dr. B. E. Flanders, Dr. R. W. Bick
ford, Dr. R. L. Stratton and Dr. E.
W. Peaslee are attending the annual
convention of the Maine Dental So
ciety ln Augusta today.

visor of the public schools of Rock
Ensign Hayden Leon, who recent
port.
ly graduated from the Naval Acade
my, left Wednesday for Tacoma,
Leighton Rollins, managing di
Wash., where he has been assigned
rector of the Surry Playhouse, Inc.,
to the U. S. Cruiser Chicago, later
announces his fifth season at the j
joining the U. S. Cruiser Huston.
New Criterion Theatre at Bar Har
He will attend the Chicago Fair and
bor beginning July 18. A series of
visit Mr. and Mrs. Fred Porter in
performances will also be given at
Kellogg, Idaho, before boarding hls
Camden.
ship.
The.stock company in which Miss
Isabel Kirkpatrick is playing for
three weeks opened its engagements
Thursday night at Belfast. Last
night it played at Castine and to
night will be at Old Town. The
company comes to Thomaston Mon
day night to present "Nancy's Pri
vate Affair” in which Miss Kirk
patrick plays the ingenue role.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Stewart, O. B.
Lovejoy. Mr. and Mrs. Allan Sawyer,
Mrs. Jesse Carroll, Mrs. Annie Aylward dtad Miss Doris Hyler attend
ed the June meeting of the Past
Grands and Noble Grands Associa
tion of Knox and Lincoln Counties
at Union Wednesday night. AU
towns except Vinalhaven had repre,
sentatives present. The July meet
ing will be at Tenant's Harbor.

Mrs. Margaret Thomas, Spruce
street, has on her premises a very
handsome black ash tree — which
with its lovely panicles of winged
fruit, dark red, edged with green, is
seen from some distance away and
one cannot help admiring its beauty
Mrs. Thomas also has a very pretty
creamy colored honeysuckle nearby
the ash tree, which enhances the
beauty of both.
Twenty-four Maine postmasters
will have their pay cut and their of
fices will drop one grade on July 1
because of decreases ln postal re
ceipts during the year, the Postoffice
Department announces. Among the
offices which will drop from second
class to third class ls Damariscotta,
and among those which drop from
third to fourth are North Whitefield
and South Bristol.

The meeting of Edwin Libby Relief At the meeting of Ruth Mayhew
Corps Thursday night was marked Tent, Monday evening Mrs. Eliza
by several comprehensive reports of Plummer presented a fine report of
the recent State convention in Ban the recent State convention ln Bangor. The Corps is particularly proud | gor which she attended as a delein having four of the department gate. Mrs. Lena Rokes extended an
offlcers of the Women's State Relief invitation to the sewing circle to
Corps drawn from thelr ranks—Mrs. meet with her Wednesday afternoon,
Millie Thomas, president;
Mrs. and Mrs. Mary Cooper invited ‘.he
Clara Curtis, secretary: Mrs. Mary Tent to picnic at her Hobbs Pond
Cooper, committee on law and super cottage later in the season, a definite
vision, and Mrs. Elizabeth Bar,’on, date to be announced soon. There
f
inspecting officer.
, will ■ be no more suppers, but the
Tent meets ln July, probably the last
Fresh peach and strawberry ices time for the season.
featured today also our dejiclous
lemon milk sherbet. All other fla- Specials for balance of this week:
vors as usual. Mrs. Thurlow's, Oak Large, healthy chicks, 14 for $1.
street, Rockland—adv.
Bred from prize winners. Barred
and
White
Plymouth
Rocks,
Try our Saturday night special; Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes and
One quart of beans, dozen Parker White Leghorns, at Stover's, Rock
House rolls and pint of potato salad. land. Complete line seeds and ferti
50 cents. Deliveries made. Call 809-W. lizers.
73-75
Downyflake Doughnut 8hop, 4 Park
street.
74-75
Gregory's Picture & Framing
Shop ln new location, 406 Main street
WEST WALDOBORO , ever Crie Hardware Co. Open Fri
There will be a preac ling service day, very special prices on framing
at the schoolhouse Sunday at 3.30 and framed pictures, Phone 254.—
adv.
the speaker.

J. N. Southard has let his cabin
cruiser Mary Ella to Mr. Gates of
Montclair, N. J., for the season.

In the wee sms’ hours of Tuesday
morning somebody entered E. A.
Brown's poultry range on the Moun
tain road and stole ten of hls most
valuable Plymouth Rock pullets.

The Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corp, now has five kilns afire in
Rockland, the latest addition being
one of the Gregory kilns which was
touched off during the week. The
extra smoke on the horizon is a wel
come sign.

WHITE HEAD

IN THE

CHURCHES

SERMONETTE

Not Stoned—Only Bombed
Paul writing the Church at
Corinth of his sufferings in Asia
said: “We were pressed out of
measure, above strength, inso
much that we despaired even of
life.” He pours out hls heart to
theso Corinthians: "We arc
troubled on every side, yet not
distressed; we are perplexed, but
not in despair; persecuted but
not forsaken; cast down but not
destroyed; always bearing about
In the body the dying of the
Lord Jesus, that the life also of
Jesus might be made manifest in
our mortal flesh.
“For which cause we faint not,
but though the outward man
perish, yet the Inward man is re
newed day by day." "Therefor?
— seeing we have this ministry
as we have received mercy, we
faint not," Paul having received
the mercy of Ood found no fault
with the perils of his ministry.
For twenty-seven weeks this
winter, ln spite of tlie opposition of
the Senior Cardinal of his faith
in the United States, a singleminded priest dared. Sunday after
Sunday, to declare the truth, as
he saw it, to millions of Chris
tians, Protestant and Catholic,
to the Jews and to his fellowAmericans on the corruption in
high places in our economic
structure.
From the source whence he re
ceived mercy, so also he had re
ceived hls ministry. He was not
stoned, only bombed. So far
have we progressed since Ste
phen’s day.
William A. Holman.

Henry E. Comins and Raphael 8.
Sherman were in Augusta Thursday |
attending a hearing before the Public The subject of Mr. Rounds' sermon
Utilities Commission relating to pe tomorrow morning at the Congrega
tition of the Maine Central Transpor tional Church will be "The Serene
tation Company to operate a bus serv Life."
ice between Rockland and Portland.
• • • • *
They were accompanied by Mrs. Com At St. Peter’s Church, Episcopal,
ins and Mrs. Sherman.
j Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the services
| for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Perry Field, the new baseball park the second Sunday after Trinity:
at the Northend was the scene of a Holy Communion at 7.30, choral
hectic battle Thursday night, when eucharist and sermon at 10.30.
• • • •
the Perry Market team defeated
Rev. George H. Welch at the UniRockport 20 to 15. Capt. Small
changed his lineup so frequently versalist Church at the 10.45 service
that four scorers were rushed to the will have "On Growing Up" as the
funny house, but thi^ did not pre topic of his sermon. The quartet will
vent Lou Hanley from making a fly sing "I will dwell In the house of the
catch that would have done credit Lord," Eville, and “Dreams of Gali
in the big league while "Tate" Con- lee," Morrison. The annual church
non's home run showed another drive begins Monday.
Babe Ruth in the making. The Mar
keteers have now won seven games, At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
tied one and lost one.
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
Former Congressman Donald B. j and the subject of the Lesson-SerPartrldge and family who have beer, mon tomorrow will be “Christian
occupying Edward Oonia's cottage Science." Sunday School is at 11.46.
at Crescent Beach this week, re-! Wednesday evening testimony meetturned to their home in Norway ing is at 7.30. The reading room is
yesterday, lacking words to express located at 400 Main street, and is
the delight which had been afford open week days from 2 until 5 p.. m.
• • • •
ed by their vacation on the seashore
Sunday
services
at the Pratt Me
and the hospitality which was shown
morial
Methodist
Episcopal
Church
throughout their stay by Mr. Gonia.
The ex-Rcpresentative from thc will begin with the church school at
10 am.; morning worship at 11 with
Second District (now a resident of
sermon by the pastor on “Glorifying
the First District) renewed acquaint
Life.” Speclal numbers by the vested
ance with many local citizens during
choir. The service at 7.30 will be con
his stay and made lots of new
ducted by the Epworth League and
friends, arriving definitely at the
wiU be an Epworth League Institute
conclusion that this section is not
rally. The Vacation School of this
to be beaten for hospitality. And he
church starts on Monday at 9 o’clock.
was similarly convinced that the
This school is open to all children
shore dinners on this part of the between the ages of four and 15 who
coast are unbeatable. Mr. Partridge's desire to attend. The Tuesday eve
visit gave rise to a report that he ning prayer meeting is proving to
had the political bee in his bonnet, be a popular service. There is a place
but while he has been approached and welcome for aU.
with reference to the governorshinand
• • • •
First District Congressional nomina The services at the First Baptist
tions his visit to Knox County was Church on Sunday will be in charge
purely in the nature of a long de of the Dudley Radio Carollers of the
ferred vacation.
Providence Bible Institute, Provi
dence. R. I. There wiU be services
A representative of the famous at 10.30 a. m.. 3 p. m.. and 7.30. How
Bradley-Knit sports dresses and suits ard W. Ferrin, director of the Moun
will be on our second floor today and tain Top Hour of the Yankee Net
Monday only. Senter Crane Com- work will lead the group. F. Carl
pany.—adv.
•
ton Booth wlll direct the music and
sing at each service. They will be
MARRIED
HALL - KANE — At Bangor. May 20. aided by the ladies' trio of the
Maurice Llewellyn Hall of Rockland Carollers. The church school will
and Mtss Eleanor Kane of Eastport.
WALTER-WALTER-At Friendship. June meet at the noon hour. The Chris
17. by William A Richards, notary tian Endeavor meeting wiU be at 6
public. Crosby Walter of Friendship
o'clock. .The Carollers will help in
and Mrs. Addle Walter of Rockland
each of these services. Tlie happy
DIED
prayer and praise meeting will be
HARADEN—At Rockland. June 23, Guy
Haraden. aged 48 years. 7 months. 21 at 7.30 on Tuesday evening.
The
days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
Rainbow Hour will be broadcast over
ROBINSON—At Warren. June 23. Harry
M. Robinson, aged 56 years. 3 months. WLBZ on Wednesday evening from
28 days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock 7 to 7.30. Tlie "Daily Vacation Bible
daylight, at the late home. .
SMITH—At Rockland. June 23. Llewellyn School will hold Its first session
Smith, aged 70 years. 6 months. 10
days. Funeral at Vinalhaven Auesday. Monday morning at 9 o'clock.
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert Whitaker and
Mrs. Henry Allen and children
Dr. Leslie Spaulding and Miss
Robert Williams and Guy Crowley little son Albert arrived last Monday
of the coast guard service have been from Danielson, Conn, and are oc Charlene and Elaine have been visit Dorothy Bacon of Boston were last
weekend guests of his aunt Mrs.
transferred, Mr. Williams to Damaris- cupying Mrs. Scoffs ctl.age, Red ing in Rockland for a few days.
cove Island1 and Mr. Crowley to Pop Wing. Mr. Whitaker and Kenneth
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis ure at | Shlrlle Bogle.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jameson
ham Beach stations.
Lord have formed' a partnership thelr summer cottage.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Pressey of
W.
E.
Sheerer
was
in
Rockland
Messrs. Morong, Flanagan and Carl under the name of Lord & Whitaker,
Belgrade were visitors Sunday at the
Tuesday.
Webster were Rockland visitors last civil engineers and surveyors.
St. John's Day was observed Sun home of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Bogle.
Mrs. Kenneth Woodward and lit
Saturday.
Herbert Blastow of Rockport
day at the Baptist Church, the Ma
tle
daughter
Florence
have
been
B. M. Freeman Beal has returned
visited
his sister Mrs. U. S. Winca
sonic
brethren
and
members
of
the
to the station after five days’ leave of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins.
Eastern Star attending in a body. paw recently.
Mr
.and
Mrs.
J.
Stephen
Harmon
absence.
Roland Payson, Esten Soule and
The choir was composed of members
Charles Howard and Miss Marion came to thlr summer home on the
Bernard
Esancy motored to Water
of
the
lodge
who
sang
two
anthems,
Hergelshoe and party of friends who hillside June 21.
and Mr. Barton’s text was "Solomon's ville Sunday.
Kenneth
Woodward
who
has
em

were at Spruce Lodge over last week
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wellman
Monument." A large delegation at
end, returned Monday to thelr homes ployment at ar Harbor joined his
and daughter Helen enjoyed a trip
tended.
family
here
Wednesday
evening.
ln Massachusetts.
Miss Evelyn Mills of Brewer ls to Brooks Sunday and were visitors
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal of the Mrs. Woodward and daughter wlll
spending
the summer with Rev. and at Bert Wentworth’s.
Light were ln Westbrook several days visit her mother Mrs. Harmon dur Mrs. Barton at the Baptist parson
Mrs. Alice Davis and Mrs. Maud
this week and attended the gradua ing the month of July.
age.
Payson were entertained Tuesday at
Miss Alberta Demers of Dorches
tion of thelr daughter Miss Eleanor
Aim-on Sewing Club met at the the home of Mrs. Lottie Wellman ln
Beal, from Gorham Normal School. ter, Mass, arrived last Wednesday to Masonic hall Friday afternoon and Hope.
Miss Beal returned home with them spend the summer with her aunt evening.
Union High pupils enjoyed a picnic
Mrs. Kenneth Lord.
for the summer.
The Baptist Sewing Circle held an at Jefferson Lake last week.
It was with sadness friends here
The electric lights were turned on
j
i all-day session Tuesday and are
18
at the Light Wednesday night for the learned of ttie death of Capt. C. E. I plaIlnlng & pubUc
UNION
flrst time since being Installed, a little Sherman. For nearly 20 years Fred This will not take the place of the
difficulty having been experienced Robbins served under him ln the [ annual fair and supper to be held
The senior class of the high school
with the machinery at first. Mr. Ben lighthouse service and found him al ln August.
met ln the Methodist Church Sunday
ner of the Central Maine Power Co. ways kind and helpful, and hls
to hear the baccalaureate sermon by
• • • V
came down from Rockland Wednes memory will ever be cherished. Sym
Rev. R. H. Moyle.
Notes of the School
pathy is extended to his family and
day to locate the trouble.
At the church school the attend
Grades 7 and 8, Harlan H. Bragdon, ance of 140 encouraged those inter
Miss Mildred Tinney of Quincy, relatives, also to his friends and the
Mass., with friends wlio were at efface force at Portland. The light teacher, closed June 16 with a picnic ested ln the school.
,
at the Log Cabin on the Wallston
Spruce Head over June 17 visited the keepers have met with a great loss.
Mrs. Ida Creighton is with her
road.
Government Reservation at White
daughter Mrs. Lizzie Hughes.
These pupils had perfect attendance
APPLETON
Head Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Willard and
The old Pitman homestead, known for the term of nine weeks: Mar- son arrived Tuesday from New Ro
Miss Ella Mills of Chicago is guest
of Capt. and Mrs. E. N. Mills at Camp to the family as “Ridgemont Farm," j 8aret Pratt, Edith Salstrom, Gerald chelle. N. Y.
was the scene of a happy gathering Hawkins, Carl Jacobson, Harold MaEdward.
Miss Harriet Williams has returned
Horace H. Andrews of Baltimore, of friends June 21. In the company rlott, Alfred Rosky, Cora Hilt, Agnes from Kent's Hill and ls with her
Md., and Miss Margaret L. Hall of were Harry Carle, Roy Carle and Holgerson, Thelma Johnson, Leola mother Mrs. Laura Williams at thelr
Hartford,,Conn, motored up Thurs Hattie Carle of Camden, Stanley Robinson, Priscilla Robinson, Mar home in South Union.
day and will spend the summer with Pinkham and Leora Pinkham of guerite Watts, Douglas Auld, Oliver
Mr. Durgan and Richard Durgan ot
thelr parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. An Portland and Lincolnville, and Ber- j Kallio Austin Kinney. Wiljo Mackie, Portland, Mrs. Lewis Young and
nard Pitman of North Appleton, who Charles Mackie, Victor Mannlnen, daughter and Mrs. Margaret Young
drews.
Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills, Miss Ella was chosen president of the meeting, Thomas McLean. James Patterson and five children of Warren were
Mills and Mrs J. W. Kelley were and of those planned for the near and William Smalley. Absent but guests of Mrs. Charles Shepard last
future. Thc afternoon was spent one day: Florence Johnson, Granville Saturday.
Rockland visitors Friday.
Miss Vada Alley of the Light who socially, with music by the Carle or Kinney, and Charles Hathorne.
Mrs. Gale Pollard of Fairfield and
Perfect attendance for year of 32 Miss Martha Jones of Warren recent
attends Jonesport High School came chestra. Lunch was served, after
home Sunday for' the summer. The ! which the party adjourned to Cam-! weeks: Priscilla Robinson, Wiljo ly called on the former's cousin, Mrs.
other three children will arrive later. den where they attended the Wednes- I Mackie, Charles Mackie and William Sophia Shepard.
G. Lester Alley put some of hls day night meeting at the Gospel Mis Smalley. Absent one-half day: Agnes
sion. This service was in charge of Holgerson, Oerald Hawkins and Har
sheep on Crow Island Saturday.
GROSS NECK
Bos'n A. H. Calder of Woods Hole Roy" Carle, the speaker of the eve old Marriott. Absent one day, Flor
Service will be held at the schoolcoast guard motored up Tuesday, ning, Mr. Pinkham, who delivered a ence Johnson.
Gold Star Pins were awarded Agnes house at 2 p. m. standard, Brainerd
bringing home Mrs. Calder and Miss message of much interest to those
Thurston, speaker.
v
i Holgerson and Granville Kinney.
Kathryn Andrews. Mr. Calder still present.
retains his position as warrant officer
at the base until further orders, as all
changes have been postponed. He
returned to the base Wednesday.

FRIENDSHIP
Vaughn Philbrook and Warren i
Philbrook of Warren have been
spending the week with their aunt, I
Mrs. Kenneth E. Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Douglas Arm
strong and son Knox, and Mrs.
Madeline McEnamey and daughter
Gertrude of Waban, Mass., have ar
rived at thelr Davis Point home for j
the summer.
Mrs. E. D. Coogan of Hartford, is,
visiting her mother, Mrs. Andreas!
Hartel, Jr., over the weekend.
Larry Stokes and George 8chwartzholder of Orange, N. J., have arrived
to open Camp Wapello.
There will be a dance in Bossa's i
haU this Saturday evening. Music
by Pierce's orchestra of Augusta.
While driving over Cook's Hill
Tuesday evening, Willis Morse came 1
in contact with two moose, breaking
the leg of one of them. Game War- ,
den Smallwood was^called and he
killed the animal.
Mrs. Ralph Evans of Waban, Mass.,
arrived Thursday to spend three
weeks with her mother, Mrs. A.
Hartel, Jr. She was accompanied
by her niece Miss Dorothy Davis and
nephew Harcourt W. Davis, Jr. who j
will spend the summer with their j
grandparents.
Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong, Miss j
Priscilla Armstrong, Miss Ella
Armstrong and Robert W. Jr., and
John Armstrong motored from Win
chester, Mass., and will spend the !
summer here.
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth, Miss Ann
Bosworth, James L. Taylor and Miss
Janet Taylor of Holyoke, Mass., have
arrived at their Davis Point home
for the summer.
Miss Louise Newhall of Brookline, j
Mass., has been spending the week
with Mbs Dorothy Armstrong.

ROCKVILLE
A lively chimney blaze at Elmer
Starr’s home late Wednesday after
noon called the fire company Into
service. The fire was extinguished,
however, without the use of hose.
Vesper Hall made a trip to Boston
with George Starr in the truck this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hill were
guests of Miss Olive Tolman Wednes
day afternoon and at supper.
Mrs. Dana A. .Sherer went to
Franklin Friday and' will spend a
week at Molasses Pond with Mrs.
Inez Lawrie Edmtnster and Miss H.
Theresa Lawrie. Mr. Sherer and
daughter Louise motored there with
her.
A mowing machine is desired by
an advertiser in the "wanted’
column. Reasonable price will be
paid but the machine should be in
good condition. Read the "wanted”
column, page six.
*

15he GREATEST Value
Ever Offered By

FRIGIDAIRE
THE SUPER 93

$26950

INSTALLED

Four Things To Look For In An Electric
RefrigeratorBeauty, Quality, Convenience and Economy
BEAUTY—Modernistic design by the best artists in
the country.
QUALITY—Guaranteed by General Motors, whose
research laboratory is larger than most refriger. ator factories.

Visit Our
Show Room For
Demonstration
Or Call 730

CONVENIENCES—Instrument panel, easy ice re
moval, two large Hydrators, Super Freezer, Ad
justable Shelves, one-quarter more food space,
patented ice tray releases 15 pounds of ice at
one freezing.
ECONOMY—The new two cylinder compressor is
20 per cent more efficient than last year with
light usage control. (Quiet operation).

WHAT, NO BEER?
We have on display a Cooler which holds 110 twelve ounce bottles of beer, 128
tonic bottles or 50 one quart milk bottles.
This cooler is an ornament to a business
establishment.
Completely equipped
with Frigidaire—installed—

$ 140.00
A. C. McLOON 6 CO.

BICKNELL BLOCK

ROCKLAND

SIGN OF “FRIGIDAIRE”

VINALHAVEN LIGHT & POWER CO.
Vinalhaven, Maine

EAST SENNEBEC

APRIL IN VERSE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZlT
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HORIZONTAL
1-Part of the legs
6-Staff of life
9-Plundera
71-Propeller
12-Dream
14-Asunder
16- Consume
17- A New Zealand
parrot
19- Look
20- Hut
21- Look slyly
22- Grassy meadow
(pl.)
23- Series (abbr.)
24- Dense
26-Moved rapidly
28-Remain
30- A male descendant
31- Jump
32- Pronoun

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Hurrah (abbr.)
33-Heavenly body
15-Peruses
37-Enclosure
18-Restrains
39-Perched
41- Turkish name
22- Youth
23- Scout
42- A serpent
24- Fowl
44-Grabs
25- Requested
46- Time period
26- Juice of a plant
47- Guides
27- The administering
48- Gains
of medicine in
49- Bards
prescribed quantity
VERTICAL
29-Highly inflammable
1- A bird (pl.)
substance
2- Excite
31-Scarce
3- Eternity
34- Drinking cup (Fr.)
35- A lofty mountain
j 4-A short stocking
! 5-A vessel
36- Ascends
G-Knock
33-Epochs
7- Rubber
40-Snare
8- A tropical fruit (pl.) 43-Eagle
10-An Indian house
|45-Bustle

isolation to Previous Puulei
•> ••

<•

Badly

Be

haved Month
Miss Relief Nichols, teacher of lit- '
erature in junior high school, has
submitted a group of verses written
by pupils of gTade seven, which will
prove interesting to manv readers.
Miss Nichols says that she asked |
the 7-4 division to write about April. [
and they did! Of course the verses
are not perfect either in rhyme.,
scheme or mete.', but who of us could :
have written a perfect poem in the '
seventh grade?
AFTER APRIL RAIN
When rains of April go away.
The children can go out to play.
The boys with roller skates and balls.
The girls with all their prettiest
dolls
Marlon Ludwick 7-4.

• • • •

45

44

4b

46

53
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Vacations

Grade VIII. Pupils Pay Their

Respects To
I

I
,

.

APRIL SHOWERS
Once more the April showers
Rush down upon the flowers;
Now Just a few drops—
And now tt stops
Mildred Shannon 7-4
• • • •
APRIL
April is the time of year
When grasses grow green instead of sear.
For then Dame Nature brings the spring.
And all the world begins to sing.
Mlldred Shannon 7-4.

• • • •

DISAPPOINTMENT
To my dl»gu«t on Easter morn
I heard the rain drip on the roof.
I hoped and prayed It would be
pleasant—
But you know April weather!
Ethel Hayes 7-4.

• • • •

BAD APRIL
April weather ts mostly rain
Patting on the window pane;
And when it begins to pour
You wish It wouldn't rain any more.
When rain comes pouring down the
spout.
Mother says you can't go out.
When it rains you call it names.
You have to stay in and play games
When It rains and you're alone.
You call your friend on the tele
phone.
Because you cannot play together
During rainy April weather.
Alfred Condon 7-4

| OUR HOMEMAKERS J

APRIL
The winter days are over.
T{
♦
The sun is getting high;
♦*♦♦
+
The bees sre hunting clover.
And the birds are singing nigh.
J Hints Housewives Should Heed J
The Jonquils are a-growtng.
*4-++4-4'+4"F4"H"5"!"!"5'+4'+':"t"t"t'4''.'
And buds are breaking through.
The daffodils are glowing.
And everything «eema new
Hot Weather Suggestions
Dorothy Sherman 7-4
• • • •
How much of lagging appetites
THE BLVEBIRD
during the summer is due to the heat, Have you heard the bluebird singing
In the tree, in the tree—
and how much to uninteresting A pretty bluebird singing ln the tree? j
, When the sun is shining brightly
menus? More to the latter, we all See him hopping very sprightly.
tranche, rw.ytng lightly, in the
suspect Hot foods are not often apPriscilla Lovejoy 7-3. |

M~a'nB|e,
s'l'a't r l L

pealing on hot days, and the usual
A MOTHER S TRIALS
“
cold plates'' repeat themselves with
BURKETTVILLE
If I could but And a big needle.
a dull monotony.
My needles all disappear
Herold took one for a dart.
Mrs Ruby Drinkwater has moved
But this need not be so. There is
And Bernard took one for a M>ear
to her new rent ln Camden.
Bernard Berggren 7-3
a wide variety offered in salads, espe- I
• • • •
Richard Sukeforth is visiting his ;
cially salads made with gelatine 1
A WISH
grandmother Mrs. Mary Mitchell in
Gelatine has no taste of its own. no j I wish I could write a poem
Washington.
To tell of the beautiful sky.
flavoring or sugar. Therefore it can
The lofty mountains and beautiful
Mrs Susie Maddocks recently visit
trees.
be used as a basis for dish after dish
And the tall ships that go sailing by.
ed Mrs. Ada Mitchell.
without ever becoming tiresome. It j
Bernard Berggren 7-3.
Mrs. Ruby Hannan who has been
• • • •
may be used to glorify simple foods
APRIL
WEATHER
seriously ill was taken to Knox Hos
or to stretch costly foods, and any
Dog-gone April weather
pital last Sunday.
menu including a salad offers a light ! First It s rain rain. rain.
Mr. and Mrs. C M. Payson of East
Then It's pouring.
but substantial meal.
Then It's drizzling.
Union accompanied by Mrs. Roland
Then the sun comes out again
.Vparagus
Bavarian
Cream
If the weather weren't so funny.
Payson and daughters were callers
Soak together for about five | I'd be glad to have it stay.’
Sunday on Clara MacDowell.
But the dog-gone April weather.
It's bound to have its way.
Benjamin Mitchell recently spent, minutes: 1 level tablespoon gelatine,
Frederick Perry 7-4
• • • •
a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Mar- I ’■» cup cold water; add IS cups hot
APRIL
WEATHER
celie Cunningham of Union.
’ asparagus juice. Cool and when
This terrible April weather
Some of the young folks of this mixture begins to congeal, add: 114
Just doesn't seem to agree
vicinity attended the dance at East | cups asparagus, cooked and rubbed
With anyone that I know at all.
And certainly not with me!
Union last Saturday evening.
! through sieve, '4 chopped pimento,
Ruth Thomas 7-4.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham of
teaspoon salt, pepper, 1 cup cream.
APRIL
Union were visitors Sunday at Lin- 1 whipped. Arrange stalks of asparaWhen April comes
wood Mitchell's.
j gus around side of mold and turn
It means that spring Is here.
And we'll forget
Jesse Miller and George Culllnan mixture into mold. When firm, unThe cold and snow so drear
were in Portland last week.
j ,nold jmq .serve with mayonnaise or
Edward 8torer 7-4
• • • •
The Vacation Bible School start- j {rench dressing,
APRIL
ed here Monday, under the direction
Mokw
Me>t SaUd
When Nature awakes from her nice long
of Rev and Mrs. L. E. Watson.
sleep.
Mr and Mrs. Melvin Jackson and : So^en 2 tablespoons of gelatine ln Why does April weep and weep?
little plants smile up from the
daughter Nadine motored here from j '• cup cold water, then dissolve ln 14 While ground.
Waltham last week Friday. They I cup boiling water. Add the following Why does she look down and frown?
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. ingredients in the order given: >4 March Is frisky. Jolly and gay.
Is September. December and May.
Walter Jackson and son Bob. who ! cupful lemon juice. 3 tablespoons of So
Then why should April through all the
remained for a few weeks with Mrs vinegar, H teaspoon salt, 2 cupfuls of Try toyears.
drown the world In tears?
flaked crab meat, \ cups of diced
8. B. Miller.
Whether
comes ln cities or towns.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Kennedy of celery, 2 tablespoons chopped pimen Sometimessheshe
smiles, but more often
to,
1
teaspoon
onion
juice.
14
cupful
she
frowns.
East Gardiner, Mass., are guests of
While
the
brooklet
chatters, plays and
mayonnaise. Turn into wet mold,
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Rowell.
leaps.
and
chill
until
firm.
Unmold
and
April
looks
on
with
scowls, and weeps
Mrs. Ella Linscott and daughters
were calling on friends in this place garnish with mayonnaise and red She Is not as bad as she seems to be,
She does It partly for you and me
last Saturday. Mrs. Linscott and , radishes and serve on lettuce,
For here is the secret you may not
younger daughter Oriel plan to spend j
Tomato Gelatine Ring Mold
know—
Her tears make Nature's garden grow
the summer here but Miss Ida Lingoak together for about five
Doris C. Borgerson 7-4.
• • • •
scott will return to Vermont.
minutes: 1 level tablespoon gelatine,
THIS APRIL WEATHER
7 ii tI know o^i.thina
All It does is rain and pour.
“„
How soon shall
anything 1« cup cold water; dissolve softened
All the night and all the day.
, .u
—gelatine over boiling water and add
after I come out of the anesthetic? B
, , .
If the sun would shine once more.
to: 114 cups tomato juice (strained),
I’d go out of doors and play.
"Well, that's expecting a lot from
Charles Toner 7-4.
14 teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon mild
• • • •
an anesthetic."—Boys' Life.
vinegar, 1 tablespoon lemon juice, 1 [
SPRING FRIENDS
Here the green bull-frogs sing.
teaspoon onion juice, Tabasco sauce. J
In the sweet dusk of spring.
Rinse individual ring molds in cold
Here the small crickets hum.
Calling their friends to come;
water, or one large ring mold, and J
Tree-toad and whip-o-will.
fill with tomato gelatine. Chill.
Answer their call so shrill.
Priscilla Lovejoy 7-3.
When ready to serve unmold on let- j
• • • •
tuce and fill center of mold with ,
the picric
Waters are splashing on
either of following combinations and
Rocks of pure gold:
garnish with mayonnaise:
Breezes are blowing on
Young folks and old.
1 cup cooked peas, 1 cup grated raw j
carrot. '4 cup cooked beet cubes, 14
The picnickers gather
SWF
By the old pins tree.
cup thin radish slices, mayonnaise to
How pleasant the weather
Of
June days can be!
SIMON K. HART
moisten; or 1 cup crabmeat. tuna or
Priscilla Lovejoy 7-3.
• • • •
shrimp flakes, 1 cup cut celery, 1 cup
MONUMENTS
ant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland shredded cabbage, 14 cup grated raw i
53
TREE SCREENS
4Z-B-tf
The trees are dark green.
carrot, mayonnaise to moisten.
The sky is bright blue.
The trees make a screen
Remember that "Good food taste
That keeps the sky from you.
fully served in quiet, pleasant places,
Hector MacDonald 7-3.
• « ♦ •
goes a long way toward preventing
FIRST SNOW
indigestion. Beauty soothes, quiets
The snow comes slowly down
and relaxes.”
To cover earth so brown;

PILES

And other rectal diseases
Treated Without Pain
or Loss of Time

DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 1076

39 UNION ST.
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ROCKLAND
1278tf

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

And children looking toward the sky
Say. “There’ll be sliding by and by,"
As the snow comes slowly down.
Hector MacDonald 7-3.

* * • •

AUTUMN
When the leaves are turning brown
And ln the wind come whirling down.
You do not care to stay and swing,
For summer birds are on the wing.
So pack your trunk and come to
town.
Kathleen Drake 7-3

A promising two-year-old Jersey
heifer, owned by Roland Oushee.
was found dead in the pasture last
and
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cobb Perry of
North Union were recent callers on
Mrs. Carrie Cummings.
Cassie Paul and sister Miss Agnes
____ By De.-ERNEST H. LINES
Robbins, were last weekend guests of
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Din
their brother Clarence Robbins of
New York Life Insurance Company
South Hope.
Mr. and Mrs Roland Gushee spent
CHILDREN IN SUMMER MONTHS
Sunday with Mr. Gushee's mother.
OR children, lhe summer months are playtime. Free from the tasks
Mrs. Grace Brown.
of the schoolroom, they look forward eagerly to the games and pleasures
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Overlock and son
of the vacation period. Rut intelligent and careful planning for the holidays
of Thomaston were callers on Mrs.
is as essential for children as for adults. Since the routine of school health
Roland Oushee last week.
educators is suspended, full responsi
Mrs. Richard Frost (Minerva
bility for health falls on the shoulders where children may pick them up.
of parents.
Pease) and infant daughter Jocelyn
The Institute of Makers of Explosives
Verona, have been visiting Mrs.
The vacation period of the average reports that 500 children are killed or
city child is usually spent with adult injured annually from playing with
Frost's father. Llewellyn Pease.
relatives at summer resorts, at blasting raps. Most of these acci
Delmore Cummings is grading the
organized ramps, or in the year-round dents occur during the summer
Richard B. Simmons lot in Pine
city environment. It is the unfortu months.
Grove cemetery.
nate children who spend the last type
A still greater number of children
Miss Glenys Hall has been spend
of vacation who require the closest are maimed by the exploeion of
supervision.
ing the week with friends in Newport.
firecrackers. Lock-jaw and burns are
Leslie Hall is confined to the house
They should he particularly warned a serious danger. Don’t let the
against over-exertion and heat pros Fourth of July be a reminder that
with swollen and inflamed ankles,
tration, against eating foods handled your child has lost his life, or an eye,
and from which he suffers much
by street vendors, and against the or some fingers from a firecracker
pain.
dangers of accident from automobiles. explosion.
Roland Oushee recently sold 36 ten
The most tragic aspect of the child's
In short, plan the child’s vacation
weeks old chicks averaging 3 lb. 5 os.
vacation period ia the increased so that it combines the greatest
number of avoidable accidents to freedom from the nervous tension of
to Willard Pease.
children due to the failure of parents the formal classroom with the highest
Talk about animal intelligence!
and children to carry on the safety regard for the rules of healthful living
Just watch Laddie, the Oerman shep
campaign waged throughout the and the greatest care to avoid acci
herd dog. owned by Roland Gushee,
school year.
dents. Continue the child's regular
patrol the grounds after learning
Although swimming is excellent rest period. If pomible, bring the
that Reynard's visits had cost his
child
close
to
the
lessons
of
the
great
exercise for children, particularly
master 10 nice pullets. At break-o'since it teaches them how to take care outdoors. See to it that, with an
of themselves in the water, care abundance of sunlight, air, rest and
day he's watching and at night the
should be taken to avoid the pollution directed recreation, the little citizen
same. Faithful friend, tried and
of “the old swimming hole." Children goes back to school with a sound
true.
who go to summer camps should be mind and a sound body.
A loud squawk in the henyard. a
examined in advance by the family
cry for help growing fainter and
physician and a record should be sent
Thu u the second ofa series of 12
to the camp authorities so they may
fainter, and Dan another German
artidr* on Vacation* and Health.
regulate the child's activities in ac
shepherd, a brown and yellow streak
The third, on Camp Life, will
cordance with his physical condition.
aruwrr the quatione: 1. What
as he jumps the fence and crosses
first aid should be administered
the road, is in pursuit of the cry.
Explosions
for snake bites? X. How should
In
a few minutes biddy, a bedraggled
Many accidents to children occur
scamp site lie selected ?
How
creature, feathers flying as she runs,
from the explosion of dynamite cape
should firearms lie carried?
emerges from the woods with Dan
left lying around vacant houses,
summer cottages and other places
tcoenwat. 1MJ. N. v. L. I. CoJ
behind her. panting and triumphant,
and Mr. Fox loses a meal because
of the sagacity of a dog.
COMPLAINT
WHAT I LIKE

Health

M<xy

We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON STRfcfcl

wh
on Benco
Not to the
1 House

F

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

^^.00 up;

with bath, B.OOuf

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

IN NEW YORK CITY
Reasonable Rate* • Prepossessing Locations
SINOll $130
oouiii
Dirtctlenof

B.J. Cartel

•*'

HOTIl YOKK - 7th Ava. and 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Station
HOTIl OXANO—Broadway and 31st St —8 minutes Pann. Station
HOTIL 1NDICOTT-Columbus Ava. and 81st St. —Opposite Park
HOTIl MARTHA WASHINGTON Tor Woman - 29 East 29th St.
IN BOSTON
Hotel Manser, No. Station, K.50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. & No. Clark St. SI .50 up

CUSHING

Master Lewis Johnson of Thomas
ton is visiting at the home of his
aunt, Mrs. M. J. Maloney.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Rivers of
Portland were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Rivers.
Friends here of Mrs. Lois Hagar
and daughter Miss Beth were very
sorry to leam of their recent injuries
and which still confine them to Knox
Hospital where they were taken after
the accident.
Oh. here la April once again.
Mrs. Ruth Rockwell, daughter
Bringing with her dreary rain:
Marianna, Richard Goudy and Miss
The sun comes out. shining bright.
DEER ISLE
Then ln a minute’s out of sight.
Goudy of Hartford. Conn., are at
For pitter-patter down the pane
Mr and Mrs. Fred Schroeder of the Rockwell. Bird Point cottage.
Come the horrid drops of rain
Helen Whitmore 7-4.
Faneull, Maas., and Miss Kate C. Syl
Wilpos Sallinen who recently grad
• • a •
vester, who spent the past winter uated from Rockland High School is
APRIL
with them, arrived here Tues at home for the summer
April is here.
The buds are peeping through.
day. Mrs. Schroeder will open the
The Waldoboro Baking Co. is send
Everything is full of cheer.
Bay View Inn as usual.
Summer's waiting for her cue.
ing a cart through this town three
Miss Emily B. Sheppard of Brook times a tfeek, also the Cushman Co.
The crocuses are glad
line. Mass , accompanied by a party
That winter days are o'er.
Miss Barbara Fales is recovering
And that they can now be clad
of friends, has opened her cottage from injuries to her foot received
In bright colors galore
Ruth Rhodes 7-4. for the summer.
while in bathing. Her brother Richard
• • • •
Mrs. Mabel Powell of Hyde Park. has also been suffering from having
A REASON
Mass. was at her cottage a few days Injured his foot on a pitchfork.
,|
First It rains.
last week, leaving for home Sun
Then it pours.
William McNamara is having in
And I can't go out of doors
day morning She will return with terior repairs made on his house.
So I don't like April weather.
the family later to spend the sum
Donald Marriner 7-4.
Edward Meservey of Brookline,
• • • •
mer.
Mass, is in town, guest of his uncle
APRIL
Mrs. Warren Nye and children of W A HaU for an indefinite time.
"April is a bad month.'
Waterbury have arrived for the sum
Says every boy in town.
Reginald Ames who is a membeT of ■
When peeking out of the window
mer and are at their cottage.
the CC.C. is now in Patten, wherei
They see the rain come down
Mrs. Alan M. Chesney and three his company is engaged in reforesta
Richard Marsh 7-4.
• • • •
children of Baltimore. Md.. arrived tion and other reconstructive work.
here last week. Dr. Chesney expects
APRIL FAULTS
M. J. Maloney has bought a cow of
Rain. rain, rain!
j to join them tn July.
Leland Killeran.
It's April's delight
Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Brace and
To rain ln the morning.
The welcome news of the opening
To rain In the night.
Miss Elinor Brace of New York are of the Thomaston National Bank this
When I should like so much to roam
at their cottage at Dunham's Point. week was received with pleasure by
It starts to rain, so I stay at home.
All on account of April's refrain.
Oluyas Williams and son David many of our citizens.
Of rain, rain. rain, rain!
Josephine Pelllcane 7-4.
went last wAtk to Bath where they
Charles Crute of Portland was the
• • • •
were joined by Melvin and Edward guest of his mother Mrs Mary Crute
APRIL WEATHER
Southworth of Springfield, Mass.,
last week.
April weather’s here again
their objective being to sail to Syl
Sometimes bringing sleet and snow.
E. K Maloney and brother Mellville
Every time I see it rain
vester's Cove Mr. Williams' fine new j
It makes me think of lawns to mow.
are lobster fishing together.
knockabout, built in Bath last winter.
Stanley Prescott 7-4.
Eli Maloney was in Thomaston a
• • • •
They arrived ln the Cove Saturday
few days last week doing carpenter I
RAIN
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Williams
work for Weston Young He is now
Some people like * rainy day, you know.
For then they sit down in the house may well be proud of such a fine working for his brother W. G. Ma
and new:
piece of workmanship.
loney, Pleasant Point..
But other folks say rain, rain. rain.
I wish 'twould never come again!
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland and
Beatrice Pinkham 7-4.
EAST WASHINGTON
son Stanton of New Harbor were in
town Sunday calling on relatives.
AN APRIL DAY
Mr. and Mrs. George Ripley and
Now a smile, and now a frown.
Mr. and Mrs. Laureston Creamer
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Walter 1
Brighter now, and then cast down;
have been at Pleasant Point at the
Now 'tls cheerful, now it lowers.
Jackson and son Melvin of Waltham
Sunshine ln the midst of showers;
home of their daughter Mrs.. Riley,
But all help to bring May-flowers
were visitors at Allen Ripley’s last
Davis the past ffew days.
Louise McConnell.
Sunday.
• • • •
Hiram Ulmer of Rockland was in |
The
children
of
the
South
Liberty
JOLLY APRIL
town last week.
Sunday school recently held a picnic
Oh. April is a pleasant month
Several from this place availed ,
And has such pleasant ways.
at Cottage Cove. Although the day
That sometimes I erv lovfullv
themselves
of the opportunity to visit
was cloudy the youngsters enjoyed
' How much we love her days!"
the
British
warship Saturday and;
games and bathing and the picnic1
In April all the birds come North,
■ Sunday of'last week while it was in;
And flowers come a-peeplng.
dinner and reported a good time.
j Rockland harbor, among whom were I
We all feel glad because they're out.
Ulrlc Peabody and Algernon Austin
And wakened from their sleeping.
Fred Olson and family. 8. H Olson j
were at Charles Overlook's last Sun
The grass grows green in April.
; and family, Alvaro Olson, B. S Geyer
day.
The buds form on the trees.
and Beverly Geyer.
And Joy springs up from nowhere.
Misses Sarah and Kate Moore and
Our loneliness to please.
The New York train which for sev-!
Miss Mildred Bailey will arrive soon
A new life is beginning.
at
the
“
Little
Brown
House"
for
their
,^rs has brou*ht
maU vla
For everything that's dead.
Waldoboro arriving here about 9 a. m.
'Cause spring's around the corner
summer vacation.
When April nods her head
Alfred Storer of Waldoboro and beginning June 15 is now making but,
Dorothy Bird Frost 7-4.
Sidney Humes of Stickney Comer two trips weekly, Wednesdays and
Saturdays. On other days the mail I
SOUTH WALDOBORO w»re business callers Monday at C.
scheduled to this place remains as
E Over lock’s.
Gravel was spread on Route 220 heretofore.
There was good attendance at the
Mrs. Nettie Drown has as guests last week, as the road was badly In
Ladies
'Aid supper Wednesday night,
Miss Marion Batchelder of Wollaston, need of resurfacing.
Mass., George Parker of Lynn, Mass.,
The tar crew have been working on Mrs. Gladys Orff, housekeeper, and
a delegation was also present lrom
and Charles Jackson of Cleveland. the road' from Washington village to
Friendship.
Medomak Camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Wallace of
Thomaston were callers Monday at
ST. GEORGE
SWAN'S ISLAND
O. S. Bomeman’s.
____
Miss Marianne Gilchrest has ar-

s25,°ADAy|

1.

I like to see the moving grass
And hear the singing robin, pass
Sometimes one sits in the shade an 1
reads.
Or matches the gardener pull up weeds.
Evelyn Bragg 7-3

• • • •

BIRD SONG
I like to hear the birds' song.
Sweet and cheery all day long;
The sparrow and the robin
Among the trees go bobbin'.
Making ue want to sing
With them, in early spring
Evelyn Bragg 7-3
• • • •

THE ROBIN
The robin Is a pretty bird
With hls bright red breast.
Tho' he sings and I can’t under
stand a word.
I shall always like him best.
Evelyn Bragg 7^3.

• • » •

WINTER SNOW
The wind seems very weary
As it blows the snow around
The day seems dark and dreary
When the snow comes drifting down.
Eleanor Barnard 7-3
• • • •

SPRING
The sun is shining brightly.
The wind is blowing lightly.
And all the birds sing
Their cheery songs of aprlng
Barbara Orlffin 7-3.

• * • •

A FRIGHTENED BIRD
There was a little bird
In the branches of a tree
Something scared him that he
heard—
I am sure it wasn't me!
Virginia Haskell 7-3.

• • • •

HAIL TO THE FLOWERS
Hall to the precious flowers
Where thoy grow in shady bowers.
How they bend their heads with
pride
Where the little breezes ride.
Hall again the precious flowers.
W’aitlng patiently for showers
Helen Leppanln 7-3.

• • » •

TREES
God made all the lovely trees
That are swaying in the brrezc.
Hear them singing.
Good cheer bringing

To you.

• Velzora
• • • Hickman 7-3.
APRIL WEATHER
Once more In rainy April
The rain begins to fall;
And birds and little children
Run home at mother's call
Hanley 7-4.
• • James
a •
IN APRIL
Weather forecast for tomorrow.
Rain. rain, maybe more rain
All the world begins to sorrow.
And hope for sunshine once again.

April showers bring May
flowers."
80 let every living thing rejoice.
For earth will change to fairy bowers
Of blossoms, rare and choice.
Yet.

So give ye thanks for rainy days.
And April's cloudy weather.
For out of all its mist and haze
Steps May. as lightly as a feather.
Marlon Vinal 7-4.

• • • •

JUNE
When June comes we'll have some fun.
There's more we can do than before.
Then we will have a warmer sun.
And go swimming once more
Bobble Hills 7-4.

• • • •

APRIL
When April comes and brings the rain.
She waters the gardens again and again.
And all the grasses are growing green
In every field that I have seen.
Children dislike a rainy day.
That keeps them in from out door play.
But April comes but once a year.
And we should all be glad she’s here.
Anna Pelllcane 7-4.

• • • •

APRIL
The month of April I fllsllke
Because I cannot have a bike.
To ride the highway wide and long
In showers singing a merry song.
Eugene Harmon 7-4.

Mrs. Daniel Giroux and two chil
Mrs. Roscoe Chandler has returned
dren of Waterville are visiting her to Swan's Island from Monroe where
parents Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
she attended the graduation of her
• • « *
APRIL
Schools close Friday for the sum daughter Catherine, who was salutaApril is the fourth month.
torian of her class, and her son Ever
mer vacatioij.
Next to March, you know
ett who had fourth part.
It is the month of showers
Mrs. B. H. Winchenbach is enter
That follows winter’s snow.
The social at Redman’s hall June
taining her sister from Boston.
17 was largely attended, 120 being
It rains and rains ln April.
Which makes the grass grow green.
Alfred Standish and sister Mrs. present. Games were enjoyed and
Then lovely birds begin to sing
Bowles of Connecticut spent a few cake and ice cream served.
And pretty flowers are seen.
Richard Ellingwood 7-4.
days here with Mr. Standish's family.
• • » •
"I've Just been having a tussle with
HAIL APRIL
Mrs. Ida Winchexbach and daugh
Who Is there that doesn't hall April, ter Gertrude have returned from the dentist."
the month of showers?
"Which beat?"
We get not only refreshing rain but the village where they were guests of
also the beautiful flowers
"It
ended in a draw." Answers.
Mrs.
A
E.
Boggs.
l-empi Kangas 7-4.

rived home for the summer.
Mrs. Geneva Hall has returned
from Friendship where she visited j
friends and relatives the past few
days.
Clyde Orant of White Head Coast j
Guard Station is at home for the |
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Maker oi
Lubec were callers Tuesday on Mrs.
Walter Maker.
Mr. and Mrs. Allred Hocking called
on Mr. and Mrs. Roland Thompson
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson
in Friendship Tuesday.

Only $2.50
a day single .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally
located hotel.

THINK OF ITI

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are!

Cheerful, colorful, cozy.each with
private bath, shower, radio, circulating ice water and many other
features you'll be happy about.

51«t STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

ROY MOULTON
fiecvfiva Vice-Prei. ond Managing
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aries, and in every case such distri
VINALHAVEN
SOUTH CHINA
butions shall be made directly to the
Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald and daugh
Moses Webster Lodge, F. & A. M ,
beneficiaries, upon their individual
ter
Arlene of the Augusta road were
and
Marguerite
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
will
receipts,
except
as
otherwise
pro

[From the New York Evening Post]
attend the 11.30 service Sunday at guests recently of her mother. Mrs.
vided
in
paragraphs
thirteenth
and
The will of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Instrument to dispose of any or all
Union Church. The pastor’s subject H. Esancy.
leaiving the bulk of his personal of said property, but falling such fourteenth of this my will.
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
F. K. Hussey and Councillors Ells
will be, "Let There Be Light," and
If Beneficiary ts Minor
estate and his income from his pub disposition upon her death, I give
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
at 7 o'clock, “Fulfilling a Father's worth Acomb and Arthur Robinson,
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
lishing firms to hls daughter, Mrs. the same ln equal shares to such of
"Thirteenth; If any beneficifery is
Dream.” Special music by the Jr., of Massachusetts spent last
Mary Louise Curtis Bok, was re my grandchildren as shall be living a minor, I direct that his or her
weekend at Cair.p Abenakis. Rob
choir, Evelyn Hall, organist.
cently filed for probate in Norris at the death of my said daughter, share of the income shall be applied
Mrs. H. W. Fifleld entertained the inson remaining for the summer sea
Heron Neek
from the service. Now he is back in
and to the issue then living of any to the support, maintenance and
town, Pa.
Needlecraft
Club Wednesday eve son. He will be joined the last of
This station was saddened by the the service, stationed at Matinicus
Under the terms of the will, which dbceased grandchildren, such issue education of such beneficiary, and I
the week by Robert Hussey of Wins
ning.
news of the sudden death of Capt. C. Rock.
was drawn October 31, 1932, all stock to take per stirpes the share which further direct that payment of such
low and June 27 the Hussey and
E. Sherman, superintendent of this
The Sewing Club met Tuesday
Sept. 1, 1926, Keeper Charles E.
owned by Mr. Curtis in the Curtis their parents would have been en income to the parent of the bene
Ellsworth families will come to pre
district. He will be greatly missed Tracy took charge of this station,
night
with
Susan
Hopkins.
Publishing Company, the Public titled to receive if living.
ficiary shall be a full and complete
pare for the arrival cf the boys
by all and we wish to express our! coming from Mt. Desert Rock.
Ledger Company ajid Curtis-Martin
Pine Cone Patrol, Olrl Scouts, with
"My said daughter shall have full acquittance to my trustees.
July 1.
sincere sympathy to hls bereaved
This gives an idea who the keep
Newspapers, Inc., is to be turned* power to sell any or all of said prop
"Fourteenth: If any beneficiary is Miss Frances McIntosh leader, en
Mrs. Marion Fox Oakes of Augusta
family.
ers have been since the lighthouse
over to seven trustees, the trust to erty, real or personal, and to exe incapable on account of illness to joyed a weenie roast Wednesday at and Mrs. Pearl Grondin of FarmingMrs. Madaline Smith and Mrs. was put in commission. This will be
remain in existence until the death cute and deliver good and sufficient receive and receipt for his or her Lane’s Island.
dale were hostesses at the Zonta
Jeannette Oregory were recent over our last letter from Narraguagus, but
of the last survivor of Mrs. Bok and deeds or other instruments or con share of the income, I direct that
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gross and Club supper meeting Thursday eve
night guests at the light.
we are in hopes of being able to write
of Mr. Curtis's grandchildren.
veyance or sale without any obli such share shall be applied by mv Mrs. Carroll Gregory were North ning at the Zonta Health Camp
Keeper Bennett wonders if any of from some other station in the near
Tlie trustees are Mary Louise Cur gation upon the part of the pur trustees to the maintenance, com Haven visitors Monday.
(formerly the Friends Church on
the keepers have tried having crows future.
tis Bok, Cary W. Bok, W. Curtis Bok. chaser to see to or be responsible for fort and support of such beneficiary,
Sunday, June 25, is Vinalhaven's Pond road). The camp will open tor
hatch their chickens for them. He
Mrs. Charles Tracy and children
W. D. Fuller, Charles A. Tyler, the application of the proceeds. The and ln their absolute discretion to 144th birthday anniversary.
its second season July 5. Miss Vir
found a setting crow and substituted moved back to the island, after
George H. Lorlmer and John C. proceeds of such sale shall stand in the maintenance, comfort and sup
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Ooe of New ginia Jones, chairman of the Health
three hen's eggs and the crow suc spending the school year at Jones
Martin. They have the power to fill place of the property sold and shall port of any person wholly or partially Jersey are guests pf Mrs. Coe's par dub committee announces the fol
cessfully hatched three chickens.
Spring Point Ledge
port.
vacancies ln the trustees.
be turned over to my daughter with dependent upon such beneficiary.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs. lowing helpers for the season: Mrs.
It Is with regret that we hear ol
Miss Carrie Beal was a visitor at
After a long spell of silence wc
Mr. Curtis bequeathed his resi- out security
"Fifteenth: I give to my trustees.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Timpany, who Marion Fox Oakes will again serve
the several stations being discontinued the station June 13.
again wish to make an appearance dence, Lyndon, in Wyncote; hL
“Certain of the household fumish- in addition to and not in limitation were jn town to attend the Van as camp director and will have as
and of the retirement of some of I Arthur Campbell was a visitor at in Guardians of our Coast.
properties in Camden and Rockport. I ings and figures in my residence at of the powers ordinarily incident to orsdell-Dyer wedding returned Wed- assistant director, Miss Una V. Clark,
these keepers.
j the station one day recently.
We sincerely regret the loss of our Me., and his yacht, Lyndonla, to Wyncote and at Rockport belong to the office of trustee, the following nesday to Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Augusta public school nurse. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Berger Magnuson, we were shocked to hear of the superintendent who has been a true Mrs. Bok. She is also given the full, my wife. These articles, of course,
special powers:
Mrs. Herbert Patrick entertained Emma Pearce will also donate three
were callers at the light. June 11.
Srudden death of Capt. Carl E. Sher- and faithful friend, always ready to
income for life from Mr. Curtis's are not included in the foregoing
"(1) Except as in this will other- Monday evening the Mother and weeks of her vacation to camp work,
The Bennetts with the exception of man at his home. The lighthouse lend a willing hand, and do his ut stock in his publishing firms.
bequest. and will not be included by I wise directed, to dispose of invest- Daughter Club ln honor of the and Dr. Alice Brann Flood will do
the keeper attended the graduation | keepers have lost a good friend in
most for those under his super
my executors ln any inventory or ments from time to time and to re birthday anniversaries of Florence the children’s dental work during
Daughter Residuary Legatee
exercises of Vinalhaven High School his passing. We extend our sincere vision.
invest the proceeds with like power i Mullen Madeline 8mith and Evie the summer.
accounting of my estate.
June 15 and greatly enjoyed the class sympathy to hls family.
Mrs. Bok is also the residuary
We are glad summer is here again,
of sale and reinvestment, without Hennlgar, and who wete the re
Little Connie Boynton of Windsor
Stock to Trustees
parts whioh were so ably delivered.
Frances Tracy had the misfortune as things take on a different hue, legatee of the Curtis estate.
being confined to what are known cipients of several gifts. There were spent Friday at Mrs. Emellne Es
The will, which is six typewritten
to fall and cut her head quite badly I more pleasing to the sight. Loneli"Tenth: I give to Mary Louise as 'legal securities.'
three tables of bridge, and honors ancy's.
Portland Head
last week. It was necessary to take ness gradually disappears as the pages long, mentions gifts to charita- Curtis Bok, Carey W. Bok, W. Curtis
Power to Vote Stock
went to Mrs Hennlgar, Mrs. Mullen
Florentius Merrill of the State Re
Mr. Miller of Portland recently i her to the doctor, to have it dressed, speedboats, airplanes and yachts of ble and educational institutions j Bok, W. D. Fuller. Charles A. Tyler,
and
Mrs.
Elsie
Ames.
Lunch
was
forestation
Service, at home for the
“
(2)
To
vote
stock
as
they
shall
visited F. O. Hilt.
every description appear, and occa which Mr. Curtis made during hls • George H Lorlmer and John C. Mar
served.
weekend
was
a caller Sunday on his
deem
best
for
the
election
ol
direc

Clyde Grant of White Head coast
Libby Island
sionally a visitor has the courage to lifetime, pointing out that these ln-> tin, whom I shall hereafter call my
Mrs. Fred Lawry who was home sister Mrs. Ralph Esancy, leaving
guard station and Mrs Grant visit
stitutions have had the use of gifts trustees, and to their successors in tors or otherwise, with power by their
Wc are very sorry to learn of the climb the ladder and look us over.
vote to elect themselves or any of over the weekend, returned Thurs later for Millinocket. Other visitors
ed F. O. Hilt and family a few days death of our superintendent, C. E.
Mrs. Larrabee is spending the during his life without having to the trust all my stock of the Curtis
day to Portland, where her husband were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Merrill and
them, directors.
recently.
! Sherman.
wait
for
his
decease.
Publishing Company, the Public
summer in Boothbay Harbor, so fre
•'(3)
The
fact
of
being
trustees
is critically ill at the Marine Hos- sons Chester and Wallace, Mrs.
Keeper A. J. Beal and Mrs Beal
Vacation time is here again and quently I am a visitor ln that vi
“In this way." Mr. Curtis wrote in Ledger Company and Curtis-Martin
Theda Boynton, Mrs. Abbie Boyn
shall not disqualify any of the trus- 1 pital.
of White Head Light, Mr. and Mrs. L. Mrs H H Wass and gon ako Mrs
his
will,
“
I
have,
during
my
life

Newspapers. Inc., to be held by them
cinity.
Mrs. Charles L. Boman was host ton and John Boynton of Windsor,
tees from occupying positions as of
O. Ooff and son Richard called on Qieason Ooiberth and four children
time
given
what
I
regard
as
a
proper
upon
the
trusts
hereinafter
specified.
According to reports, the keepers'
ess Tuesday evening to the Bridge Howard Merrill and Miss dara
the Hilts last Sunday evening.
arrived at the island June 10 for services are not to be discontinued proportion of my estate for educa I direct that the said stock shall b? ficers of any company ln which my
trustees hold stock, or from receiv Eight. A steak dinner was served Tobey of East Vassalboro, Misses
Several members of the Ladles' the summer months.
tional
and
charitable
purposes,
and
turned over to my trustees by my
from this station this year, as in
Alice Grindell, Glennis Hall, Flor
Auxiliary being entertained at Fort We feel sorry that the second
I accordingly make no further pro executors as soon as conveniently ing salaries as such officers or other at the Red Lion.
tended.
Floyde Robertson entertained 41 ence Plalsted and Alice Hunnewell.
Williams by Mrs. Beacham Monday assistant, Jasper Chaney's family
wise.
vision
of
this
character
ln
my
will."
may be after my death without
We feel sorry for those who have
Miss Alice Grindell is visiting Miss
“(4) In case of disagreement be of his young friends June 21, ln cele
afternoon visited the station.
will be unable to visit with us this j had to depart from their stations
The will leaves to servants who waiting for the settlement of their
Inspector Dennison of the Port-, summer we shall miss them as we because of discontinuance, but hope have been employed ln Mr. Curtis's accounts, and I charge mv trustees tween my trustees, to act by the vote bration of his ninth birthday annl Clara Tobey.
Miss Doris Esancy has employment
of the majority, and under such versary. The afternoon was passed
land police department recently visit- are {ew ln number.
they are happy and contented in household ten years or more 1100 for with the payment of the bequests
playing
games,
and
the
serving
of
at
Ladd's overnight cabins and store.
vote
to
do
anything
which
all
the
ed the station, making a friendly call, Phllmore Wass who was
each year of service
their new homes.
which I have made and with the
The opening dance at Kildeer took
trustees by unanimous action could j refreshments which included two
cn R T Sterling.
j last year bas employment as clerk
Keeper Wilson has no great love
payment of the expenses of the ad
Text of Will
, do or authorize, except as otherwise flne birthday cakes, ice cream, ct
place Wednesday night and was well
Steamer Northland. New York to
Mell McWhlnnev in
new
for automobiles, and is rather re
ministration of my estate, including ' expressly directed in this will.
; fancy cookies and candy. In the attended.
The
text
of
the
will
follows:
Portland, sailed in past the light store at Machiasluctant about taking his out this
“I. Cyrus H. K. Curtis of Wyncote. inheritance and estate tax, to the
Monday morning on the first trip for.
Wa&s fipent
wekend
“(5) To exercise any right or j party were Betty Dyer, Helen Dyer,
year. But by this time innumerable Montgomery County, Pa., make this extent that the residuary estate re
WALDOBORO
option
to subscribe for new stock ' Marjorie
McDonald,
Marguerite
the sea on.
with
winor.a in Machias: protests from his wife have conmaining ln the hands of my execu
Robertson
Oood imers
u met
es y and guncjay wen^
Biddeford Pool vinced him that he can take more my will, hereby revoking all former tors may be insufficient for the pur or bonds or securities or other in- ’ McDonald, Geraldine
Mrs. James Williamson has opened
struments in the nature thereof | Gloria Skoog. Mary Warren, Richard
1
-riCC * tc'»ns avenue tQ yislt
Mrs Hazel Wood- comfort bv taking his car out, and wills.
pose.
her
home on the Winslow Mills
which
mav
be
given
to
them
as
the
'
Warren,
Kenneth
Anderson,
Rich
“
First:
I
direct
that
my
Just
debts
Portland. They were on the n«tiward whosp hU£band u kepper
the ,ady
“Believing that the success of the |
road for the summer.
, and funeral expenses be paid as soon
picnic for the summer and owing to WoQd
Ught statlcn wh).?
; holders of any stocks, bonds or other ard Williams and Carl Swanson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were
j as conveniently may be after my de- Curtis Publishing Company will be securities belonging to the trust es
Mrs. Etta Merton entertained two
the cool wave Mrs. Dow entertained
hp
(<> flnd wopk for
Burnt Coat Harbor
promoted and best insured bv th» .
ln
Portland Monday.
tables
at
bridge
at
her
home
Mon
in her home. A delightful busy day | summer
____
.
.. .
.i tate.
! cea
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of
was enjoyed by all
•
I Jasp?r oh#ney
Monday Mrs. Roscoe Chandler has re-1 -second: All of the legacies given ronttn,lance. 85 far “ possible, of j „|g( To jQin Jn any plan f(jr thc ' day evening.
turned home after spending a week by this wU1 or by a codlcll hereto
prwent management and policy, |
confoHdatlon or reorganiza- j Mis. Everett L'.bby entertained Dorchester. Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Friday morning o( last week Mr
and Mrs. R. T. Sterling. Misses Elizad?'"
°» Bb’"r'CP ln Monroe where she attended her oughl
paid without
of corporation in which the : Wednesday evening a party of young
------ to be ---------- deduction lt 15 mv wL‘h "nd 1 dtr,,ct lhat dur‘ tlon
---- any
Annie Thompson.
—
- and Marian Sterling
-------, Mrs. I *
hlch hc 5>*nt wlth hls
daughter's
or anv inheritance,
- --------------daughter's and
and son's
son's graduation
graduation from
from ,for
inheritance, succession
succession or
or eses- /lng the----------------------continuance of this
trusty my , trpjt es.,ate may
interested.
, people ,which Included members of Charles Godscc of Milo, who is
betb
and
,ubep
high school.
' tate taxes and all such taxes are to common stock of the Curtis Pub- I
F. O Hilt attended junior high gradu
(7) Generally to do any and all a former Sunday school class and of clerking at Clark's drug store, Is
Rev. Mr Guptill from the Sea
lishing Company shall be retained by fhln<s ,n an<J about thp managemenl last year’s senior class. V.H.8.
We
extend
our
sympathy
to
tho
j be pajd out of my residuary estate.
ation exercises at Cottage Farm Coast
staying at W. G. Labe's.
Missionary boat Sunbeam. fr
,pnris and
Pant she-_■ -I give .to each servant or my trustees and shall not be
of the trust estate which I could have A weenie roast was enjoyed Thurs
iricnas
ana relatives
relatives nf
oi uapt.
sne.- .“—
Third:
School when 19 students were award
Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Cclllns have
stopped at this station June 14. man w. arp a!,
h» w« L
,
ln day evening at carver's Cove, by th
ed diplomas The program was
. , . . .
, . ' man' we are 8,1 •aQQenca °y "“ household employe ln my service at. unless some extraordinary contin- don# j^rsonally if llvlng
moved their household goods to
His call was brief, but we appreciate Heath
....
unique. The boys and girls were on
ueaui.
, the time of my death who shall have gency shall arise making it desirable | ownershlp and possession of the trust, Senior Christian Endeavorers and Edgecomb.
honor to those helping them make
5 ln ere" ln u',aI'
m sue
Catherine Chandler arrived at the been m my employ for ten years or j10 se*1, and then on‘y in the event JI property.
property.
| directors and Rev. N. F. Atwood.
Mrs. A. G. Davis entertained the
-cess in 1^ good work among the light house to spend her vacation at > more. one hundred dollars (»100> I that
-------------------------------------------my trustees unanimously agree '
the goal.
An original p em was
Executors of Will
Simonton of Camden visited Susannah Wesley Society Monday at
S » i »
u v
ti the home of her Paren,seach for each year of service in my
written and delivered by Robert T.
Maintain Trustees at Seven
"Sixteenth: I apooint my daughDorothv Cobb th«
wwlt the Methodist parsonaye.
Tuesday of last week Keeper H.
Bennett Kelley has returned to ,mnlov
a T
.
Sterling. Jr.
Miss Dorothy A. Tuohey of Bridg
ter. Mary Louise Curtis Bok. and Tuesd*y evfnln« Mlss °°bb «ave
H.
Wass
and
famllv
spent
a
few
h
i.
home
in
Brooks
after
tnendtnir
P‘
.
It
is
my
wish,
and
I
direct
that
• • • •
'
n‘ home in Brooks after spending a
"Fourth: I give to each of my the number of trustees shall always my ron-in-law. John C. Martin. party ln her honorton
was the weekend guest of Mr.
______________
bou»
‘heir home in Machias. It weckonSwan.sIsIanda5gueslof
(chlIdren of
Great Duck Isle
Miss Beulah Gilchrist and Mrs and Mrs. J. H. Lovell.
be
maintained
at
seven
(7),
and
ln
executors
of
this
will,
and
I
direct
Keeper and Mrs. A. H. Kennedy,
them (’ulte busy Uklng carP the keeper and family.
daughter, Mary’ L. Bok) when and
Addle Bucklin of Ocean Bound Re
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of
have returned from their vacation'0* the lawns and 8ardens ln tw;)
Charlie Burns and Roland Chandx only if such grandchildren shall rc- the case of a vacancy occurring for that they shall not be required to
any
reason,
the
remaining
trustees
{
gi
ve
bond
or
security
for
the
faithbekah
IjOdBe
WFr,
“
ln
Rockland
Providence,
have been recent guests
after visiting friends and relatives ■ P!aces- The tulip beds have been ler made a trip to Brooklin recently. I spectively attain the age ol twentyshall have the power to fill the same ful nerformance of their duties.
day and a««»d«d «« d‘strict
* of Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
home,
one
bed
in Maine and Massachusetts.
! bcautUul at lheir
Everett Chandler is employed In five (25) years, fifty thousand dol
Announcements have been received
"In witness whereof, I, thc said 1 inB of Rfbpkahs
by writing filed in the office of thc
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Faulklngham conta‘ns about one hundred Planls j Northern Maine
lars i $50.0001.
The popular Non-Eaters Club en- of the marriage June 19. of Mis3
Register
of
Wills
of
Montgomery
Cyrus
H
K
Curtis,
have
to
this,
my
have returned to Baker Island after iand ncarIv a11 were ln blcom at one
The
Swan's Islat/d gTammar
I "Fifth; I give to Mabel Leach
last will and testament, contained IJcyed an oulln:f Priday at ?mith s Christine Cotton Lockery, daughter
visiting his sister, Mrs. William Lock-!
! school graduation June 14 was one of Peiper five thousand dollars ($5,000) County.
of Mr. and Mrs. James E. Lockery
"I
direct
that
this
trust
shall
con

ln this and thc six preceding pages, Point.
hart
Gleason Colberth and family were
premesj and besl (or some years.
"Sixth: I give to each of my step tinue until the death of the last sur set my hand and seal, to wit, my
MISS Margaret Simmons with (Ethel Cottoni of Bath, to Edward
visitors
in
Machias
Wednesday
last
hall
was
attractlvely
decorated
Mrs. Leverctt Stanley and children
daughters (Helen P. Wells and Alice vivor of my daughter and of my hand to this and each of the six pre friends Miss Marguerite deRochc Albert Cummings.
were a^vered well,
are at the light again to spend the week, also called on friends and rela-1 and the
P. Martin) one hundred thousand grandchildren, who shall be living ceding pages on the margin thereof, mont and Miss Helen Davis of Rock
The Oarden Club wlll hold Its first
We have the teachers to thank for dollars ($100,000).
summer vacation, so that makes the tives at Bucks Harbor.
at my death, and the net Income of and my hand and seal to this last land were overnight guests Thursday meeting of the season at Stahl's
The
good
weather
of
May
and
j
this
island family complete with the total
"Seventh: I give to my wife's sis the trust estate in the meantime page, this 31st day of October, in the of Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane at Camp Tavern Tuesday at 2.30.
June has permitted the keepers to
AmonR recpnt ca,lers ftt
ligM.
of ten people.
ter, Harriet L. Cutter of Pasadena paid over and distributed as fol year of our Lord, one thousand nine Alyosca, Shore Acres.
Harold Sprague, who has recently
___
Mrs.________________________
William Lockhart attended thc have nearly a" thelr •Print work i hoUSe were Elliot Smith. Charlie Cal., if living at my death, ten thou
Herbert Mills of Camden and for been graduated from Wentworth In
lows:
hundred
and
thirty-two
(19321.
graduation exercises at Jonesport as'comP'eted Eaeh building has had a Burns. Jr. Mrs. O. L. Milan. Mrs. sand dollars ($10,000).
merly of this town will be employed stitute, Boston, accompanied by
‘To my daughter. Mary Louise
"Cyrus H. K. Curtis. (Seal)
her brother was a member ofthe! n€W coa^ of paintoutside and all has William Holmes, Olcnvs Smith,
during the summer at North Haven Mrs. Sprague, are guests of hls par
Curtis
Bok,
during
her
life.
Upon
"Cyrus H. K. Curtis."
Gifts During Lifetime
graduating class.
j becn donc lnsldc that te necessary. Theo Talnter, Herbert Carter. Robas manager of the Western Union ents Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Sprague.
her
death
and
thereafter
until
thc
"Signed,
sealed,
published
and
de

"Eighth: Such provisions as I have
It Is with deep regret that we i Our fnR Is la,c
vear and kt us ert and Cecil Smith,
Telegraph office. Mr. Mills’ marri
Mrs. Jane Reed, Jack Bulettc and
learned of the death of our super-. 1)°PC it puts off coming for a long j
. • . •
cared to make for charitable and termination of the trust, the net in clared by the above-named testator,
age to Miss Cora Vinal, daughter of Virginia Bulette of Wyncote, Pa . arc
come
shall
be
paid
over
and
dis

Cyrus
H.
K.
Curtis,
as
and
for
hls
educational purposes I have taken
intendent. Capt. C. E. Sherman Capt time yet as it is not a very welcome
Indian Island
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Vinal of this guests of William G. Reed.
caie of by gifts made during my tributed to and among my grand last will and testament, ln our pres
Sherman's death is a shocking blow visitor.
place, which took place a year ago.
Keeper Reed is at thc Marine Hos
Mr. and Mrs S. H. Weston. Mr.
children
living
at
the
date
of
each
• • • •
ence,
who
in
hls
presence,
at
hls
re

lifetime in order that such charita
to all employes of the First Light
hat recently been announ»?d. It and Mrs. L. T. Weston, Mr. and Mrs.
pital in Portland and Allison Ames
periodical
distribution
of
income
and
quest,
and
ln
the
presence
of
eacn
Blurhill
Ray
ble and educational institutions as
house District. We have lost a sin
was not the complete surprise to Kenneth Weston, Miss Betty Weston
Mrs. Foss and sons Justin and of Camden is substituting at thc I have been interested In might have to and among the Issue then living other, have hereunto set our hands
cere friend.
light
during
hls
absence.
their
friends they had anticipated and Mrs. Chester Benner attended
of
any
deceased
grandchild,
such
as
attesting
witnesses.
• • • •
. Leo are at the light station for the
the benefit of such gifts during my
j Mrs. Mills has been employed as the graduation exercises of the class
Last Sunday we had visitors all
Issue to take per stirpes only the
“
Charles
E.
Kcnwortliey
I
summer
vacation.
lifetime
Instead
of
being
obliged
to
Narraguagus Light
j teacher ln Portland.
of 1933, Lincoln Academy. Philip
share which their parent would hav"Rodney T. Bonsall
Roland Chandler and Charles day on a picnic, Mr. and Mrs. Albion wait until my death.
U. S. Lighthouse tender Ilex was
Ames and daughter Barbara. Mr.
In thc summer arrangement of Weston was a member of the class.
been
entitled
to
receive
if
living.
"Carlyle
H.
Ross."
Burns.
Jr.,
were
callers
at
the
sta

“In this way I have during my
at this station June 21 and the new
and Mrs. Milton Jamieson and
boats and twice a day mall letters
Mrs. Etta Farrow of Boston is
lifetime given what I regard as a
Upon Termination of Trust
lighted bell buoy was dropped about tion June 18.
daughters
Gertrude
and
Frances
can be received from out of town as visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Went
NORTH
HAVENWc
are
all
very
sorry
to
hear
of
proper proportion of my estate for
10.30 that morning, about 575 yards
‘Upon the termination of the
early as 7.45 a. m.
and Marion Bridges of Lincolnville.
worth.
educational and charitable purposes trust, that is to say at the death of
east of the station. It seems strange the death of Capt. C. E. Sherman,
June
15
ten
boys
and
girls
were
here
Col.
Alton
T.
Roberts
of
Detroit,
Miss Margaret Ashworth of St.
and I accordingly make no further the last survivor of my daughter and
not to have to light up after nearly Superintendent of Lighthouses.
from Rockport. Many of them had
Johnsbury, Vt., has been the guest
Mich.,
has
been
entertained
at
the
NORTH
WALDOBORO
Our
dog
Buddy
is
very
pleased
to
provisions of this character In my my grandchildren, who shall be liv
seven years here.
never seen the light though they had
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes
------of Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
This station went into commission see the boys back again, especially
will. I have also made what I re ing at my death, I direct that the
this week, Mr. Noyes being the stepOren Robinson, Jr., has been spendalways lived in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs have
Leo.
for
he
always
sees
that
he
has
July 6, 1872. The first keeper was
gard as adequate provision for such principal of the trust estate shall be
father of thetr guest. Col. Roberts 1 in» the we€k ln Rockland with hts been in Portland.
The light is to be discontinued in
Robert Upton, who died here Marcn plenty to eat.
of my relatives as are not rfientioned divided in equal shares per stirpes has always expressed a great fondness' s*-stor Mrs. L. A. Post, Robinson
the near future, but we do not know
The annual school reunion of
Jyne 15 the tender Ilex passed
14, 1873. George L. Upton then took
in my will.
among such of my Issue as shall be for his native State of Maine and an street.
yet Just where wc arc to go.
teachers and pupils of the four dis
charge and on July 12, 1875 tender this station going West.
'Ninth:
I
give,
devise
and
be

• • » •
then living, and ln default of issue of especial liking for the Islands of V.Mr. and iMrs. W. R, Walter and Mr. tricts, North Waldoboro, Kuhn,
Guess the shipping must be im
Myrtle landed material for the new
queath to my daughter, Mary Louise mine then living, I give the princi
Ram Island
nalhaven and North Haven. He left and Mrs. L. M Newbert attended Bogues and Flanders Corner, will be
proving. I noticed several vessels
house, which we live in at present.
Knox Pomona In Cushing last Sat held ln thc Orange hall at North
Wc were so sorry to hear of the Curtis Bok. my residence known as pal of the trust estate in equal shares for the west Saturday.
Sept. 30, 1876, Solomon Hitcher pass by thc station June 14, also the
death- of Capt. C. E. Sherman of Lyndon, and all other real estate be to such of my stepdaughters as may
Miss Maxine Stone went Wednes urday.
Waldoboro, June 28. at 10 o'clock.
took charge. He remained here until steamer Southport makes her daily
Mrs. Lawrence Clark and son Ed Dinner will be served at noon.
Portland. He surely will be missed longing to me, situate In Montgom then be living and to the issue then day to Rockland where she Is visit
Oct. 5, 1880 April 3, 1882. Ambrose trips.
ery
County.
Pennsylvania,
and
at
or
living of any of my stepdaughters ing her aunt, Mrs. Oenevieve Strout. ward and Mrs W. S. Welch and son
by all that knew him, far and near,
It seems nice to see the people
Wallace took charge and was here
Mrs. Harlan Gregory is visiting Robert Welch of Sumter, S. C.; Levi
and the keepers and thetr families near Camden and Rockport, Maine, who shall be then deceased, such
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
three years. May 30. 1885, James A. here again for the summer.
Clark, Mrs. Enoch Clark and chil
will miss hls calling around to see together with all the buildings Issue to take per stirpes and share friends in Massachusetts.
STEAMBOAT CO.
•
•
•
*
Gates took charge. He was keeper
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
them at the lighthouses. He was a thereon erected and all the house which their parent would have re
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Lipovsky dren Marie and Robert of Thomas
Nash Island
here until the time of his death April
JUNE
20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
hold furniture and effects contained
spent last weekend ln Massachusetts, ton, were guests Wednesday at the
Eastern Standard Time
Hello to all the keepers and their very fine man In every way. Our therein. I also give to my daughter ceived if living.
1, 1893.
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
"Eleventh: All the rest, residue motor guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold f home of their aunt, Margaret Newsympathy goes out to his family.
Vinalhaven Line
April 25. 1893, William' C. Gott took families. Great weather at Nash's,
j bert.
Millard Robinson spent thc week for her lifetime my yacht, Lyndonia and remainder of my estate I give, Drewett of Warren.
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
we
surely
do
enjoy
it
here
at
this
charge. He was here 26 years. While
or
any
other
yacht
I
may
own
at
the
Sunday
at
6
00 A M and *2 00 P M
devise and bequeath to my daughter.
Robert W. Wheelwright and family
end with hls parents Keeper and
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M. and
he wathcrc thc sea washed through time of year. Earl and Clifford are
time
of
my
death
and
all
the
furni

Customer
(in
drug
store)
—
"A
3 20 P. M. Returnin'^ steamer leaves
Mary Louise Curtis Bok, absolutely arrived in town Wednesday for the
Mrs. C. N. Robinson.
the dwelling in the storm of Feb 1. home for their vacation and they
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A M and 4.3QTP. M
mustard plaster."
summer.
Thomas McPhee of Fisherman ture and furnishings of every sort and In fee simple.
Arriving at Rockland 9 50 A. m and
1908. He was transferred to Prospect are glad to be on here. Flora, our
and
kind
and
all
the
appurtenances
Drug Clerk—(force of habit)— 5.50 P M
"Twelfth: All distribution of In
Frank Beverage had a chimney fire
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Harbor Lighthouse Jan. 12, 1919. granddaughter, is here for the sum Island has gone tot Boston to visit to it belonging or appertaining,
come and principal herein provided at his home Wednesday morning, but "We're out of mustard: how about Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally exLester Leighton took Mr. Oott's place, mer vacation. Carl will be home hls family. He has two children who direct that all the above mentioned
cent
Sunday at 6.00 A. M . Stonington
mayonnaise?”
for shall be so made that the same fortunately no damage resulted.
6 55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
remaining here until May 13, 1924. He next Friday with some of hls boy graduate from Boston High.
property
shall
be
turned
over
to
my
Rockland
about 9.00 A. M
Returnng.
Miss Jennie Beverage spent Wed
shall not be capable of anticipation,
Not much news here. We were
was transferred to Winter Harbor friends. Walter Stanwood of Millleaves Rockland *2.00 P M. North Haven
daughter with security.
nesday
in
Rockland
type
Frlgldaires,
will
soon
be
started
sorry
to
hear
that,
E.
O.
Thompson
nor
subject
to
any
execution
nor
at

3 00. Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
bridge will be here for his vacation
Lighthouse.
Swan’s Island about 5 00 P. M
Full Power to Daughter
What Is to be one of the largest on the Thomas W. Lamont estate.
tachment, or be in any way subject
•On arrival of afternoon train from
May 13. 1924. Alvah Robinson took as soon as Carl arrives. This is a of Loudville had another accident
refrigeration
jobs
in
this
section,
call

Dr.
Robert
Monroe
and
family
ar

Boston.
to
the
debts,
contracts
or
engage

“My said daughter shall have full
charge. He remained here until Sept. great place for the boys. We know I and his car was wrecked We hope
B H STINSON
power by will or other testamentary ments of such legatees or beneflei- ing for both domestic and commercial rived here this week for the summer. 73-tf
General Agent.
1, 1926, at which time he resigned just what they are doing and they I that he was not hurt.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

all enjoy coming as they have great
times playing ball, fishing and other
games. Guess the cook will be busy
with all the husky boys to feed, but
she enjoys doing it for them.
We all feel so sorry about the
death of our inspector, Capt. Sher
man, as we all think he was a won
derful man. It surely was a shock
to us.
Keeper Purlngton is very busy
getting his station painted.
The keeper from Petit Manan
called on us Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Goodnow,
daughter Elaine and son William
will be here June 23 from Portland
for a week's vacation. They are
bringing Carl home. So we will
have quite a family this summer.
One good thing about Nash's, it is
always cool and no mosquitoes, one
enjoys sitting out evenings. Will
sign off with regards to all the keep
ers and their families.
• • • ■

THE CYRUS H. K. CURTIS WILL
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Dodge Clark Island
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ing for a month.
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74-76
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Thomaston
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73-75! guaranteed good
condition FRANK
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lett furnished music with the radio Friday.
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.572
Rockville
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in his car. A picnic supper was an
Thomaston locals will play Cam-,
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M chicks, special this week. 14 for $150.
Brltomart.
Reward.
Notify S.
4
3
.572 ETMIER, South
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73-751 Chicks
bred
from
prize
winners.
important part of the program.
den at Camden Saturday.
Harpswell. Me
Mottled Anconas, 14 for $1.20. Add 50
Snipers .................. .. 1
6
.143
Mrs. Evelyn Snow entertained at
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner and
cents for parcel post and shipping to
.000
all mall orders for less than 100. STOVER
Pirates ...................
0
7
her home on Green street Friday aft- their house guests. Mr. and Mrs.
FEED MFO CO., on track at 86 Park
St.. Rockland, Just below Armour’s
ernoon these friends from Rockland George II. Peters of Boston, motored
Tel. 1200.
73-75
Sunday
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s
Games
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton, Mrs. Cora to Bar Harbor and Cadillac Moun
R
eal
BARGAINS
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Used
Ice
refrigera
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at
Clark
Island.
Snow, Mrs. Fannie Norton and Mrs tain Thursday.
FRESH EOGS wanted. Wlll pay cash tors. Crawford coal range. Detroit Jewel
Pirates at Rcckport.
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range,
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coal
or
wood
stove
• • • •
Hattie Keating.
FRED WINCHENBACH. Depot St.. Wal
70*75 I (heater). Kelvinator electric refrigerator,
Snipers vs Rockville at Cement doboro.
------------------------------------------------------------ milk cooling Ice box. outboard ..peed’
The M. E. Ladies Aid met with
The opening day of the Thomaston
Plant.
FORD TRUCK, one-half ton. wanted boat aud motor. Sacrlhce prices for
Mrs. John Tillson Wednesday with 17 National Bank Friday did not bring
A late model'or an International one- ! quick sale. G. A LAWRENCE CO ,
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half ton. C. H PLUMMER, the Auc- \ Rockland.
74-76
pi esent. The usual picnic dinner was the dire results to the bank some had
South Thomaston 4. Rockport 2
tloneer. North Appleton.
73-75
ONE ffve-galted saddle horse, weight
served. The members busied them- predicted. The withdrawals were in
It is not always safe to put all of
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selves sewing for the fair to be held a large majority of cases only for
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73-75
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in the near future.
amounts actually needed for immedi- ,
what the boys from the Keag did ! housing 560 to lOOO chicks and layers , CHICKENS for sale, for roasters or
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Vose and Warwick Vose has moved ed the amount withdrawn. The fair
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^alhot Ave.
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a building which had been used by and considerate spirit shown by the
Rockport rallied a bit near the close erences. or call at our office STOVER
Outboard
' ?!UtabIS for
the children as a playhouse, about 15 larger number of depositors was very
of the game but Art Makinen held FEED MFG co on tr«* « “ Par,t 8t *finished;
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Complf,,1)' »L"”.uied .nd also 16 ft. Old Town Canoe.
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74-76 Write A. care Courler-Oazette.
j the team at arm’s length. The 1200
William Gilchrest was given a genu
vert it into a garage.
iscore:
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest and daughter ine surprise Wednesday evening,
South Thomaston
Marianne of St. George were callers which was his 54th birthday anniver
ab r bh po a
JSgSgWaH!
Wednesday at the home of her niece sary, when his cottage in Cushing was
anywhere. Write BOX 63. Thomaston.
Gattl, ss ................ 4 12 0
taken possession of by a crowd from
75*77 body; 1931 Ford sedan; 1930 Chevrolet
Mrs. J. M. Carney.
Jackson, lb .......-- 4 114
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter and chil- Thomaston and Pleasant Point, witn
I WANTED to buy by au American, a !
chevrolet coach;
Carr, if .................
3 0 11
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1,“"'
*RfcJ>ERICK, WALTZ, Knights
ford Clark. Mrs. Potter wlll return in a graceful speech presented Mr
69-75 1 Oarage Park St. Tel. 392-M
75-77
The Penobscot Players will present “Nancy's Private Affair," a three-act comedy hit,
Ames, 2b ............... 3 0 0 3
ONE and one-half ton truck Ford
feme Monday. Accompanied by her Gilchrest with a porch hammock. Ice
Monday night at Watts Hall. Thomaston, under direction of Ralph Chambers, pictured
chef
or order
cook want- eiuuei
Model a
A 1929. for sale, also Franklin
Amos Makinen. cf 3 0 1 1
iPOSITION
i,.. , ,, as
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_____
,, ~
ed Best cf references. H. T. PERRY,touring car one nr two hn.
u
* K ln
husband she will visit the Worlds cream and cake were furnished in
above. In the ca t of this ; mart society comedy appetrs Mb babtll Kirkpatrick of
n Grace St City.
*tft0 ?
CV' one r two hor’e Jigger, one
Sleeper, 3b ............ 3 0 0 0
u j-------------------- -------------------------------------— \ upright piano, music cabinet, stool and
Fair at Chicago.
abundance. Those who attended
Rockland and Thomaston, whose work has occasion' t nu ncrous favorable press notices.
0 ) MOWING MACHINE wanted at once, i bench. The above articles are ln flrst
Art. Makinen, p..... 3 0 0 0
Mrs. Minnie Clark and son Edward from Thomaston were Mr. and Mrs.
Must be ln good condition
Communl- , class condition and can be purchased
j cate with MR GOFF, The Saip-O-set 'ery reasonable. 118 MAIN ST., or call
of Charleston, 8. C. and Mrs. Ulmer R. E. Dunn. Mr. and Mrs Earl Maxey.
J
I
Phone
280.
Rockland.
75-77 *{15-12 Thomaston.
73.75
28 4 8 21 5
Welch and son Robert of Sumter Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Chesley. Mr and
I
26 FOOT POWER Boat, with Ford moRockport
tor. for sale. CHESTER PHILBROOK.
S. C. who have been visiting Levi Mrs. Frank Lunt, Mr and Mrs Charles
Owl's Head._____
72*74
ab r bh po a
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark, Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones. Clark; quartet, 'Bless the Lord” ItoFURNITURE. BRIC-A-BRAC. china
Nash, cf .................. 4
■* Joseph Paquin, Mrs. Madolyn Spear, loff; chorus ,'Ein Feste Burg,” Bach:
left for their homes Priday.
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««a a M
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Hoover Vacuum
H. Graffam, 2b .... 4
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sweeper, andirons, flre screen, range oil
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pratt, daugh- Alphcnso Hathorn, Mrs. Minnie Beck- orchestra. Polonaise Militaire,Chopin;
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burner,
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amplco
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Collamore, c, 3b .... 3
ters Maxine and Elaine and sons ett and son Lloyd: from Portland, duet. Mrs. Veazie and Mrs. Morgan:
THREE small places for sale, suitable Pictures, books; also standing hay for
for henneries. _3_ to 13 acres. 1750 to #ale- KLAGGE KROFT. South Hope
Ladd,
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...........
3
Harold and Russell visited Mr. and William Hepburn. William Mace: Mrs. clarinet solo. “Nearer My Ood To
1850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main Rt
75-77
Miller, ss ....................3
Tel. 1080
65-tf
Mrs. J. M. Carney Sunday.
Wallace Parker of Matblehead. Mass.: Thee," Joseph L. Paquin with orchesFOR SALE-Ten weeks' old pigs White
".
Reidy.
if.
c
............
3
The American Legion picnic will be from Pleasant Point, Farnham Stone, tral accompaniment: quartet, selectSIEB'S OVERSIZE CHICKS from Chesters and Berkshlres. $4 each while
world's flnest bloodlines, grow larger, they last. STOVER FEED MFO. CO on
Wills allowed: Maria K Water- Morris, late of St. George, deceased. M. Oraffam. 3b .... 1
held Sunday at East Friendship. Mr and Mrs. James Seavey. Mr. and ed: orchestra, “The Angelus," Masat 86 Park St.. Rockland, Just be
mature quicker, lay better. Per 100 track
73-75
prepaid; Wh. Buff.. Brown Leghorns. low^ Armour's Tel. 1200.
Mrs. Byron Coombs, Miss Marion senet; essay read by Miss Pauline man iate of south Thomaston, de- fi;ed by Frank T. Morris of St. Bohndell, rf .......... 2
starting at 10 a. m.
Anconas. $5.50;
Wh . Brd.. Buff Rocks.
..
.
FITTED
hard
wood
and
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per
West,
p
................
2
Levi Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Coombs.
McLain. "What the World Needs ceassd. Harry L. Waterman of South George, exr.
S. C. Reds. Wh Wyand.. Wh . Buff Orps., cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J CAR85 75; Wh & Black Mlnorcas. R C Reds, ROLL. Tel. 283-21.
60-tf
Accounts allowed: Estates Ellen Crockett, If ............ 2
Clark and’children Marie and RobMrs Isadore DeWinter is at her More Of;” tenor solo. "In the Time of
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E. Duncan, late of Rockland, deceased. E. Crockett, cf....... 1
0 S.
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-------- than 100 Prompt live delivery guaran- Und Tn R^ute 1
to Bar Harbor Thursday, riding up Fred Cameron of Boston, a cutter Dream of Spring." Frath; 'To a Star." Oriffin. late of Union, deceased, Alice first an{j flnaj account filed by Isa-j
I teed. SIEB'S HATCHERY. 325, LincolnJ
’couHe^O^tT ’I"’
_________ __ __________________ 75-77
the Mountainroad. A fine trip with of leather goods in the J. B. Pcaison Leonard: orchestra. Poet and Peasant E. Williams of Union, exx.; Eliza- bell Hull of Rcckland. admr. c.ta.;
27 2 6 21 8 3
FOR SALE—Large healthy chicks. 14
alar-reaching view fromthemoun& Co. factory, arrived here Thursday overture. Suppe: chorus, "Hallelujah beth S. Achorn, late of Camden. Evelyn EUa Haskell of Rockland. South Thomaston 4 0 0 00 00—4
ONE aud a half story house for sale for $1 for this week
__
only Chicks
0 0 0 0 1 1 0—2 ( furnished or unfurnished, ou Atlantic ( bred from prize winners___
Barred and
and has his home with Mr and Mrs. chorus." from the Messiah; benedic- deceased. Sarah M Sargent of Port- fourth account filed by Edward F Rockport
tain.
.
... „
_
Highway at Lincolnville Beach, one- White Plymouth Rocks White WvanTwo-base hit, Reidy. Bases on fourth acre land with fruit trees 10 dottes. Rhode Island Rieds and White
Mrs. Marguerite Sprague and son George Gillchrest. Knox street.
tion. Rev. H. S. Kilborn. Stereopticon land, exx.; Flora B. Allen, late of Berry of Rockland, gdn.; Robert B
Miss Elizabeth Creighton has as sii(les illustrating the Poet and Peas- st Oeorge. deceased. George E Gregory of Rcckport. first account' balls, off West 2. off Makinen 3.1
,ot' Apply J F coo“®?8 ^Tat $1 pX” hun'dre?" Wedne'S!'^
Herbert were callers on her sister
---■ S»turday
----- - afternoons
------------ only. Add
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valuable slides were kindly loaned by Webster Fifield. late of Vinalhaven, B’.anch Marie Thistle of Rockland Double plays. Miller and Laaa;
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. .......... .... S Tr Ts.
.vno llmn luu
Miss Barbara Elliots school of ton. Mass.
Charles Robertson of Vinalhaven j Joseph Cahill, district manager for deceas e!. Herbert Walker Fifield and second account filed by Cora Frances H. Graffam and Reidy. Umpires,, pre^J"s WALLACE spear Appiy^on ^tover JtEE^j;|F2ldc®ljhtonbe,1^kA*^
horsemanship is progressing. Many
St.. Rockland.
inquiries from people at summtf was the guest of his brother. W. J. Paramount Publix. who has been Mr. Ambrose A. Peterson of Vinalhaven. Haskell of Rockland, gdn.; Evelyn Jarvis and Oardner. Scorer. HopTel. 1200.
73-75
*
resorts are being received.
Robertson, Wednesday, returning to Deardon's manager for 12 years, A exrs.
; Louise Thistle of Rockland, second kirns,
»
• • • •
his home Thursday.
collection will be taken towards ex-1 Petitions for administration grant- ' account filed by Cora Frances Hask- J
»
At the Baptist Church Sunday
Rockville 5, Pirates 2
t
• • • •
pense of music used
ed: Estates Charles H. Walker, late1 ell of Rockland, gdn.; Clarence'
morning this program will be given
Sixteen members of the graduating
. . • •
of Rockland, deceased. Edmund P. Arthur Thistle of Rcckland. second j Th* Jinx that Blin Hunt had over i K
If you have a cottage to let or
M
in observance of Children's Day: On- i class, T.HS. motored to Lakewood
The annual flower show of the Walker of Portland, admr.; Ida M. account filed by Cora Frances Hask- ^he Pirates last year as a Dragon , deelre
summer boarders advertise the
—throe rooms furnished. $4
ward Christian Soldiers, congrega Wednesday. They had supper at the Thomaston Garden Club is set for Stone, lateof Thomaston, deceased.1 ell of Rockland, gdn.
! proved just as good in a Rockville i fact ln tht< paper where thousands perRENTS
week;
unfurnished,
six
rooms
and
wlll read of It.
tion; That Sweet Story of Old. Irish Lakewood Inn. attended the theatre July 1, when thc peonies should be Edward L. Stone of Thomaston.
_______
balk' and seven rooms and bath, with
Petitions for probate of will filed j uniform and the Pirates were hand- j
V' F 8TODL^'
“aln^.
cottage at Crescent
air, choir; God Thought of Them. and witnessed thc play "Candle at their height. So far as is known admr.; Simeon M. Duncan, late of for notice; CatherineA. Cullen, late]®d tlreir seventh successive defeat at
jtQ
let. modern conveniences.
Natalie Hall; recitation. Audrey Sim Light" of which Edith Barrett was to its members this club is the only Rockland,
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
deceased. Edward K. of Thomaston deceased Marv Isa- Rockport Wednesday. Hunt gave the glassed - in - piazza. Price reasonable.
74*76 at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment,
mons; God and I. Arleen Closson: leading lady. They left for home im- cne in the State that always plans an Gould of Rockland, admr.: WiUiam bsll-c Cullen cf Thomaston and — Agnes Pirates just three singles and never r*rFTTtf BRAULT* Td 07 - W
Orient St., all modern; furnished apart
OLD HOMESTEAD and cottage to let ment. 556 Main St., upstairs. Inquire
Soldiers. Bennie Smalley; song. Wel
mediately after the show. Those who exhibition with special reference to R Haines, late of Rockland, de- R. Armstrong of South Portland, iwas in danger. The score:
for month or season at Olnn's Point, ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobbcome to You, primary department:
Owl's
Head. Me. Will let separately or Davis.
made up the party were Misses Char- peonies, and for that reason, as well ceased. Harrie S Hair.es of Boston, named executrices; James G. Hickey
Pirates
74-tf
together. E. F OINN. 97 Pitt St . Port
Sunbeams. Esther Achorn; exercise.
THREE furnished light housekeeping
lotte Dyer. Evelyn Beckett, Phyllis as for the beautiful gardens on admr.; Alfred E. Norris, late of lats of Cambridge, Mass., deceased.
ab r bh po a .• land. Me
70-75
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to
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use
of
bath.
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BAYVIEW
The Best Way. Maxine Mitchell. Eva Belasco, Ailie Mahoney, Elizabetn which it draws, its shows are awaited Camden, deceased, Edna W. Norris ' Stoughton Bell of Cambridge named j Thomas, 3b ............. 3 0 0
31
FURNISHED apartment to let. two Sq
Tel. 41-J.
74-76
Spear. Eddie Killeran. Leona Fris
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEPOCK
Winchenpaw, Florence Whitehill. with interest by many flower-lovers of Camden, admx.
admr. d b.n.c.t a: Charles S. Hall.' Perry- “ ................... 3
FURNISHED house to let ln Rockland.
ST.
Tel.
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or
211-M
65-M
bee, Phyllis Kalloch. Walter Chap
seven rooms and garage Pleasant loca
Petitions for guardian granted: late of Rcckland. deceased. Ellen J Winchenbach. rf.... 3
Elizabeth Woodcock, Forrest Grafton, outside the town as well as in it.
HEATED apartmenta,_ all modern, foul tion For particulars address P. s N
man; What I Like. Arthur Anderson;
Freeman.
If
...........
3
Ipply
at
CAMDEN
Courler-Oazette.
74*80
ROCKRalph Caven. Wilbur Strong. Nathan This year, besides the usual exhibits Ruth A. Jennings of Thomaston. Hall of Rockland, named exx.
A Good Memory. Betty Gillis; Keep
LAND WATER CO Tel 634
65-tl
AT Southend, furnished tenement of
Thompson. Myron Simmons, Harry of single specimen peonies, peonies Elizabeth B Washburn of Thomas-1 Petitions for administration filed Carter. 2b .............. 3
It Waving. Everett Condon; Good
FURNISHED heated apartment to let ftve rooms to let, with screened-lnBurns, Richard Spear and WiUiam in mass, artistic arrangements of all ton. gdn.; Lucy A. Carver of North 1 for notice: Estates Evelyn Donahue, Allen, lb ................ 3
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
65-tl porch. good view of harbor. MRS
Morning. Mary Jean Lakeman; song.
1 :---------------------------------------------- — PEARLEY MILLER. Tel. 802-J. 74*76
Keeie. The principal of the school, types of flowers, miniature gardens. Haven. Frank Beverage of NoKii late of Thomaston, deceased. John J.1 Gardner, p .......... 2
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
.„ LET—At 69 North Main St . first
God's Love, primary department;
TO
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Main. Orove.
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x?. ... Cnhb
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stove
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— - _____________ 74-76
EUsworth Friday and wiU be guest of ments not exceeding six inches in tee nranted: Estate Theodore J Vinalhaven, deceased. Florence E.
____________
"Jehovah-Jireh," by L. A. Clark,
STATE OF MAINE
24 2 3 18 4 7
Mrs. Leila Osgood until Monday.
height. The club hopes for the same Bradford, late of Thomaston, de- Gross of Vinalhaven, named admx.;
HAIT a double house to let at 83
choir; recitation, Russell Miller;
SHERIFF'S SALE
Rummer St
Inquire C. M HARRINORockville
Bernard Libby of Boston has leased hearty co-operation as in former ceased. Charles M. Starrett of Frank G. Fuller, late of Union, deTON
Tel 551-W
W_tf
Knox. SS
Buttercup Drill, Baibara Carney,
ab
r
bh
po
a
Taken this day on execution dated
the
new
house
now
being
completed
years,
and
all
residents
of
ThomasThomaston,
trustee.
ceased,
Maude
Bolster
of
Norway,
HOUSE
to
let
on
Green
St.,
five
rooms
Lorraine Armstrong. June Robinson.
May 15. A. D.„ 1933 burned
a on,
Judg- and bath Apply 32 OREEN ST.. ThomPetitions to determine inheritance named admx.; Owen P. Lyons, late of M. Starr, lb ......... 3
ment rendered by the Superior Court aston. Tel. 13-2
74.7s
Josephine Mitchell, Grace Paulsen, by W. J. Robertson, the owner, and ton, whether members of the club or
for
Knox
County
begun
and held at —--------------------------will
take
possession
July
1.
The
fam

tax
granted:
Estates
George
B
Wil

Vinalhaven.
deceased,
Mary
Z
Teagpe,
ss
..............
4
not,
are
cordially
invited
to
bring
Betty Gillis, Hope Paulsen, Virginia
Rockland within and for said County
rOUR ROOM cottage to let, furnished
ot Knox on the flrst Tuesday of Mav or, unJurn‘shed. five minutes walk from
Smith; Properly Clad, Florine Burn ily consists of Mr. and Mrs. Libby and samples of the beauty of their gar son lats of Philadelphia, Pa., filed Dani'els of Medford, Mass, named Hunt, p ............ _.... 3
A D 1933. to wit or, the 10th day of ’•>! water bathing beach near Olencove;
a
14
year
old
son.
An
older
son
and
admx.
GStarr,
c
..............
4
dens
to
the
Congregational
vestry
on
by
Georg?
Searing
Wilson
of
Phila

May. A D 1933. ln lavor of Oeorge E “b®h. c‘°?et' e,ectrl,Lllghts' clty water.
ham: Going to Bed, Irene Simmons.
Redman as collector of taxes for the , LALL Tfl 8°8 Rocktand.__________ 73*75
daughter have positions in Boston.
the appointed day. As usual a nomi delphia. exr.; Angie M Moffitt, late
Account filed for notice: Estate i Helm. 3b ................ 3
Three Golden Keys, Billy Hopkins,
Town of Thomaston .'or the yen 1931.1 AT 22 Crescent St. seven room house
Chester Smalley and John Upham nal admission fee will be charged for of Boston, deceased, filed by Carl W. Hattie C. Emery, late of Rockland. | Salminen. rf .......... 2
duly chosen and qual.fted. agalr.st Her- flush tollet. electricity, rent $14 month’
Walter Chapman, Malcolm Carney;
bert
K»r. H
u Stover of Rockland In said Including water TEL 384-W.
75*77
deceased, first and final account I Matson. If ............. 3
Dollies of Other Lands. Glenice Ler went to Boston Friday night. They the benetit of the club's community Mcffitt of Boston, exr.
County and especially against the fol
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Ground
plan
to
attend
three
ball
games.
filed
by
F.
Russell
Greeley,
admr.
i
A
starr
'
2b
............
3
work.
lowing
described
lot
of
laud
situate
ln
Petition
for
license
to
sell
permond. Phyllis Hall, Pauline Gillis,
said Thomaston at the head of Knox floor All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M.
, Lofman. cf ............ 3
sonal estate granted: Estate John I d.b n.c.t.a.
ORIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
68-tf
street and bounded as follows:—
Glenice Carney; A Little Brown
Services at the Federated Churcn
On the north by Starr street; on
The A. & P. stores au to havc a
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let.
Rirriip RalDh Paulsen; What We Are
the east by land of Alice Lermond.
vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage.
Birdie, Kaipn r
rhiidren's Sunday
nday will be:
be: Church school at 9.4b
9.45 sale contest for the months of July
28 5 5 21 10 3
formerly of Oray: on the south by
TEL. 958-J.
61-tf
Learning. Ruby Prock, Childrens
NEW HARBOR
CLARK ISLAND
Main
street:
on
the
west
by
land
of
a.
m.;
morning
service
at
11.
subject,
and August. The prize will be a trip
Rockville ............. 2 2 1 0 0 0 x—5
APARTMENT th let In Thomaston.
mv Harold Paulsen; Helpfulness,
Albert Davis, on
,
Daj. Haroia i"The Poverty of Fulfillment
The to the World's FaJ^ at Chicago. 75-77
Pirates .................. 0 0 0 1 1 0 0—2 which said land and buildings a lien Apply 32 KNOX ST , Thomaston 73*75
School Notes
Lawrence Chapman, Changing Places ,
W H Symonds of Gloucester, for
HALF house to let at 17 Warren 8t.,
TS,,ZX
hl,,
u II„ ls clalmed for the tax assessed thereon
Two-base hits, O. Starr, H-elin. for the year 1931 by the assessors of said seven pleasant rooms: also two garages
Witll the Teacher, Glenice Carney,
The final day of the school year, mer manager of the Gloucester Fish
Jesus,-' by North. At the evening
Thomaston for two hundred fifty-two Inquire 12 WARREN ST.
65-tf
!
Struck
out,
by
Hunt
9.
by
Gardner
APPLETON MILLS
Billy Condon; The Prayer, Willis
dollars and seventy-three cents ($252 73)1 vnnav
-June 16, came to a happy ending with Co. of New Harbor, is in town for an
4. Bases on balls, off Gardner 2. debt or damage, and fourteen dollars mo'dPrn 384 BROADWAY8
Spear; The Missionary Song, Mrs. service at 7, the topic will be "The
and elghty-six cents ($14 86) costs of modfrn 384 BROADWAY.________ 73*75
the teacher, pupils and a few visitors indefinite stay.
Umpires, Collamore and Graffam. suit, and will be sold at publlc auction
Mr. and Mrs Urban Trask and chil
Robishaw's room; Hymn, primary de Methusa’.ahite."
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate,
Ada Wentworth of Lewiston who Scorer, Whittier.
The
Baptist
ladies'
circle
will
meet
enjoying
a
bountiful
picnic.
at the sheriff s office at the County j Called for and delivered. Heavy water
dren were guests Sunday of Mr. and
partment; benediction, Rev. H. S4
Court
house
ln
said
Roekland
nt
10
1
ballast
roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARDnext Wednesday afternoon. Supper Mrs. Joseph Wentworth.
The following pupils were present has been for a month at her cottag<
o'cloek ln the forenoon, standard time, WARE CO.. 408 Main St.
Kilborn.
65-tf
here,
Recently
sailed
from
New
York
will
bc
served
at
6
o'clock.
Mrs.
Grace
on
the
nineteenth
day
of
July,
A
D
STATE OF MAINE
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Earl Sprowl is spending a few days ed with geld star pins: Doris Caven, to spend the summer abroad.
1933.
to
anv
person
bidding
thereon
who
To all persons Interested In either cf
«$
Miss Nancy Leighton who h« Andrews chairman of committee.
will purchase the least undivided frac
the estates hereinafter named:
in Quincy, Mass.
Catberyn Caven, Minerva Johnson,
♦
tional part of said land and buildings
At the meeting of the Nurse AssociMrs. Mary Parsons of Washington,
been visiting her grandparents Mr.
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland,
pay the amount due on said exe
»•
Farmers are beginning to pick their Marian Larson, Shirley Johnson, D. C . arrived here last Saturday for ln and for the County of Knox, on the and
and Mrs. Leon Leighton at the Knox ; ation committee Wednesday evening
cution with all necessary charges of sale,
Douglas Yorke. Beverly Magnuson, , the gummer ghe wU1
Capt 20th day of June ln the year of our Lord the real estate above described on
cultivated
strawberries
and
wild
ones
Hotel, went to her home in Lewis- at the home of the president, Mrs.
one thousand nine hundred and thirtyattachment on the original writ
are ripening fast.
an
terett Baum.
. Thomas Brackett's house and have three and by adjournment from day which
_ made
__ July 1. A. _
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times,
was
D. 1932 at three
ton Wednesday.
Prank D EUiot- Plans were "^de for
to day from the 20th 'iy of said June o'clock In the'afternoon. esp*ec"any‘‘at'. Pr°mpt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Pupils
no.
absent
during
the
a.;
guest
her
cousin
Miss
Gllphin.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ames are
the following matte
having been tachlng the above deocrlbed property
65-tf
The fisherman "Alert" of Monhe- 1 a sale of cooked food to be held next
“
**
presented for the : tlon thereupon for the express purpose of enforcing
DENTAL NOTICE: My office Is now 153
gan was hauled out on the Morse Friday afternoon on the Hotel Annex having a piazza built across the front ‘crm: Ina Mattson, Virginia Graves,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A McFarland and hereinafter indicated 1‘ b hereby Or said
tax lien
Limerock St., one minutes ride from
of their house. Sherman Ames is 1 Dorothy Jackson, Arlene Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gifford and fam dered :
Dated this eighth day of Junc. A D pos'offlre
railway Friday for iepairs.
|lawn'
Work done by appointment
That notice thereof t- riven to all 1933.
doing the work.
I Mae Fuller, Charles Wall, Marian
only
Call or phone 109-M DR J. H.
The birthday anniversary of Miss | Sunday evening at 7.30 at the Bapily motored Sunday to Bremen and persons Interested, by auslng a copy „„ „
A D. FISH
DAMON, dentist.
69-S-tf
Mrs. Alice Sherman is visiting her Graves, Kenneth Malmstrom, Shir- Washington where they enjoyed a pic ot this order to be published three 69-8-75
Deputy Sheri(ff
Nanina Comstock was celebrated in i tist auditorium. Luther A. Clark will
' got
_
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
daughter Mrs. Gertrude Waterman in ! ’ey Johnson, Doris Malmstrom, Edland
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orders
zette. a newspaper published at Rork
the home of her friend Miss Ruth , conduct The Little Symphony Ornic dinner.
solicited.
H.
C.
RHODM.
Tel.
519-.*.
land
In
said
County
that
they
may
ap

Camden.
I wln Baum. Victor Blomberg, Marian
_____________________________ 65-tf
Pillsbury this week. Misses Marga chestra and Mrs Grace M. Strout will
Mrs Minnie Savage of Portland has pear nt a Probate Court to be held at
Alonzo Hawkes of Massachusetts, a Darson, Minerva Johnson and Edith
said Rockland, on the lst day of August
direct
a
chorus
of
30
local
singers.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
ret and Alice Felt who are at home
employment at the home of Nathan A. D. 1933. at nine o'clock ln the fore
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
former Appleton boy, is visiting old Flood. Absent only one-half day:
noon, and be heard thereon If they see
ered Prompt service. Phone-791. CRIE
Osier.
from Jersey City, N. J., cn vacation, Leonard Deardon of St. George and
Parcel Delivery
HARDWARE CO., 408 Main Sff, City
cause.
Brockton. Mass., organist, will ac friends and acquaintances here, and Maxine Allen, John Lind, Ray
and Miss Elaine Risteen were other
ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of
___________________________________ 65-tf
Mrs. D. Wotton was the guest of
Mcrse, Harriett Johnson, Albert
company both chorus and orchestra. incidentally renewing his youth.
North Haven, deceased. Petition for
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
guAts.
License to Issue to Lourenla Calderwood
Appleton Town Team of baseball Lind, Alice Lind, Arthur Lind and Tessie McFarland Monday evening.
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
The Universalist quartet of Rockland,
Family Washings
of North Haven, to convey certain real
home
news, at the Old South News
B. H. S. ball Team flayed Waldo estate situated ln North Haven, fully
Mrs. Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Gladys goes to South Thomaston Sunday to Leslie Simpson. Four pupils absent
Called For and Delivered
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman's, 284
only one day: Flo Getchell, Beverly boro at their grounds. B. H. S. won, described ln said petition, and dis
Strout Insurance Agency St. Clair Morgan, Chester Wyllie and play ball.
Tr#»mont, Rt.
tribute proceeds of sale among the heirs
Friends of Lyndon Johnson and Magnuson, Herbert Maker and Cath- the score being 9 to 0.
of the said Edgar Hopkins, living In
J. Walter Stront
Alfred M. Stront John Robinson, with Miss Margaret
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
States
order. Keys made to fit locks when
W. L. Scanel of New Jersey has different
Stahl accompanist, will give four family are glad to hear that he ar eryn Caven.
Insurance In all its branches
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD.
original keys are lost. House, Office or
The greatest distinction goes to bought the Salt Pond Park Pavilion Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
Probate Bonds
Notary Publk numbers. Cut out this program for rived home this morning after several
C$r. Code books provide keys for all
Tel. 106-R
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
locks without bother. Scissors and
Edwin
Baum who was present every and ls having it remodeled to make a Attest:
weeks
spent
in
the
Deaconess
Hospi

reference:
Sacred
Overture,
Hayes;
Vinal Building. Phone 158 _
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
sonable
prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
tal
in
Massachusetts.
day
during
the
past
school
year.
fine
cottage.
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME. | "The Old Church Organ," Luther A.
75-8-81
408 Mali) St., Rockland. Tel. 791, 65-tf
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In Everybody’s Column f * * * * ’ ’ * ""

Penobscot Players in Thomaston

I

♦ LOST AND FOUND ;

;

WANTED

♦

REAL ESTATE

;

1

PROBATE COURT

Summer Cottages

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

■»
<$

Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
lng departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires information ol
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................ . 770 or 794

The Woman’s Association of the
First Baptist Church meets Wednes
day afternoon at the parlors. The
meeting, which will bc the final one
until September, is open to all women
of the parish.

Mrs. Alic; Robbins is in Portland
for the weekend to attend the gradu
Mrs. Aurilla Venner entertained
ation of her granddaughter, Doro the Jolly Six Club Thursday.
thy P. Robbins, from the Deering
High School.
The T Club had a delightful gath
ering Tuesday evening at Crescent
Mrs. A. A. Pales of Belmont. Mass., Beach, celebrating the return of one
x has opened her cottage at Crescent of their members, Mrs. E. C. Moran
Beach for the summer.
Jr., after a winter in Washington,
D. C. Supper was cooked over a
Miss Maxine Stone of North Haven shore fire.
Ls a guest at the home of her aunt,
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins was hostess to
Mrs. Genevieve Strout, 10 Clarendon
the Corner Club for bridge yesterday.
street.

Miss Helen E. Chase of Concord,
N. H., Miss Gladys M. Clement of
Laconia, N. H„ and Frederick S.
Hall of Concord, N. H., have recent
ly been guests of Miss Muriel Brad
bury. The three young people are
all classmates of Miss Bradbury's at
the University of New Hampshire.
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Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and
children Edward apd Emmy Lou are
guests of relatives in Gardiner for
the weekend. Dr. Peaslee is attend
ing the annual convention of the
Maine Dental society in Augusta to
day.

Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon
MT. anfl Mrs. George W. Brown of have returned from a week’s stay at
Everett, Mass., have opened their the Coffee Cabins, Moosehead Lake.
cottage at Ingraham Hill for the They were accompanied there by Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur K. Orne of Dexter.
summer.
Col. and Mrs. Basil Stinson are
Mrs. Jasper Rawley is at Little
Deer Isle, called by the illness of her motoring today to Ellsworth for the
weekend with relatives. They will
mother, Mrs. Elsie Hendricks.
be accompanied by Mrs. Stinson's
Mrs. Carrie Saunders and her nephew, Shirl Lord, returning home
mother, Mrs. Sibley of Orange, N. J., after a two weeks' visit.
are at Pleasant Beach for the season.
Emily Oakes of Freeport is the
Miss Rachel Porter, Miss Mary guest of her brother, Charles Toner.
Lou Brown and brother, Oranii,ill
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence was hostess to
Brown of Kellogg, Idaho, arrived in
the Thursday Club for luncheon.
Rockland by motor June 16. visiting
the World's Fair and other places of
Miss Adelaide E. Cross returned
interest enroute. They are visiting Thursday from two weeks’ visit with
Miss Porter's grandmother, Mrs. relatives in Norfti Cambridge. Mass.,
Amos Fiske. Miss Porter will remain and vicinity.
here during the summer, but her
Mrs. Henry B. Bird and daughter,
friends leave June 23 for home via
New York, Washington and An Miss Eleanor Bird, were in Portland
yesterday.
napolis.

Miss Mary Bird who completed this
Miss Muriel E. Bradbury, formerly
of Brunswick, is at home for the month a year's special study at Co
summer from the University of New lumbia University returns on July
7 for the summer course.
.
Hampshire.

Misses Mary Bird and Ruth Law
Mrs. Lelia Vail who has been the
rence gave a bridge luncheon Thurs guest of Frank Robbins for the week
day at Miss Bird's home. There were has returned to the home of Mr. and
13 guests. Mrs. Joseph Doyle of Mrs. Fred Achorn.
Bath and Rockland carried off hon
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Furbish and
ors in contract, with Miss Edna Ross
winning in auction.
daughter Velma of Scarboro, who
------} have been recent guests of their
Mrs. Ralph K. Porter i Audrey Con- daughter Mrs. Olearies Lake hav:
don) and daughters, Margaret and 1 returned home.
Betty, of Haverhill, Mass., arrive toMrs. Ethel May of Middleton, Ohio
day to be guests of Mrs. Porter's
mether, Mrs. Ralph Doherty, North and uncle, Sidney Lermond of Bath
Main street. They are motoring here were in this city Thursday, calling
with Mr. Porter who returns t0 upon Mrs. Evelyn McKusic, and
| mother, Mrs. Abbie Richardson
Haverhill early next week.

ROCKPORT

APPLETON

Mrs. Brainerd Paul and sons are
Pentecostal Mission Services
visiting her mother. Mrs. Mary Pay- j Assisting in making the Sunday
son, while Mr. Paul is on a business afternoon service at the Pentecostal
trip to Augusta.
Mission a success were Bros. Henry
Mrs. Leslie C. Deane went to Crie- ’ J. Carle and Roy Carle; Sisters Hattie
haven Thursday for a visit with her Carle and Mamie Carle of Camden,
daughter Mrs. Ralph Wilson.
and Stanley Pinkham and Sister
Miss Dorothy Magune, student i Leora Pinkham of Lincolnville. Bro.
nurse at Knox Hospital, is spending i Pinkham was the speaker and held
a vacation of three weeks with her i the attention of his audience with a
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Ma message which proved helpful to all
privileged to hear lt. Mrs. Pinkham
gune.
was at the piano.
Miss Annie Russell arrived from
In the evening a good sized dele-i
Philadelphia Wednesday to spend the
summer at her cottage on Russell gat ion was present from 8omerville'
Misses Mary Small, Virginia Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Beal and son,
and Cooper's Mills, prominent amon,'.
avenue.
Arlene Makinen and Madelyn Coffey have returned from Beal Island
them being Sister Susan Bragg, who is j
The Enterprise shed, last remaining
are home from Farmington Normal where they attended the funeral of
in her 93d year. Mrs. Bragg always
kiln shed of the Rockland-Rockport
School for the summer.
Mr. Beal's mother.
takes an active part in the meetings,
Lime Co, is rapidly being razed and
and it is a pleasure to her many 1
Stephen Prescott and daughter, Miss Elizabeth Parker of Bangor the lumber hauled to Rockland.
friends to listen to her testimony.
Mrs. Addie P. Mitchell of Union, arrived yesterday to be the guest of
Mrs. William Elliott of Philadelphia
At the present time active prepara
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs jjer cousin, Mrs. Castera Means arrived Friday and will occupy her tions are going on for the annual!
Watson E. Nickerson in Belfast.
cottage on Mechanic street during the convention to be held with this mis-'
! Rockland street.
summer.
sion Aug. 24-27, of which notice will
Miss Madelyn Rawley is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barnard who
Miss Vivian Mullen of Rockland is be given later.
her aunt, Mrs. Robert Blanche, lu; are at the Linekin cottage, Dynareturning home today after spending
Augusta,
: mite Beach, have as their guest Mias the week with her cousin Miss Vera
SOUTH HOPE
Evelyn Boynton of Millinocket.
Easton.
Earl Lymeburner and Albert Lyme- |
School Notes
Miss Caroline Graffam and Miss
burner are spending the summer with | Miss Lenore W. Benner and Harold
Schcol closed June 16 with an all- 1
Thalice
Spear
have
employment
at
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Slader of Savage left early this .morning for
clay picnic at Jefferson Beach.
Thomaston who are at their camp in Livermore Falls, where they attend The Samoset for the summer.
Pupils not absent during the spring i
Cushing for tbe season.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Skidmore of
the marriage today of Miss Marcia
term were Daniel and Hope Bowley.1
Rutherford,
N.
J.,
are
guests
of
Mr.
Savage to Lewis Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill and
and Mrs. Frank Priest. Beech street. 1 Edna Carver Fred Hastings, Agnes
and Glenys Lermond, Earl Upham, '
daughter Patricia, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer, a:
Monday night the Trytohelp Club
(Donald Pushaw, Arnold Childs.
Chester Hunt and children, Clifton ■ <x>mpanied by Martha and Norma
will hold a picnic at Small's Beach
and Joan, were recent guests of Seavey, have returned from a week's
Pauline and Louie King. Eugene
with supper at 7 o’clock, provided
George Davis of Thomaston who en visit with their daughter, Mrs. Wil
Eunbar. Henry and Freddie Tolman,
i the weather man is favorable. It
tertained them at his cottage in lard Sewall in Newport. Mrs. Plum
Ruby and Harry Merrifield.
Cushing. Other guests were Mr. and mer attended the State G.A.R. en i stormy they will meet at the home ot
Pupils missing only one day or less
Mrs. Edith Overlock.
Mrs. Harry Whitehill and children.
fcr the spring term, Edwin Lermond,
campment in Bangor before going to
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok is expected to
Martha. Florence and Joyce of '
Carleton and Donald Taylor, Lucy
Newport.
arrive next week and occupy her
Thomaston.
and Laura Bowley, Halver Hart Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P Haines Beauchamp Point cottage for the sea and Vera Tolman.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak (Ethel
son.
Not absent for the year, Fred
Thomas) have returned from their have returned from Boston.
Mrs. Everett Pitts and daughter
I
Hastings, Earl Upham, Donald
honeymoon trip which included the'
Mrs. Jessie Haskell of Wilmington. j Josephine of New Orleans, La, arPushaw, Glenys Lermond, Henry
Century of Progress Fair at Chicago,
Del., who has been the guest of Mr., rived Wednesday to spend the sumTolman and Freddie Tolman.
and are residing at 478 Old County
and Mrs. Frank D. Lamb, Limerock iner with Mrs. Pitts' mother, Mrs. 8.
The children are rejoicing in six
road.
street, is at her cottage at Pleasant Josephine Wall.
new swings made by Mr Heath.
Beach
for
the
season.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl Storer and family are with
At the 11 o'clock service Sunday at Edwin Lermond. Phillip Crabtree and
Mr. Storer's father. E. H. Storer, in Harold C. Haskell will make their the Baptist Church, Rev. G. F. Cur Walter Sprowl spent a busy half-day
usual visit later in the summer.
rier's sermon subject will be "Educa painting the standards, flag pole,
Warren for the summer.
tion and Religion." The choir will etc., and Daniel Bowley's help was
Carus T. Spear and family of Ban
The Outing Club was entertained
sing the anthem, "O Lord of Hosts,” appreciated in helping to take down
at luncheon Wednesday by Mrs gor were in the city yesterday.
by Nolte. Evening praise service will the backstop for the ball ground, get
Helen G. Perry at her cottage at
Milton W Weymouth and family i begin at 720; sermon subject, "In ting ladders, etc. These larger boys
Lake Megunticook.
make a great addition to the comfort
of West Baldwin were in the city I His Name."
The Baptist Ladies' Sewing Circle of the school as a whole.
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens had as
i will hold an all-day session WedncsSpecial mention should also be
guests Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. El
Mr and Mrs. Donald Karl returned I day at the church parlors.
made of Delmar Howard who carried
mer Perigo of Framingham, Mass.
Thursday from a fishing trip to
Miss Marion Weidman accompanied away and burned the brush around
and Mr. and Mrs. John Cragin of
Moosehead Lake.
1
Her
aunt. Mrs. Cora Talbot of Rock- the schoolhouse, one rainy day.
Detroit.
A baseball glove was purchased by
■ iand on a motor trip to Portland to
Mr and Mrs. Robert Bernet and
the school league.
Mrs. Harry H. Brown was hostess
day.
Mr. and Mrs. P A. Linn, of Mt. I
I The High School entrance test was
to the T.&E. Club Wednesday.
Mis; Mary Hanna of Cincinnati, O.,
Vernon, N. Y., are at Owl's Head inn
to two pupils June 15.
i is occupying thc former Gilbert cot given
Everyone is sorry to hear that
The Chummy Club met Tuesday for the summer.
tage for the summer.
Junior Hart's mother is in Knox Hos
evening with Mrs. Thomas McKin
Dorothy Vose and Mildred Payson
The maids arrived Friday at the pital and best wishes for her recov
ney, bridge honors falling to Mrs.
entertained Wednesday evening their
Townsend cottage and Miss ery are extended.
Adelma Mullen and Mrs. Flora
guests being Virginia Leach, Bernice Townsend is expected the Arst of next I
Fernald.
Haining. Charlotte Mattatall, Isabel

Mrs. Chauncey Keep has arrived j Mrs. Basil Stinson, Mrs. G. K.
from Chicago and opened her sum- Mayo, Mrs. A. H. Jones, Miss Ruth
mer home at Rockport for the season. Marston and Shirl Lord of Ellsworth
motored to Boothbay Harbor yester
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy who has been day.
visiting her daughters. Mrs. Ruth G.
Bird and Mrs. Wilson B. Keene in » The Adam Class in gardening met
Montclair, N. J., is expected home yesterday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, West
today.
Rockport.
The outing of the Baraca Class Choate. Grace Poland, Ruth Davis,
The Warren Olivers arrived today '
Mrs. A. E. Orff and Mrs. Guy C.
Miss Helen deRochemont who has Wednesday at the St Clair cottage ! Eleanor Spear. Anita Gattl. Alden at The Birches for the summer.
Douglas entertained at bridge Thurs
The annual picnic of Harbor Light I
day evening at the former's home on just completed her freshman year at at Ash Point, with Capt. and Mrs. Johnston, Edward Gordon, Oliflord
Ocean street. There were two tables, Colby College is at Camp Maqua, J. A. Stevens as hosts, was a happy Oliver, Leon White Jr. and Frederick Chapter will be held next Tuesday,
and honors fell to Mrs. Lawrence Lake Cobbosseecontee for the week occasion, there being 45 members ! Paimer- Games, cards and dancing and the place is to be Granite Pier.
Leach, Mrs. Leland Drinkwater and as delegate to the New England group present. A wienie roast on the shore were enjoyed, topped off with bullet Members will furnish their own'
of the National Y.WC.A. Miss Cyn
lunch and toasted marshmallows.
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
lunch. Supper at 6 30.
was augmented by box lunch and hot
thia Wasgatt is there as a delegate
Mrs Myron Parker, Eastport, spent,
coffee served by the hosts. Outdoor
Mrs. Fred A. Carter entertained a
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and from University of Maine.
games, a business session and a big ! motor party on a trip to Bar Harbor Monday with her daughter, Mrs
Mrs. Sarah Billings are at their cot
Mrs. Elliot Higgins who has been bonfire on the shore were other fea I Wednesday. Miss Helen Whitcomb Frank Rider.
tage, Lake Megunticook.
Byron Rider is spending his vaca
guest of Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and tures. The July meeting will be with I of Norton, Mass., a guest, remained
Dr. L. M. Richardson returned yes Mrs. Harold Cross has returned to Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair at [ at Salisbury Cove where she will tion with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Parker at Searsport.
Bar Harbor, accompanied by Ebba their Crescent Beach cottage.
terday from Boston.
work in the research laboratory for
Rev. and Mrs. G F. Currier re
Mrs. Carl Mosher and Miss Mar the summer.
Kalloch who will visit her for several
turned Thursday from Lewiston
The meeting of the Cheerful Circle weeks.
guerite Norwood were weekend
Wednesday evening with Mrs. Wal
guests of Mrs. Hattie Norwood in, Miss Harriet O'Brien arrives today where they attended commencement
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Butler of Union.
ter F. Britto at her cottage. Lake Me
from Danbury, Conn., for the sum exercises at Bates College Monday, j
gunticook. was a birthday observance Springfield. Mass., are guests of Mrs.
and Tuesday and Wednesday the
mer vacation.
for Mrs. Lillian D. Perry.- A prettily j Butler's mother, Mrs. Ruth Locke,
Mr and Mrs. Freeman Beal and
State Baptist Convention. Mr Cur-,
decorated birthday cake was included j Grace street.
son Earlon have returned from Beal
Miss Nathalie Waldron entertained rier having formerly held a pastorate
in refreshments.
Island where they spent the past Misses Catherine Chisholm, Ruth at Auburn, greatly enjoyed meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney L. Arey of few days. They were accompanied Harper, Miriam Wiggin and Celia many of his old parishioners and J
Mrs. Clifton Cross entertained thp Rockville Centre, Long Island, N. Y„
to this city by Mrs. Beal’s niece, Miss j Crowley at a house party this week friends. At the convention he was,
Tuesday Night Bridge Club at lunch formerly of Rockland, celebrated
Violet Ramsdell of Harrington, who at Spruce Head, Miss Alma Knight re-elected secretary of the Maine Bap
eon. Honors were won by Mrs. Law their 37th toedding anniversary June
tist Ministers' Association, having J
will visit here.
chaperoned.
rence Leach, Mrs. G. C. Douglas and 13. being tendered a surprise party
held that office the past three years.'
by Mrs. Henry Page of Brooklyn.
Mrs. Kendric L. Libby.
Mrs. Belle Lewis entertained the
Misses Constance Snow and Caro
There were 20 guests. Bridge was en
HALL-KANE
The annual and final meeting of joyed, and buffet lunch served. Mr. Prosperity Club Wednesday evening lyn MacAllister. Tony Accardi and
at her hofte on Orient street. Robert and Hervey Allen were guests
the season of Chickawaukie Chapter, and Mrs. Arey received many nice
During the University of Maine
Honors were won in bridge by Mrs. of Miss Esther Nickerson Thursday
Delphian Society, took place Thurs gifts.
commencement, friends were in
Lillian
Cotton.
Miss
Fronie
Johnson
j
evening
on
the
Yacht
Emily,
day at the Lake Megunticook cot
formed of the marriage a few weeks
Mrs. Annie Thomas who has been and Mrs. Cora Davis.
tage of Mrs. Beulah Allen It was an
Albert Richardson of Ealing, Eng ago of Miss Eleanor Kane of Eastall-day outing with dinner at noon, with her sister in Camden for sev
Mrs. John Geddes, son Harry land, who Is a student at Andover port and Maurice Llewellyn Hall of
and the formal program at 2.30. The eral months comes to Rockland today Geddes and grandson Harry Geddes, Academy, is visiting his grandpar
Rockland. The bride is the daugh- j
subject was "The Art of Illumina to be with her daughter, Mrs. Samuel Jr., of New York and Miss Nina Sut ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Rich ter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren S. Kane !
Sezak,
at
478
Old
County
road.
tion," with Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as
ton of Massa chusetts are occupying ardson, Park street.
of Eastport and is a graduate of
leader. Assigned topics were; Devel
the University of Maine ln the class I
Priscilla, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Geddes' cottage at Crescent
opment of the Art of Ulumination,
Members of the Cardinal Club and of 1932. For the past year she has
Forest Brazier, Glencove, gave a de Beach.
Miss Caroline Jameson; Methods and
husbands motored to Lincolnville
lightful party Thursday afternoon to
been a teacher in the Farmington
Subjects, Mrs. Sadie Leach; The
The June meeting of the Garden Beach for supper Wednesday, re High School in the physics depart- j
ebserve her 11th birthday. Games
Significance of Art to the Layman,
were played. The refreshment table Club takes place Tuesday afternoon turning for cards at the home of ment. She ls a young woman of I
Mrs. Ella 8. Bird; Meaning of Form
was festive in a color scheme of pink, at the home of Mrs. Charles H. Mr. and Mrs. John I. Snow. Thc much charm and wide friendships
In Art, Mrs. Maude Smith; The Ele
Han7s"a popular'membero'f'the
with a large bouquet of pink peonies Berry, Talbot avenue, and promises I occasion served as a farewell party
ments of a Work of Art Composition,
as the centerpiece. There were two to be of outstanding interest. Mrs. for Mr. and Mrs. Clarence S. Bever class of 1935 at the University and ,
Mrs. Allen and Art and The Spirit of
birthday cakes, and Priscilla re W. O. Fuller, who spent the winter in age who leave shortly to make their is a graduate of Higgins Institute1
the Era. Mrs. Helena Fales. There
ceived many nice gifts. Her guests Florida will present a story of thc home in Augusta.
He ls a son of Mrs. Arthur W. Hah '
were five illuminated manuscripts, were Jane and Ruth Packard, Bar Miami flower show which she at
Misses "Catherine Chisholm and of Rockland, his father, who died
which were described by Mrs. Leach. bara and Margery Robinson, Lcatrice tended as a delegate. H. Heistad of
The usual question and discussion Nutt. Margaret Farrell, Allie • Mae Rockport, well known landscape Nathalie Waldron are guests Of Miss £svera^ years ago, bein’ a wellroutine was followed. These offleers Fuller, Richard Freeman, Avis, Kath gardener, has kindly consented to Celia Crowley in South Thomaston. known newspaper man, connected at
various times with the Waterville I
were elected: President, Mrs. Bird; erine and Marian Taylor, Joan answer further garden questions,
Sentinel,
the Rockland Star and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
Spear
are
at
vice president, Mrs. Leach; secretary Brown, Julia Mealey, Herbert Bra augmenting the talk he gave before
Lowell and Boston papers. Mrs j
and treasurer , Mrs. Smith; critic, zier 20, and Gladys Quimby. Spe the club at its May meeting. The Moosehead Lake for the weekend.
Hall attended the commencement i
Mrs. Suella Sheldon; advisory board. cial guests were Mrs. H. N. Bra questions Mr. Heistad has chosen
Miss Georgie Harkness of Bangor,
Miss Jameson, Mrs. Carrie Palmer zier, Mrs. Frank Fuller, Mrs. Carl E. to answer touch upon foundation Miss Elizabeth Harkness of Thomas exercises.—Bangor Commercial.
and Mrs. Fales. Meetings will be Freeman, Mrs. Hudson Barrows, planting, sedums. shrubs, etc., and ton, Conn., and Miss Minnie Smith,
A representative of tho famous
resumed the third Thursday of Sep Mrs. Ralph Nutt, Mrs. Walter Britto those who profited by hls previous visited Mrs. Abbie Wooster in East
Bradley-Knit
sports dresses and suits
tember, and Mrs. Allen has again and Mrs. Merton Taylor.
11 talk know what a wealth of informa Warren yesterday. Mrs, Wooster, will be on our second floor today and
kindly tendered the use of her apart
tion is in store for members who at who is 96, lives alone, and docs her Monday only. Senter Crane Com
ments for the purpose.
Specials for balance of this week; tend Tuesday's meeting. There will own housework. Her mind despite
pany—adv.
Large, healthy chicks, 14 for $1 also be a musical feature.
her
advanced
years
remains
alert,
Trips to the Century of Progress Bred from prize winners. Barred
A mowing machine is desired by
and she enjoys very good health.
Exposit.on at Chicago arranged. All and
White
Plymouth
Rocks,
Awnings of all sizes and types, truck
an advertiser in the “wanted'
expense, all details. Rail, water or Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes and covers, hammock tops, boat covers,
“See if you can laugh that off," column. Reasonable price will be
bus. Maurice F. Lovejoy, Insurance. White Leghorns, at Stover's, Rock canvas and waterproof duck. Rock said the fat man’s wife as she
paid but the machine should be in
Phone 1060-J, Masonic Temple, land. Complete line seeds and ferti land Awning Co., Inc., Phone 1262-W- wired a button on his vest—Boys' good condition. Read the “wanted"
Rockland.
70then72-8-tf
lizers.
73-75
69-75
Life.
I column, page six.

UNASHAMED J

SYLVIA SIDNEY
IN

“JENNIE GERHARDT”
A Paramount Picture
NOW PLAYING

“DEVIL'S BROTHER"

with
LAUREL and IIARDY

AFTERNOON
AND NIGHT
PLEASANT ST. GROIN!)

TUES.

HAGEHBECK
■WALLACE

JULY 4

CIRCUS

Pmcnting HUNDREDS OF AMAZING.*NEW FEATURES
including THE MOST STARTLINQ DISCOVERY
OF THE CENTURY I

PRINCESS MU KAUN, Royal Padaung

GIRAFFE-NECK WOMAN
FROM BURMA
PoaMvely Appearing in Main Performances of The Big Show

Iron-Nerved CLYDE BEATTY in a
Single-Handed Battle with <O Ferocious
Performing LIONS AND TIGERS
OOMBAYO, The Man From India, In Attending
Sumcraaulting Exploits on a Hounding Rnpc
GORGEOUS NEW SPECTACLE,' “THE SOL'DV?"

Hundreds ef the World's Greatest Circus Stare —
Army ot Clowns - Mammoth Menagerie S Herds
Ot Elephants — SOO Horses 5 Rinas and Stales
TWICE DAILY—2 St 8 P.M.-DOORS OPEN -■ l S. 7

CHILDREN

25c

AT ALL I Down Town Ticket Sale on Cirrus
TIMES |
Day At Corner Drug Store

74-75

F

COAL PRICE
REDUCED

NOW IS A OOOD TIME TO PUT
IN

YOUR

COAL

FOR

NEXT WINTER
TELEPHONE 487

& C. 0. PERRY
72-75

n,

Eight

Every-Other-Day
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WEST APPLETON
prise was the magnificence of her Conn., of humble parentage, and all —her words, with music by Luther
voice, its luscious timbre—now metal- American taught! She is conceded Clark of Thomaston—to Capt. KnoxI lie with tints of golden bronze, now by practically every critic to be the Llttle, accompanied by a graceful
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Fogg and
caressing and velvety as a flute—its greatest dramatic soprano before the little note expressing the hope that daughter Thelma and cousin of Bath
ln Which Harold Vinal, a Vinalhaven Boy, Pleads For
the song might recall to them at were weekend guests of his mother
remarkable range, suppleness and public today.
• • • •
some future date some of the happy Mrs. Cora Fogg. Flora Fogg returned
Its More Unrestricted Use In Poetry
control, her faculty of imparting to
days
in Rockland Harbor, or "Dear with them for a vacation.
It
is
amusing
to
read
what
Mr.
1 it the subtlest shadings of sentiment.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Nothing like it has been heard in Hall has to say concerning the singer Old Penobscot Bay." Last Saturday
George Fowles has had his build
I Reprinted with permission from ness. No occasion is too common- 1
these parts in a long, long time. The playing the leading male role "And an officer from the Danae personally ings newly painted.
place for good manners and gracious
The Christian Seienee Monitor.]
second treat wjus her rare musician- now we come from the sublime to the delivered this charming note to Miss
Sunday callers at M. E. Harriman's
It is a custom to expect the poet, utterance. There remains that gar
“It goes without saying that ship, the breadth, elegance and ridiculous. It was perhaps not easy Brown;
Presenting a song cycle of well
were
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Prescott,
rulous
individual
who
loves
words,
to engage leading artists for two
"Thank you so much for the copies
of all people, to possess that luminous
selected numbers, ranging from op the century-and-a-quartcr-old score legato of her phrasing, her feeling
Mr and Mrs. Adriel Pease and Mr.
of
your
song
‘
Dear
Old
Penobscot
and spellbinding thing, a vocabulary. but for another reason altogether. !
‘
inennm uam Bfh "
eratic and semi-classical to popular could not havr produced such a deep ior dynamic curve, her impeccable
and Mrs Merle Harriman and daugh
Yet among the pedestrians of his He is the sort that would stroll
sense of style, hcr scrupulous study
bUt 11 seems ^"^‘^ble that Bay,’ which you sent for the ship's
ter Pauline of South Montvllle
impression
on
a
cultured
modern
au

through
Central
Park
in
the
springhits
of
the
day,
Therrien,
well-known
band.
Long
after
we
have
departed,
everyday acquaintance how little he
of the part. And. by .to means least, 1 in ,he country that
** the land
Mr. and Mrs. George Fowles and
of bel canto, a more tolerable tenor, its strains will always recall pleasant
indulges in the caprice of exhibiting tide of the year and not notice a tenor, made a most favorable im dience if the interpreter of the title lier rich dramatic temperament,
single
flower.
He
is
a
sort
of
juggler
Mr.
and Mrs. Harland Simmons
memories
of
the
happy
days
we
spent
even
a
beginner,
could
not
be
found
it. Those who perforce shift their
pression upon his hearers during a role had not been an artist of the
"These qualities and achievements
conversation from commerce to the who tosses words about with aban two-dav engagement at Strand The first order. And in securing Rosa enabled her to give a portrayal of for the important part of the Roman at Rockland. Thanking you once were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Cross in Morrill.
general and lover than the half-ton again,
weather would look askance at the don, catching them well enough, as
atre. He was a rather picturesque Ponselle for the task, thc manage lare distinction and poetic power, in of stale and sweaty beef that !
C. H. Knox-Little. Captain.”
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Simmons of
poet deliberatelj’ bent upon his flights ] though he had practiced his perform
ment scored its first victory in thc which her moving charm of presence
• • • a
bellowed the lines of Licinio. It was
Rockland were weekend guests of her
of rhetoric. Surely, there is time. ance for hours. He is apt to do the figure—of medium height and stocky assurance of a memorable presenta
and gesture worthily completed the liainful, and when I had enough of
For the devotee of opera, whether mother, Mrs. George Fowles.
even in the rush of the moment, I *me
over and over a«!dn We build and wearing a sort ot black tion. It is hardly necessary to assure
picture. The contrast is all the more the grotesque, I shut my eyes and , participant, attendant or student, A.
to give attention to the glorification , admire his dexterity when he first cape-jacket, broad brimmed hat and American readtrs that Miss Ponselle
Martell MoLain who has employ
striking since the other dramatic longed to shut my ears as well. In j L. Burt Company, publishers, has
of the word. The humdrum phrase exP'olts lc- Repetition soon
soon grows flowing black tie, to suggest the met the exacting demands of her
ment ln Massachusetts spent Monday
sopranos r.ew before the Italian pub speaking of the excellent production, just issued two outstanding books
does well enough for the market wearisome, I have discovered a cer “strolling minstrel" perhaps? His part not only adequately but triumlic are either vocally worn out or one must indulgently leave this of reference—"56 of the Best Operas” night at hls home here.
tain
savor
in
the
colloquial
talk
of
place, for the exigencies of buying
voice, a powerful tenor of ample phantly. She touched to the core massive macchcronic hulks, or more horror out of the picture. The re- j and "The Opera Book," both by Edith
A JUNE EVENING
and selling: but twilight, as inevit people who are not naturally disciples range, was thrilling in the numbers and roused to a frenzy the huge
often both. Miss Ponselle further mainder of the cast may be rated B. Ordway. In the former the best
of
thc
craft
of
words;
a
certain
ably as ll brings the stars, brings a
| For The Courler-Oazette |
he chose, his stage manner and Politeama audience, leaving memo more won this victory in the face of as of Italian routine, giving accept-' loved of the world's operas are given
necessity for words of another sort homely beauty invests their plain and
ls a perfect night ln lovely June;
gestures adding greatly to the general ries that will not soon be forgotten seme vocal indisposition and a able though conventional interpreta- in outline—much historical data con- This
sturdy
speech.
However
,
I
am
The
scent
of roses Alls the peaceful air;
—gentler, more provocative of magic.
while the impressions aroused In fatigue which required the constant tions.”
The soul of man ts with Its Ood ln tune.
effect.
strongly
against
those
who,
familiar
j
nected
with
their
early
presentations
And youths are brave and true and
Why is it, then, that so many poets—
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping enjoyed a many thousands of Italy’s radio sub attendance of a physician off-stage—
maids are fair.
• • • *
and other material rich in interest.
even those who are my friends—hesi with the unusual word, fail to honor
scribers
by
the
broadcastings
of
the
chatwith
him
during
his
visit
here,
a
big
effort.
During
the
pianissimo
A
happy
person
resulting
from
the
|
It
is
priced
at
$1.
The
second
book
it
in
the
saying.
Likewise,
I
have
The
moon
looks down on each familiar
tate to declare their heritage? Hear
and found him most interesting, and performances have not yet subsided passages, of her chief arias, the au visit of the British Cruiser Danae is | contains practically all of the operas
scene
ing them talk,, one would say they even less admiration for the poet,
And ln its rays the shadows gently play;
of evident refinement. He told of his This being her Italian debut, her dience hung spell-bound on hcr
mellow beauty of Its softened sheen
were as trivial with words as the who, having spent his life in the pur engagement as a member of Roxy's singing had all the character of a notes, and at the close of cach act. Miss Mary Brown who has shown played in the four opera centers The
Makeh
objects fairer than when seen
particular aptitude for writing verses (New York. Chicago, Philadelphia
by day.
proverbial Man in the Street. Only suit of words themselves, would seem Gang a few years ago. and of many
the was thunderously acclaimed for for songs. A few days before the {and Boston) during the past five
revelation here.
never
to
have
at
his
command
a
word
once in a while does a glitter over
the distant muftiur -of the
worthwhile contacts made during
"Such an outstanding interpreta as much as a quarter of an hour at Danae sailed, and after it had be- ; years, and some of the leading We hear
stream
take their speech, informing it with of over two syllables.
for Down where the whippoorwills have
In a word, I enjoy words. If I ad that period, particularly as a radio tion is surely worth pausing over a a stretch. In the second act, after come generally known how pleased novelties and revivals announced
flame. And it is a pity? for they have
,
.
built thelr nest.
artist. He was Caruso's protege and moment. Miss Ponselle's American her big aria. O Nume tutelar, the the officers and sailors were with 1 this season, It Is more of, a guide
to And human lovers like to sit and dream
vocate
the
employment
of
the
radi

many verbal rockets up thelr sleeves,
Of
plans
by happiness so surely blest.
had many delightful things to tell reputation had preceded her in Flor house went wild and held up the per their treatment in this port and how the interpretation of what actually
full of colored stars. Ah, the aris ant word, I hope I am not thought
formance
until
an
encore
was
of
that
unequalled
artist
and
also
ence and had prepared her auditors
favorably impressed they were with takes place on the stage rather than All hearts rejoice ln this calm eve so
tocracy of words! The consummate extravagant in so doing. There is a
of his teacher, who carries on for some exceptional artistry, but it granted."
the scenery in this locality. Miss a retelling in anv form of each opera And wl!’hiith tru,t the coming of the
sentence molded from marble! unique fascination in listening to
Caruso's method. It was apparent is safe to say the reality far exceed
Doesn't this thrill you! One of our Brown sent a copy of the catchy j plot. This book is profusely illus- [
light.
g-teii w in
brave
and
regal
conversation.
Phrases cast in bronze!
; Portland.
°ra
'
* r°n
The poets, I fancy, are not doing that Therrien possesses an extensive ed their expectations. Tire first sur own Americans born in Meriden, waltz sopg "Dear Old Penobscot Bay" 11rated. Price $2.
• • • •
all they should to promulgate this repertory of opera and song, and said
Perhaps it is thought just a little
incantation of words. And the very that possibly "Spirito Oentil” from
Victorian (the poor Victorians!) to
veterans of the craft should be intui- 1 f-* Favorita makes the greatest aplet thc pellucid word betray us. We tive enough to sense the need of en- I
to him. He expressed the regret
arc not supposed to be as naive ai dowing the American idiom with an j that it is not possible to include
the birds that sing their song unim
■ seme of the beautiful arias in his
impulsive splendor.
peded and unashamed. We are fair
Conversation can be too quiescent theatre programs.
ly forced to be banal, since usage de
Therrien's wife, known profession
and altogether uninspired. Beauty
mands it Above all, there must be
should be compatible with truth. The ally as Paula Garden, played his ac
less and less of beauty in our pro
mo6t
artistically.
negative person is often notably in companiments
ncunccments, and more of the pro
error. There is a lovely palliation in Miss Garden was solo pianist at the
saic and painstaking. I wonder at
words, a gentility that is not appre New York Paramount Theatre for
times if this is an auspicious sign.
ciated as it should be. And I. for two years, and in addition to her
Should we complacently reject the
one, would bring them back to their musical accomplishments, is a
handsome raiment of thought for the
charming person to meet.
high estate.
Harold Vinal
sackcloth of utilitarian converse? I
• • • •
think not.
Speaking of the late Caruso, here
PLANNING FOR FAIR
Temperance is a thing none of us
1 is a bit that has come down to us:
should despise; but the art of grace Sons of Veterans' Auxiliary Names
' "One night Caruso got Into an argu
ful speech is not inconsistent with
Committees—Public Card Party, ment while preparing in his dressing
foresight and wisdom The poet effi
Too
I room for the forthcoming opera. He
cient in his craft is perhaps a diplo
had asserted with positiver.ess that
mat as well as a philosopher, keep
The card party given by the Aux I ■>. singer's name carried mere weight
ing the fabulous knowledge of words iliary of Sons of Union Veterans
than did his voice. If the king of
to himself.
Wednesday afternoon had two tables, tencr voices had not been a modest
I have lately been Intent upon a with honors won by Mrs. Fred Achorn
one. he would have failed to dabble
volume by an American contempo and Mrs Margaret Bowler. Mrs.
1 in any such object. Others about
rary, a poet of no mean ability. Emma Douglass was in charge. It
him that evening disagreed with him
Opening his book at random as I was voted at the evening business
hotly.
Walt. I'll prove It,' said
write, I discover words that delight session to hold a public parts- Wed
Caruso, and left the room. They
the eve, that enchant the ear, but nesday evening July 5. with Mrs.
were giving Pagliacci that night.
words that w’ould astonish the con Nellie Achorn as chairman. Plans
Alber Reiss, whose voice was still
ventional dinner party. One does were discussed fcr the annual fall
smaller than the small roles he sang. |
not turn to one's companion at table fair, and these committees appoint
we s doing the Harlequin allotted to
and discuss Ind or Kubla Khan, nor ed:
a “Serenade” to sing behind the
dees one speak of "the brilliant ges
Decorations: Mrs Mae Reed, chair cencs. Caruso found Reiss, who
ture of the dark." Soaked as he is man. Mrs. Emma Hall. Mrs. Susan
without much coaxing gave up the
in words, the poet spares us the
Foss, Mrs. Helen Paladino. Mrs. 'SeienadC to hls noted colleague.
ordeal of attending the first rehearSarah Thomas. Mrs Ethel Blacking- When Its musk: cajne tn the orches
rals of his periods. His eloquence
ton. Mrs. Augusta Chase. Mrs. Grac? tra. Caruso sang, giving his best.
ccmes to us polished and complete
McCarty. Mrs. Catherine Kimball. After it ended, not a ripple of ap- '
between the covers of a book.
Mrs. Velma Marsh; aprons. Mrs Nel | plause stirred in the audience
• • • •
lie Achom, chairman; Mrs. Ida Cline, Neither, apparently, had any of the
For the most part, people look Mrs. Katherine Ackers. Mrs. Eliza j critics noticed it, for no line in the
upon words as merely useful ad beth Morey. Mrs Lizzie Simmons. new'-papers next morning mentioned
juncts. as a convenient machinery by Mrs. Eliza Plummer. Miss Ellen Daly. a sudden improvement in Reiss."
which thc affairs of life are carried Mis. Nellie Lord, Miss Maryon Kel
In those days it was Caruso's fan
on. For myself, I prefer words like ler; fancy work, Mrs. May Cross tastic, almost freakish idea, that bad
Joseph's Coat of Many Colors— i chairman; Mrs. Gladys Thomas, Mrs. luck would attend his stage performbright and variegated and with a Faustina Benner. Mrs Millie Thomas, ar.ee unless certain objects were on
’ nobility about them After all. we are i Mrs Mlllle coombs, Mrs. Carrie Winhis dressing table.
There were
not anxious enough about words, chenbaugh,
Hattie Merrifl€li j strange looking dolls, some grown
their significance has not sufficiently ,
Le^ Merry.
Mabe, Bpa(on | quite disreputable through much
possessed us; we do not want to be Mrs. Elsie Quear; cooked food. Mrs. I handling, ar.d between these were
thought either too alien or too adept. Stella McRae, chairman; Mrs Eliza j put little pictures of sacred subjects,
There is also. I fear, a tendency to beth Murray. Mrs. Emma Douglass. . the whole placed haphazard like a
lead books for the story’s sake. The Mrs. Evie Perry, Mrs. Nellie McKin
rummage sale. Every item of the
plumed phrase goes begging in the ney, Mrs. Susie Newbert, Miss Alice
j outfit had some special story coneagerness for action, drama, plot. McIntosh, Mrs. Josephine Lothrop.
I nected with it, with the supernatural
So diction and style become either Mrs. Elura Hamlin, Mrs. Fanny Dow;
1 or good luck powers ascribed to lt.
matters for the scholar or the dilet candy. Mrs. Mary Jordan, chairman;
On those days when Caruso sang, his
tante, or they arc ignored with cheer Mrs. Anastasia Harmon, Mrs Eliza
valet would bring the collection in a
ful Indifference.
beth Barton. Mrs. Irene Winslow, cab to thc Metropolitan and put lt
We are often contemptuous and Mrs. Delia York. Mrs. Ella Flye, Mrs.
in place.
not a little bored by a writer's pre Bessie Sullivan. Mrs. Effie Walsh,
occupation with prolonged descrip Mrs. Susie Npwbert, Mrs. Grace Kel
Many have been keenly interested
tions of charming landscapes; We ler; grabs. Mrs. Belle Bowley, chair
in Rosa Ponselle's debut in Italy fol
skip the passages of pure imagina man; Mrs. Allie Blackington. Mrs.
lowing her 14 years of association
tion and pass on to the fabric of Shirley Holt, Mrs. Phyllis Searles.
with the Metropolitan Opera Com
thc story itself. I have often thought Mrs. Hattie Ludwick, Mrs. Lucy
pany, and therefore you will enjoy
the novel might more frequently be Gross. Mrs. Susan Moran, Mrs.
reading what Raymond Hall. Italian
written with almost no plot at all. Priscilla Smith, Mrs. Riah Knight
Never before has the public shown such an over
correspondent for Musical Courier,
It has been done rather successfully and Mrs. Mildred Gould.
has to say. Incidentally Mr. Hall's
whelming preference for any gasoline! Millions of
by several novelists I have in mind.
There will be no more meetings
column each week in Musical Cou
But such novels are not for the many, until fall.
motorists are making a giant swing to Triple “X”
rier is one of the outstanding fea
being produced for the author's own
tures. as he evidently views Italy's
TYDOL.
pleasure and that of a special audi
TREMONT
leading musical activities with the
ence.
Why?... Because the road to economy ... the road
Mrs. M. S. Maury of Baltimore Is at eyes and cars of a scholar, a musician,
Some, I presume, prefer the sea
a critic and an artist.
hcr
summer
home
here,
Nut
Brown
side in winter, the rolling dunes de
to smoother performance . . . the road to high"Beyond doubt, the musical offer
void of flowers and vegetation, the cottage, for the summer.
priced quality at no extra cost. . . leads straight to
Capt. John Latty has taken hls ing of greatest interest heard thus
gray immensity of ocean. But the
seaside then is rather like a bare four-masted schooner Theoline to far at the Florentine Musical May
the TYDOL pump.
is the restoration of La Vestale, mag
sentence unwarmed by the tints of Machalsport for repairs.
nificently
mounted
at
the
Teatro
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Rich, Mrs.
Imagery, the golden glamour of ad
PROVE IT YOURSELF
IN YOUR OWN CAR
TODAY
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation 27 Main St, South Portland
Clarence Smith, Miss Frances Wal- Communale. The interest is three
jectives.
That perfect object, the word of lace went to Ellsworth Falls Wednes fold—for the music itself, for the ex
beauty, I decline to cast into the day evening and heard the Dudley ! C€*’llonal Performance and for the
limbo of negligible things. Even if Radio Carollers It was a delightful modern stage setting. From each of
these aspects the exhumation has en
lt is not readily translatable, it has service, long to be remembered.
gaged
thc attention of the distin
Mrs.
Edward
Howe
and
Mtss
Harriet
its own excuse for being. Like
music, it can be experienced for its Williams motored to Winterport guished assemblage of musicians,
artists and critics, not to mention
own sake, for the mood of wonder it Sunday.
Mrs. Jacob Kelley entertained the the cosmopolitan public, convened in j
induces.
ladles' aid this week with 19 present. Florenne from all parts of Europe. I
____________
t The event easily ranks as one of the |
I must allow that there are prob
Another nice thing about an evening brilliant high lights in the operatic j
lems to be solved and matters to b'
weighed in the balance; but I also at home is that you needn't redeem ; annals of the Tuscan capital, and its
allow that these same matters might jx>ur hat when it’s over.—'Bethlehem significance transcends these re- :
I R'ooal boundaries.
Ik enhanced by felicitous expresslve- Globe-Times.
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The first Lubricating Hi-test Gaso
line. It lubricates as it drives

The Most Powerful Gasoline ever
sold at regular gas price

3 The Highest Anti-Knock Gasoline
ever sold at regular gas price
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